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Corona test: As reliable 
as the toss of a coin?

«In the end, the PCR [the test] is sometimes 

positive and sometimes negative. That’s 

where chance plays an active part.» (Christian 

Drosten)

«Our datas suggests that COVID-19 has an 
infectious mortality rate in the same range as 

seasonal fl u.»
Stanford Professor John P.A. Ioannidis about a study he was leading on the prevalence of COVID-19

Corona hysteria based on unwarrented evidenceCorona hysteria based on unwarrented evidence

The WHO - a repeat off ender The WHO - a repeat off ender 

WHO’s avian infl uenza alerts have encouraged 
governments around the world to purchase antiviral 
drugs. In the end, there were a mere several hundred 
cases of avian fl u worldwide, and none in Germany.

«Avian fl u.» Not a single case in 
Germany - In spite of WHO’s- 
horror scenarios (ARTE)

«The secret boss of the WHO

 is Bill Gates» (DIE ZEIT)

How credible is the World 
Health Organization (WHO) 
if a super-rich person can  
apparently use it for his or 
her own purposes?

CHF 11.00 / Euro 9.00
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ARD: «unnecessary 
panic» with the «swine 
fl u» - profi t for Big 
Pharma
The year of the alleged swine 
fl u outbreak was an extremely 
harmless fl u year.

«All autopsied corona-
deaths had pre-existing 
diseases» (Spiegel)
The «corona-deaths» had an 

averaged age of around 80 

throughout Europe and almost 

always suff ered from 

pre-existing diseases.
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 «...two to 

seven million

 deaths ...billions 

  infected...»

One of the most 
cited scientists 
in the world
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On what basis are civil rights being restricted and measures decided in the course of the «corona 
crisis», a crisis as the world has never seen before? First of all, it is striking that the WHO, which 
holds the reins of «corona» as a global command body, has in the past made a name for itself  for 
extreme corruption. � e 2017 edition of  ZEIT newspaper ran the headline: «� e secret head of 
WHO is Bill Gates». What does that say about the credibility of the World Health Organization 
when one of the richest people in the world can apparently use it as his personal tool? Equally 
worrying are the blatant misconceptions that are paving the way for the WHO: Even during the 
«Avian and Swine Flu» the horror scenarios it prophesied never did  materialise, and there is 
now suffi  cient reason to believe that it will not be any diff erent with «corona». Numerous highly 
renowned scientists and experts now contradict the WHO’s statements on «COVID-19» as well 
as the «preventive measures» implemented worldwide. Once again, the picture is one of a deeply 
questionable pandemic campaign lacking scientifi c evidence.

2ND EXTENDED ISSUE



Dear reader

Many people are still rubbbing their eyes and trying 
to understand what is happening to our society. Due to a 
not very serious flu-like illness (according to the official 
narrative), which of late, since the re-declaration by the 
WHO a few years ago, can be called a «pandemic» even 
without many deaths, people worldwide are «locked up» 
at home for weeks and months, shops are closed and the 
economy is almost completely shut down. We are flood-
ed with information, often alarming and shocking, often 
contradictory and illogical. One speaks of a devastating, 
worldwide pandemic caused by a dangerous, even dead-
ly virus, and then people die, but not across the whole 
country and affecting all age groups, as one would expect 
in a pandemic, but concentrated in just a few areas and 
only affecting those who were already seriously ill before 
and, moreover, already at an age close to death. How 
does that match?

The leading authorities repeatedly point out that no 
distinction is made as to whether the victims died of or 
only with this virus. Thus, a terminal cancer patient at the 
age of 92 who tested positive for corona shortly before 
his death is also included in the death statistics, which 
in turn is used as a basis to legitimise these destructive 
shutdown measures. How can this be? In New York, the 
worldwide epicentre of the «corona crisis», according to 
the New York Times of 14.04.2020, the dead are not even 
tested for corona, but only added by «estimation».

When testing is carried out, it is usually with a proce-
dure that has neither gone through an official approval 
process nor been clinically validated. According to one 
manufacturer, it is also not to be used for diagnostic ap-
plications, but only for research purposes. Excuse me? 
In addition, there are studies that highly criticize the re-
liability of this PCR test, and even Christian Drosten, the 
head of virology at the Charité in Berlin, states in a tweet: 
«Clearly: In the end the PCR is sometimes positive and 
sometimes negative. That’s where chance plays an active 
role. […]»

Even the supposedly dramatic increase in the number 
of infected persons appears in a somewhat different light 
if the increase in tests is also taken into account. If 100 
out of 1,000 people tested are positive today and 10,000 
out of 100,000 people in a week, and are thus diagnosed 
as corona infected, nothing at all has changed during this 
period - except the number of people who have been 
tested! By the way, the worldwide figures come from the 
Johns Hopkins University, which is on everyone’s lips in 
the context of the “corona crisis”, but which only a few 
people had heard of before. It becomes interesting in this 
context when one considers that this university is, from 
a financial point of view, of a private nature: The Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation donated more than 880 mil-
lion dollars to the university. Bill Gates, once officially 
the richest person on earth, at the same time advocates 
vaccinating all 7 billion people. The basis for this is once 
again the figures from the aforementioned Johns Hop-
kins University. Do you believe in coincidence? We all 
remember how these and other figures in daily headlines 
and evening news were sold to us in an alarmist manner 
as shock news and how this created a collective state of 

fear in the population, without which such destructive 
and harassing measures would hardly be possible. Just 
think of the complete paralysis of the global econo-
my (in Germany alone, according to the German En-
trepreneurs’ Exchange, a shocking 39% of all German 
companies and even 50% of companies from particu-
larly affected industries are threatened with insolven-
cy!), the closure of most shops and stores, the curfews 
and contact blocks, the locking away of the elderly, the 
compulsory wearing of masks and many other meas-
ures whose economic, health and psychological con-
sequences of which are not even remotely foreseeable. 
With the declaration of the pandemic emergency by the 
WHO, the governments of countless countries have, in 
short, abolished the basic constitutional rights of their 
citizens and thus, in defiance of any democratic princi-
ples, extended their own power to the absolute!

With this issue, dear readers, we would like to pro-
vide you, in our usual compact manner and based on 
verifiable and publicly accessible sources, with impor-
tant information and facts about the WHO, its links with 
the pharmaceutical industry and its dependence on 
Bill Gates, past «pandemics» that were not, and today›s 
«corona crisis» and much more, but without going into 
possible underlying intentions and agendas.

This issue, which is probably the most important of 
all the issues published to date due to the current and 
historically significant circumstances, is intended to 
help you to make people from your own circles, as well 
as politicians, civil servants and other state employees, 
aware of the above-mentioned and countless other is-
sues dealt with. To this end, we are making the digital 
edition available free of charge and distributing it fur-
ther as a PDF file on the Internet. You can find it on our 
telegram channel and on www.expresszeitung.com. If 
you wish to receive additional copies of this edition for 
personal distribution, we also offer you larger quanti-
ties of 10 or more at cost price in our online shop  (exlu-
sively in the German issue).

Dear readers, we are currently experiencing histori-
cal moments and are at the beginning of a new era, the 
dimensions of which can hardly be imagined, the scope 
of which is barely comprehensible and the consequenc-
es of which for all our lives are barely conceivable. Be-
cause of the allegedly man-made climate crisis, Greta 
Thunberg, her mastermind Salamon (see issue no. 27) 
and so forth spoke of the «burning house». Expressed 
with the same metaphor: Now the house is really on fire 
and it is time to realise this! Because those who sleep 
in democracy, wake up in dictatorship! We have set the 
price hurdle for this issue to zero so that knowledge can 
be disseminated as widely as possible. All the more we 
hope for your contribution!

In either case, the topic of corona will continue to 
occupy us in the future. We will accordingly be devot-
ing ourselves to the associated effects in coming issues. 
(ab)
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Topic of the issue:

With the so-called «corona crisis», many things that would 
have been considered unthinkable just a few months ago 
have become reality. The proclamation of a «pandemic» led to 
almost dystopian cuts in public life and in the private lives of 
citizens. The quarantine of entire regions and travel restrictions 
are curtailing what are in fact inviolable fundamental rights, 
all on the pretext of an exceptional situation. The devastating 
economic consequences that ‹corona› will have are already 
foreseeable. The ‹crash› that many have long predicted could 
be imminent. Is the huge economic damage now being caused 
commensurate with the danger posed by the alleged virus? In 
order to drive entire states into recession, a new, particularly 
serious infectious disease must have been proven to be nailed 
down, right? If this were not the case, what politics and the 
media have been doing in recent weeks and months would be 
a scandal of almost unimaginable proportions. If COVID-19 

were far less harmless than WHO and the like announced, the 
world would have been plunged into disaster for no reason at 
all. Is that the case? That is what we are looking into.

Corona panic: Towards disaster thanks to a fake pandemic?

4

Lobbying 

Corona: Who will lead us 

through the «crisis» 

Is the credibility of organisations and 

individuals like the WHO, the Robert Koch 

Institute, Christian Drosten, Bill Gates & 

Co. great enough to merit our trust?  

Health

Is «SARS-CoV-2 a new dangerous 

virus?

Has a dangerous and contagious virus 

been scientifically proven to be clean?  

Surely it is difficult to assume that this is the 

case when civil rights are being curtailed all 

over the world and the economy is being 

stifled. We are looking into it.  

4

How deadly is 

the «corona virus»?  
Amazing: According to many highly 

renowned experts, «COVID-19» is roughly 

comparable to the flu.   

The big question: Did people 

die «with» or «from» COVID-19?  
The alleged «corona deaths» averaged 

an  age of about 80 throughout Europe and 

usually suffered from two or three previous 

illnesses. Isn’t it a question of normal 

dying tendencies simply being 

reinterpreted as «corona deaths»? 

 

Do the measures make  

people ill?  

Is the health of the general population 

really effectively protected by the 

supposed corona countermeasures? 

   

Is it a pure test epidemic? 

The «PCR test» normally used for «SARS-

CoV-2» is being fundamentally questioned by 

many doctors and scientists. It is obvious that 

the corona numbers simply increase because 

more testing is done.  

SARS: Corona virus first Act 

Even the first «corona virus pandemic» in 

2003, which was widely covered by the 

media, was lacking in facts and evidence.   

What is the truth about   

the «Spanish flu»?  

Today, in corona times, the «Spanish flu» 

takes on new meaning, as it is cited as a 

typical example and memorial for the fact that 

virus pandemics can kill millions of people at 

any time. But is the narrative of a deadly viral 

disease in 1918 really true? 

Experts criticise the measures   

taken worldwide 

The supposed fight against corona was 

accompanied by governmental restrictions 

on a global scale, previously unknown. 

Many experts disagree and consider the 

measures to be nowhere near proportionate.   
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Who is leadinCorona: 

 The credibility of the organisations 

and individuals who provide us with 

information on the «corona virus» and 

implement measures to «combat» it is not 

great enough to merit our trust.  

 The World Health Organization 

(WHO) is externally controlled: According 

to the German weekly DIE ZEIT, «The 

secret head of the WHO» is Bill Gates. In 

the past, it has attracted attention with 

its unfounded panic-mongering, from 

which pharmaceutical companies in 

particular have benefited. Its current 

boss was once a member of a Marxist 

terrorist regime.  

At a glance

 Other actors at the centre of the 

so-called «corona crisis» include US Health 

Minister Alex Azar (previously the presi-

dent of a pharmaceutical company), the 

German Health Minister Jens Spahn (a 

former pharmaceutical lobbyist), the 

German epidemic authority RKI (involved 

with the pharmaceutical industry) and 

many more. This is not exactly what you 

would call «independent» and «credible». 

 Already during «avian and swine flu» 

the horror scenarios prophesied by the 

WHO, politics and media did not come 

about. There is little reason to believe that 

in the case of corona everything is 

different now.

T
he fear of corona has the 
world firmly in its grip. Gov-
ernments are literally running 
riot over the establishment 

of restrictive measures. But by now 
it should be clear to everyone that 
the consequences of these measures 

for the world economy will be abso-
lutely devastating. The first question 
that arises is whether the institutions 
and people who ordered and imple-
mented these measures have been 
reliable and competent in the past. 
Are those on whom we rely today and 

whose recommendations / instruc-
tions we follow trustworthy sources? 
A brief review follows, because those 
who learn nothing from the past are 
doomed to repeat history.
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ing us through the «crisis»? 

W
henever diseases break out somewhere in the world, it is  
consulted: the World Health Organization (WHO), which 
also holds the reins as the global commanding body for 
corona. The WHO has its headquarters in Geneva, Swit-

zerland. 194 countries are members of this UN special organisation. 
More than 7000 people work for it worldwide. On 11 March 2020 it of-
ficially declared corona a pandemic. However, critics accuse the WHO 
of often acting in favour of the pharmaceutical industry rather than for 
the benefit of mankind. The organisation depends too much on private 
donors. What is true about these accusations?

How trustworthy is the WHO?

Did you know that the WHO’s agenda 
has long been set by a super-rich 

person? This was claimed by the Ger-
man newspaper ZEIT and the German 
TV station ARTE in its documentary 
«The WHO: In the grip of the lobby-
ists». The WHO has around two billion 

dollars per year at its disposal. Not 
much more than a large hospital. The 
194 member countries pay compulsory 
contributions. The WHO is free to de-
cide what to do with them. But that is 
not even a quarter of the total budget. 
Most of it comes from donations from 
financially strong countries such as the 
USA, Great Britain or Japan, but it also 
comes from foundations and other or-
ganisations. The Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation is the second largest donor 
to the WHO after the USA. The GAVI 
vaccine alliance set up by Gates (see p.7 
f.) ranks fourth amongst its  donors. 

This is why the German week-
ly newspaper ZEIT concludes: «The 
secret boss of the WHO is called Bill 
Gates», as the title of an article. «The 
most important organization in world 
health, the WHO, has a problem: it is 
broke and therefore dependent on do-
nations. Is it losing its independence 
as a result?» David McCoy, one of the 
leading experts on world health, is 
called in as an expert by ZEIT news-
paper. He says the WHO’s agenda is 
increasingly determined by private 

donors, especially Bill Gates. If the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
stopped sending millions of US dollars 
to Geneva every year, the WHO would 
possibly collapse. The billionaire has a 
correspondingly great influence on the 
content of the agenda. 

What does that say about the credi-
bility of the WHO when one of the rich-
est people in the world can apparently 
use it as his personal tool? Incidentally, 
Gates› 2014 tax return clearly indicates 
investments in pharmaceutical compa-
nies like Novartis and Glaxosmithkline. 
When the WHO recommends that UN 
countries buy drugs and vaccines (see 
p.14 et seq.), Bill Gates’ already bulging 
wallet will be that bit thicker. Shouldnt 
the recommended measures of this 
authority, which according to ZEIT 
newspaper is externally controlled, be 
taken with the utmost caution? (tk) 

DIE ZEIT: «The secret boss of the WHO is Bill Gates»

«The survival of mankind depends 
on this organization. We depend 
on it to function at our best, but 
that is not the case at all.»

Corinne Lepage, 

former French Minister of the 
Environment on the WHO 

Source: youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff der 
Lobbyisten - Doku HD, 14.03.2018 

 Source:

youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff der Lobbyisten - Doku 
HD, 14.03.2018 

zeit.de, Der heimliche WHO-Chef heisst Bill Gates, 
04.04.2017 
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«For decades the WHO has been underfun-
ded. And a big problem is: WHO is financed to 
a very large extent by a single individual, by Bill 
Gates.» 

Dr David McCoy, physician and public health expert

Source: youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff der 
Lobbyisten - Doku HD, 14.03.2018 

«If Bill Gates were 
to say tomorrow 
that he would rather 
support education 
or maybe some-
thing completely 
different, [...] then 
the WHO would 
collapse. This deci-
sion-making power 
is now in the hands 
of a single person. 
This is an expres-
sion of feudal struc-
tures.» 

Thomas Gebauer, former CEO 
of the human rights organization 

medico International   

Source: youtube.com, Die WHO 
- Im Griff der Lobbyisten - Doku 

HD, 14.03.2018

«If a private donor gives more 
money than Germany, more than Eng-
land, more than the USA, one can as-
sume that he has some influence. It’s 
naive to think that he doesn’t. Most 
people don’t understand what that 
means and what the Gates Foundation’s 
goals are. You have to realise that the Gates 
people don’t just come along, completely unthinking-
ly. They have a clear plan of what they want to do.»   

James Love of the NGO Knowledge Ecology International

Source: youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff der Lobbyisten - 
Doku HD, 14.03.2018

The four largest donors to the WHO. Gates’ 

GAVI vaccine alliance is in fourth place, with 

his foundation in second place. The founda-

tion has donated over US$ 2 billion since the 

late 1990s.  

Source: youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff 
der Lobbyisten - Doku HD, 14.03.2018 

«If you were to ask people on the street: 
‹How would you like to see the WHO financed 
by an airline, a junk food producer or a simi-
lar company? Would you feel safe if the WHO did 
something like that?› This thought would most 
probably result  shocking to people, but that is ex-
actly what is happening right now.» 

Patti Rundall, International Action Network Infant Food

Source: youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff der Lobbyisten - Doku HD, 14.03.2018 

«You don’t just do-
nate money, you 

also place employ-
ees there. This is very 
worrying, because it 
can mean that the WHO is 
controlled by its donors. Not just by 
getting money, but also by taking over 
their staff and allowing them to man-
age the programme.» 

K. M. Gopakumar from the NGO Third World Network

Source: youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff der 
Lobbyisten - Doku HD, 14.03.2018 
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As early as 1999, Bill Gates initiated the establishment of 
the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) 

with a donation of 750 million US dollars - a public-private 
partnership involving the WHO, Unicef, the Gates Foundation 
and the pharmaceutical industry, among others. The aim: to 
vaccinate children in developing countries. «Coincidentally», 
this vaccination alliance has its headquarters in Geneva, right 
next to the WHO. GAVI also makes no secret that the WHO was 
a co-founder of the alliance and is now involved in GAVI’s ac-
tivities. The term «WHO sub-organisation» is not inappropri-
ate for GAVI.

What exactly happens at GAVI? Simply put, it is where 
countries buy their vaccines from vaccine manufacturers. 

In addition, wealthier western countries purchase vaccines 
for poorer countries. So vaccinations in the Third World are 
cross-financed by the West. Germany alone now spends hun-
dreds of millions here:

«Germany has been a GAVI donor country since 2006. In-
itially, the financing commitments were 4 million euros per 
year. Since then, Germany has continuously increased its an-
nual commitments; in 2012 they amounted to 30 million euros. 
In January 2015, Germany hosted the GAVI Donor Conference 
in Berlin under the patronage of Chancellor Angela Merkel. 
In the run-up to the conference, various non-governmental 

«We know the composition of the expert com-
missions in the relevant bodies, right up to the 
World Health Organization. And here, manufac-

turers sit at the table everywhere. [...] We criticize 
potential conflicts of interest, because if the financial 

dependence of the relevant experts or the regulatory 
authorities on the manufacturers of vaccines is as it appears 
here, then the decision-making of such regulatory authori-
ties or committees is at least potentially orientated towards  
the interest of the manufacturers.» 

     Dr. Angela Spelsberg from Verein Transparency International 

during the «Swine Flu» 2009 

Source: youtube.com, Plusminus: So geht Lobby - Das Geschäft mit der 
Schweinegrippe, 19.03.2010

Bill Gates’ GAVI project: How vaccine manu-

facturers are collecting billions from the taxpayer 

 At the GAVI donor con-
ference in Berlin in early 
2015 , GAVI alone raised 
approximately $7 billion 
for immunisation from 

Western countries and the 
Gates Foundation.

«There are a number 
of people who have 

worked in the pharmaceuti-
cal industry who have trans-
ferred the pharmaceutical 
industry way of thinking 
to the WHO. This has been 
done in such a way that they 
also ensure WHO decisions 
look pharma-friendly.» 
 

Prof. Peter Schönhöfer, pharmacologist 

Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure 
der Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020 
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«All 193 WHO Member States
 must make vaccination the top priority in

 their  health systems during this decade, so
 that all children  can be vaccinated with the old and 
new drugs. By the end of this decade, every country 

should have a health care system to ensure that 
vaccinations reach every child in the world.»

Bill Gates 2011 before the WHO World Health Assembly in Geneva
Source: WHO, Address by Mr Bill Gates  

to the Sixty-fourth World Health Assembly  
Geneva, 17.05.2011

On the German Wikipedia we 
learn about the CEPI (Coalition 

for Epidemic Preparedness Innova-
tions) organisation, where Bill Gates is 
mentioned as the founder:

«The Ebola fever epidemic of 2014 
hit the world community largely un-
prepared, and the development of 
three vaccines came too late and was 
insufficient. [...] The realisation that 
rapid vaccine development can avert 
global epidemics led to calls for an effi-
cient global system that is prepared for 
the research and development of new 
vaccines. Such platforms should short-

en the development time, accelerate the 
launch of clinical trials and so speed up 
vaccine production.»

What is described here in flowery 
words is the indirect demand for an 
accelerated approval procedure, which 
was already used in 2009 for some drugs 
against the alleged swine flu (Arepanrix 

and Humenza). CEPI is therefore mainly 
concerned with the rapid development 
of vaccines and their rapid passage 
through the approval process. Like GAVI 
(please refer), CEPI is also a public-pri-
vate partnership between governments, 
the WHO, the European Commission, 
research institutions, the vaccine indus-

 Source:

de.wikipedia.org; Gavi, die Impfallianz 
youtube.com, Die WHO - Im Griff der Lobbyisten - Doku HD, 14.03.2018 

organisations called for German pledges to be 
increased to 100 million euros annually. In her speech 
at the conference, Chancellor Merkel announced her 
intention to increase support to 600 million euros by 
2020.»

Although the pharmaceutical companies sell their 
vaccines to the Third World at lower prices than to Ger-
many, for example, they probably still make a profit:

«Glaxosmithkline sent a representative to the GAVI 
board of directors as a partner until 2011. Critics com-
plain that the prices for the vaccine doses could be low-
er. ... Médecins sans Frontières and Oxfam criticise the 
influence of the industry on GAVI. They call for trans-
parent pricing and publicly funded research.»

GAVI is the fourth largest donor to the WHO, along 
with the Gates Foundation, the US and the UK, accord-
ing to ARTE’s document «WHO - In the grip of lobby-
ists.» The second largest is the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation. Thus Bill Gates («The secret boss of the 
WHO» according to ZEIT newspaper, see p.5) is involved 
in the financing of the organisation in several ways.  (tk) 

CEPI:  How Bill Gates takes part 

in the corona vaccination race

LobbyingLobbying
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try and private donors, including the 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation. (1)

How CEPI uses tax money to finance 
private projects can be seen at present 
with the announced «corona crisis». 
CEPI is part of the race for the new co-
rona vaccine, which could possibly be 
approved in a fast-track procedure. 
Normally, it takes at least one and a half 
years to get a vaccine approved, but 
CEPI is demanding that exceptions 
be made in the event of an emer-
gency such as a major pandemic. 
This would be the case now, if 
one were to believe the official 
narrative on corona. This was 
the statement on the website of 
the Federal Ministry of Education 
and Research in mid-March 2020 
on the corona vaccination race:

«We will support the CEPI inter-
national vaccine initiative with an ad-
ditional 140 million euros. CEPI has 
already commissioned six institutes 
worldwide with the development of the 
vaccine - including the German biotech 
company CureVac. With this money, we 
are helping to ensure that the research 
can continue.» (2)

According to the report, Germany 
alone contributes with more than 100 
million euros of taxpayers’ money for 
CEPI.

CureVac: Camouflage for 
Gates and Big Pharma?

Part of CEPI and therefore indi-
rectly involved in these funds is the 
Tübingen-based pharmaceutical com-
pany CureVac. It has already received 
tens of millions of US dollars from 
CEPI, and now, as part of the afore-
mentioned support from the German 
government, another 8 million will be 
added to the development of the co-
rona vaccine. The best deals are still 
made with the state. On Wikipedia you 
can read the following on CureVac:

«In February 2015, the Bill & 

Melinda Gates Foundation was ac-
quired as a new investor and in Oc-
tober 2015, a private placement with 
five other investors (Baillie Gifford, 
Chartwave Ltd., Coppel family, North-
view and Sigma Group) and a volume 
of EUR 98.7 million was made. In 2017, 
a further capital increase was carried 
out with the participation of the US 
pharmaceutical group Eli Lilly& Co. in 
the amount of EUR 45.0 million. Since 
its foundation in 2000, CureVac has 
raised funds in excess of EUR 360 mil-
lion through the issue of shares.» (3)

In other words, through its share-
holders, CureVac is probably anything 

 Source:

1. de.wikipedia.org, Coalition for Epidemic 
Preparedness Innovations 
2. bmbf.de, Karliczek: Wir bauen Mittel zur 
Forschung am Coronavirus erheblich aus, 
11.03.2020 

3. de.wikipedia.org, Curevac 
4. marketwatch.com, Inovio gets $5 million grant 
from Gates Foundation to fund testing of device 
for delivering COVID-19 vaccine, 12.03.2020 
5. wsj.com, Bill Gates to Spend Billions on 
Coronavirus Vaccine Development, 05.04.2020 

The headquarters of 

CureVac in Tübingen. The 

pharmaceutical compa-

ny’s research on a corona 

vaccine is supported by 

Bill Gates and the German 

government, among 

others.

Foto: Shutterstock/SmallWorldProduction 

Headline from 
the online portal 
of the Swiss 
newspaper Blick 
on 06.04.2020. 
It sounds like a 
threat. After all, 
Gates’ words 
could be inter-
preted as: If you 
don’t get vacci-
nated, you won’t 
get your freedom 
back.

but independent. Tübigen’s share-
holders are international investors, 
pharmaceutical companies and once 
again, Bill Gates. It can be assumed 
that the scenario is similar in the ma-
jority of other research on corona.

Bill Gates is also involved in the 
race for the first corona vaccine in 
other ways. The US pharmaceuti-
cal company Inovio, for example, 
received 5 million dollars from the 
Gates Foundation to develop a vaccine 
against corona. (4) A total of seven 
corona vaccine research projects are 
co-financed by Bill Gates. (5) (tk)

«Some good things do happen, too. The work 

on a vaccine is proceeding in record time. Our 

foundation is funding it. The vaccines are to go out 

to everyone in the world. In the long run, that‘s 

what matters most.»

Bill Gates, 26th March, 2020, CNN interview on corona

Source: youtube.com, Bill Gates makes a prediction about 
when coronavirus cases will peak, 26.03.2020    

Dramatic warning by Bill Gates 

No return to normal life is possible without a 

corona vaccination 

According to Bill Gates [64], the corona crisis 
can only truly return to normal when there is 
a vaccine against the new virus for everyone in 
the world. Gates calls for the construction of 
vaccine factories.
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In times of corona panic, who has per-
haps the most important job in the 

world today? The Director General of 
the World Health Organization (WHO) 
is the African Tedros Adhanom. He 
was part of the Politburo of the Marx-
ist-Leninist «People’s Liberation Front 
of Tigray» (TPLF). (1) This organisa-
tion is today, as a party, the dominant 
force in the Ethiopia ruling coalition 
«Revolutionary Democratic Front of 
the Ethiopian Peoples». The TPLF was 
listed as a terrorist organization by the 
US government in the 1990s (2) and is 
still listed as a terrorist organisation 
by the «Global Terrorism Database» 
(GTD) of the University of Maryland. It 
continues to record armed attacks by 
the TPLF in rural areas, even in 
recent times. (3)

Since coming to power 
in 1991, it has been guilty 
of numerous violations of 
human rights. In 2005, the 
current head of WHO, Tedros 
Adhanom, became Minister of 
Health in the TPLF government, and 
in 2012 he took up the post of Foreign 
Minister. During Tedros’ term of office, 
police forces shot and killed about 500 
protesters critical of the government 
in the Oromia region. (4) In the Human 
Freedom Index 2017 of the Cato-In-
stitute Ethiopia is on the lowest ranks 
(place 146 of 159). (5)

Tedros is also known for his prais-
es of the communist dictatorship in 
China. China has invested billions in 

Ethiopia, e.g. 70% of the roads 
have been built by China. And 

Tedros seems to see China as a 
model for the development of his 

country. No wonder, as a long-time 
member of a Marxist terror organisa-
tion/party.

Tedros also showed the brain child 
he is by his decision to appoint the 
long-time president of Zimbabwe, 
Robert Mugabe, as «Ambassador of 
Good Will» for the WHO in 2017. Mug-
abe (who died in 2019) was a brutal 
dictator and mass murderer. Only af-
ter massive protests did Tedros finally 
reverse his decision. (6) 

The member of a Marxist party who 
served a violent regime that murdered 
innocents, persecuted journalists and 
dissidents is now the head of WHO. 
Can the words of this man in the coro-
na case really be believed? (tk) 

 Source:

1. bbc.com, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus: The 
Ethiopian at the heart of the coronavirus fight, 
04.03.2020 

2. uscis.gov, Policy Memorandum, 15.06.2014 
3. start.umd.edu, Tigray Peoples Liberation Front TPLF 
4. en.wikipedia.org, 2016 Ethiopian protests 
5. cato.org, The Human Freedom Index 2017 

6. welt.de, Mugabe als «Botschafter des guten 
Willens»? WHO rudert zurück, 22.10.2017 

WHO Boss 

Tedros and Bill 

Gates at the 2018 

Malaria Summit 

in London.

A member of a Marxist terrorist 

regime is today the head of WHO
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Who actually is Health Minister Jens Spahn (CDU)? Spahn is 
only a «part-time member of parliament», the magazine Fo-

cus (1) wrote on December 4, 2012, when Spahn was not yet Health 
Minister. And: «The 32-year-old political scientist, who many in 
the CDU already consider to be the future Health Minister, secret-
ly earned money through a discreet holding company for inten-
sive lobbying for the health industry. What a surprise! «With his 
friends Markus Jasper and Max Müller, Spahn already founded 
a civil law partnership (GbR) in April 2006. It owned the agency 
Politas, which mainly advises clients from the medical and phar-
maceutical sector. Jasper, 38, is a confidant of Spahn’s from his 
youth days with the Junge Union. Müller is a well-wired lobbyist 
who worked for the pharmaceutical wholesaler Celesio and for the 
Rhön-Kliniken». Müller later became chairman of the board of the 
online pharmacy DocMorris. (2)

As a politician, Spahn thus developed «the latest laws and re-
forms in the health sector, while his partner Müller could have in-
formed and advised customers from the health industry in real 
time. [...] He was obviously aware of the fact that the people’s rep-
resentative Spahn used his mandate as a health politician profit-
ably for consulting fees from the health industry, because he con-
cealed his participation in the lobbying company», wrote Focus. 
Not so: «At no time has there been a conflict of interest», Spahn 
is quoted by the magazine. Focus contradicted: «That is hard to 
believe. Since 2005, Spahn has been involved in health policy at 
important posts in parliament.» In May 2010 Spahn said he had 
sold his Politas shares: «He wanted to avoid the impression of a 
possible conflict of interest, was the reason that was given.» An-

yone who took the matter up, however, looked the other way: 
«Spahn sent us a statement on the Focus article,» wrote the Lobby 
Control Association, «but the statement left important questions 
unanswered. We sent Spahn a number of questions - but have not 
received an answer to date.» (3) (gw/tk) 

US Secretary of Health formerly a 

bigwig in the pharmaceutical industry 

Source: en.wikipedia.org, Alex Azar 

T
he reports of the US CDC are of-
ten taken directly from the WHO. 
Their word is more important than 
that of any other disease authority 

in the world, including in the case of Coro-
na. The two organisations have been closely 
networked for years. One of the reasons for 
this is that the USA is the main donor to the 
WHO. In addition, there are numerous per-
sonal links. The CDC reports to the United 
States Department of Health. At the moment 
it is headed by Alex Azar. From 2012 to 2017 he 
was president of Lilly USA, a subsidiary of the 
global pharmaceutical company Eli Lilly and 
Company. (tk)  

Foto: Olaf Kosinsky / Wikipedia

Health Minister Jens Spahn:  

A pharmaceutical lobbyist? 

 Source:

1. focus.de, Im Nebenjob Abgeordneter, Nr. 48 (2012)

2. DAZ.online, 19.06.2019 

3. lobbycontrol.de, Ein Abgeordneter mit Lobbyagentur – Jens Spahn antwortet nicht, 
24.01.2013

As a member of the Bundestag, Jens Spahn provided his services at a very 

young age to a lobbying company, with which he was also involved. He 

was a pharmaceutical lobbyist! How is it that he, of all people, became 

Germany’s Minister of Health? Should not the best of the best, the most 

honest of the most honest and the least involved in lobbying actually take 

over these offices?
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The Robert Koch Institute (RKI): 

Connections to the pharmaceutical industry 

T
he Robert Koch Institute (RKI) is the German higher federal au-
thority for infectious diseases. Never has the institution received 
more attention than in 2020. Statements from the daily press con-
ferences are broadcast on all channels, and the federal govern-

ment works with the recommendations of the alleged epidemic experts. 
However, connections with pharmaceutical companies arouse suspicion. 
Can one rely on the assessments of the RKI?

Part of the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) 
is the Permanent Commission on 

Vaccination, abbreviated STIKO. The 
STIKO consists of 16 volunteer experts 
appointed by the Federal Ministry of 
Health. It is responsible for the vaccina-
tion recommendations. The vaccination 
recommendations describe, for example, 
recommended basic vaccinations, fol-
low-up vaccinations, coverage of costs, 
risk groups or vaccinations for special 
professional groups. These recommen-
dations then find their way into the an-
nual vaccination calendar, which lists the 
standard vaccinations prescribed by the 
STIKO. Many doctors and parents base 

their vaccination decisions on the recom-
mendations of the vaccination calendar. 
Since 2007, the vaccinations recommend-
ed by STIKO are paid automatically by the 
statutory health insurance companies fol-
lowing confirmation by the Federal Joint 
Committee of Health Insurance Funds. 
The committee can therefore hardly be 
said to have an insignificant  influence on 
the costs of the health system and on the 
sales of pharmaceutical products.

Unfortunately, STIKO has also attract-
ed negative attention in the past due to 
its connections with the pharmaceutical 
industry: This was even reported in the 
online edition of the „Welt newspaper “ 
in 2008. In the article entitled: “Vaccina-
tion instructions from the pharmaceuti-
cal industry?” Die Welt quoted the phar-
ma-critical drug telegram: “Involvement 
with the industry can be seen in almost all 
commission members.” STIKO chairman 
Ulrich Heininger confessed to the „Welt“: 
“At STIKO we almost all have contacts with 
the pharmaceutical industry, and this 

is particularly common in the academic 
field. After all, research is also carried out 
jointly with the industry, which is what is 
wanted and desired, there is no state vac-
cine production here”. Further links from 
the “Welt”- article:

- “STIKO-member Professor Fred 
Zepp, Director of the University Chil-
dren’s Hospital in Mainz. He supports 
the website www. gesundes-kind.de as a 
consultant. Zepp’s Mainz clinic colleague 
Markus Knuf gives tips on vaccination. In 
a ‘preface’ Zepp explains that ‘the finan-
cial means for the project are provided by 
the company GSK (GlaxoSmithKline, edi-
tor’s note)’.

- “The STIKO-chairman of many years, 
Professor Heinz-Josef Schmitt, received a 
prize of 10,000 euros in June 2006 from 
the vaccine manufacturer Sanofi Pasteur 
MSD [according to the doctor and phar-
macist Wolfgang Becker-Brüser] ‘to pro-
mote the idea of vaccination’. The com-
pany produces the HPV vaccine Gardasil, 
which was approved in October 2006 and 
which STIKO recommended as a regu-
lar vaccination for young girls as early as 
March 2007. The deathblow to STIKO’s 
credibility was dealt by Schmitt when he 
left the commission early and is now on 
the payroll of vaccine manufacturer No-
vartis Vaccines,” says Becker-Brüser.” (1)

The ARTE documentary, “Profiteers  of 
Fear” also stated: “[The Permanent Vacci-
nation Commission (STIKO) of the Rob-
ert Koch Institute] recommends which 
vaccinations are advisable and must be 
paid for by health insurance companies. 

STIKO of the RKI: The «WELT» asked:  «Vaccination 

instructions from the pharmaceutical industry?»  
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«At STIKO almost all of us have contacts with the 
pharmaceutical industry, especially in the ac-
ademic field this is common practice. After all, 

research is also carried out jointly with industry, 
which is what is wanted and desired, there is no 
state vaccine production here.»

Ulrich Heininger, former STIKO chairman

Source: welt.de, Impfanweisungen aus der Pharmaindustrie?, 

The commission members are physicians 
whose projects are partly financed by the 
pharmaceutical industry. [...] On the in-
ternet pages of the Robert Koch Institute, 
the members of the commission do indeed 
indicate their relations to the pharmaceu-
tical industry. Almost all physicians have 
connections that could lead to conflicts of 
interest.” (2) (tk)

 Source:

1. welt.de, Impfanweisungen aus der Pharmaindustrie?, 
14.02.2008 

2. youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der Angst - arte 
2009, 27.03.2020 

There is nothing wrong with «contacts» between the authorities and pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. Something completely different is the financial influence of 
pharmaceutical producers on the decision-making of a state control body that is 
intended to protect the general public. Heininger›s statement distorts the facts!

Another example of the infiltration of the RKI by the pharma-
ceutical industry is the «Arbeitsgemeinschaft Influenza» (AGI). 

Its main task to this day is the monitoring of influenza waves. It is 
also the source of the annual flu figures, such as 25,100 flu deaths in 
2017/2018.

This working community «was founded in 1992 by four pharma-
ceutical companies» as is stated quite openly on the AGI website. For 
a long time, the AGI was 100% financed by pharmaceutical compa-
nies. Only in 2010 was the financing completely changed to public 
funding. So for many years the flu figures in Germany came directly 
from pharmaceutical companies. (tk)

Source: influenza.

  Did you know…

... that the current president of the Rob-
ert Koch Institute, Lothar Heinz Wieler, is a 

member of the Scientific Advisory Board of the 
international network GLOPID-R? The Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation is also a member or-
ganisation here. (1)

He is also a member of the board of the Internation-
al Association of National Public Health Institutes. 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is also a 
co-founder and donor of this organisation. (2)

In November 2019 the RKI received a donation of 
253,000 dollars from the Gates Foundation. (3)

 Source: 
1. de.wikipedia.org, Lothar H. Wieler 
2. who.int, Members of the Strategic and Technical Advisory 
Group for Infectious Hazards (STAG-IH) 
3. gatesfoundation.org, Robert Koch Institute

«Influenza Working Community» (AGI) of the RKI:  

Founded by the pharmaceutical industry 
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«T
he avian influenza virus 
(H5N1) could potentially 
trigger a new pandemic,» 

declared the pharmaceutical company 
Roche in 2005, «with up to 7 million 
deaths. (1) At the end of 2006, Dr. Petra 
Graf from the Health Department of 
the City of Munich sounded the same 
horn as many hysterical virologists, 
WHO epidemic experts and pharma-
ceutical manufacturers. She calculat-
ed that in the Bavarian capital alone, 
up to 400,000 people would fall ill and 
1,500 deaths would be caused by avi-
an flu. (2) Seven years later, the Robert 
Koch Institute (RKI) found out that in 
reality not a single person had fallen 
ill with avian flu - not in the whole of 
Germany.

The panic-mongering - especially 
by the WHO - prompted governments 
around the world to buy antiviral drugs 
such as Tamiflu from Roche. This de-
veloped brilliantly when «worldwide 
fear of avian flu» was rampant, Spiegel 
Online reported on November 1, 2005: 
«In the past three months [Tamiflu 
inventor] Gilead increased its license 
revenues by a whopping 70 percent 
over the previous year to 26.2 million 
dollars. Donald Rumsfeld, US Secre-
tary of Defense from 1975 to 1977 and 
from 2001 to 2006, was and still is a 

long-standing board member and ma-
jor shareholder of Gilead Sciences. 
His department ordered Tamiflu for 
millions of dollars in 2005. Through 
his Gilead share package, he benefited 
from the worldwide flu panic. «Avian 
influenza brought [Roche] record sales. 
The proceeds: more than 550 million 
euros. 96 states were stockpiling at 

the time. The US government bought 
Tamiflu for around 48 million euros. 
This was a lucrative deal for Donald 
Rumsfeld, then Secretary of Defense, 
who was both shareholder and Chair-
man of the Supervisory Board of the 
US company that developed Tamiflu 
and still owns the patent for the drug. 
Even as minister, Rumsfeld retained 
blocks of shares in the company. The 
estimated value: at least 4 million eu-
ros. Conflicts of interest have always 
been denied», the ARTE documentary 
«Profiteers of Fear» stated. (3)

In the end, avian flu proved to be a 
false alarm of the first order, with just 
a few hundred cases worldwide. Sta-
tistically not even worth mentioning. 
In fact, all those - and they were not 
a few - who had warned urgently of 
a major pandemic at the time should 
have lost all credibility at that point - 
first and foremost the WHO. How is it 
possible that these same organisations 
are now presenting us with the same 
scenarios for corona and that there is 
so little resistance? (tk)

 Source:

1. zeit.de, Angst im Anflug, 27.10.2005 
2. Münchner Merkur, Online-Ausgabe, 10.11.2006 
3. youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der Angst - arte 2009, 
27.03.2020 

Avian flu:  The hunt for a phantom 

«With the avian flu, I learned 

that there was someone who 

was responsible for the ‹epi-

demiological fire brigade› at 

the WHO, and after talking to 

him at the end of the year,  I 

found he could not give me 

any convincing reasons to justify fear of the avian 

flu. I then later learned that he had moved to a large 

pharmaceutical company.» 
Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, physician and former SPD member of the Bundestag 

Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020 

Avian flu
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WHO «expert» created avian flu panic and 

then switched to Novartis! 

K
laus Stöhr was head of the Global Influen-
za Program and SARS research coordina-
tor of the WHO during the alleged avian 

flu epidemic. As early as 2004, he publicly esti-
mated the coming deaths from avian flu at be-
tween two and seven million people worldwide. 
At a press conference at the end of November 
2004, he announced: «There are estimates that 
put the number of deaths in the range of two 
to seven million, and the number of people af-
fected will exceed the billions, 25 to 30% [of the 
world population] will become ill. (1)

In the end there were a couple of hundred 
cases worldwide, and not a single one in Ger-
many. Nevertheless, even then, millions of 
dollars worth of drugs were purchased by gov-
ernments. At the beginning of 2007, Stöhr gave 
up his post at the WHO and moved to vaccine 
development at the pharmaceutical company 
Novartis. (2)  (tk) 

 Source:

1. irishtimes.com, WHO says bird flu likely source of next 
pandemic, 26.11.2004

2. de.wikipedia.org, Klaus Stöhr

«...two to seven million dead... 

...billions infected...»
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T
he pharmaceutical company 
Roche›s sales already shot up in 
2005 and 2009 during avian and 

swine flu. The flu drug Tamiflu, devel-
oped by Gilead Sciences, which was 
and probably still is involved with for-
mer US Secretary of Defense Donald 
Rumsfeld, was the preferred choice 
of governments (see p.14). This 
also earned the drug the 
nickname «Rummyflu» 
(reference to Donald 
Rumsfeld).

Suspicious: With 
corona Gilead is once 
again pushing for-
ward with a drug. As-
tonishingly quickly, as 
if they knew something 
about the coming «corona 
crisis» in Europe, Gilead 
began research: «The first 
clinical study in the USA 
on Remdesivir from the 
pharmaceutical company 
Gilead in COVID-19 patients 
at the University of Nebraska 
Medical Center (UNMC) had 
already begun in February. 
The National Institute of Al-
lergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) 
[...] is currently investigating the safety 
and efficacy of Remdesivir in hospital-
ised adults suffering from COVID-19. 
But it is not yet known whether Rem-
desivir can improve clinical outcomes 
for patients.» (1)

In the meantime, the government 
in Washington has allowed the lim-
ited use of the active ingredient in 
«COVID-19 patients» in hospitals. In 
view of the «corona virus pandemic», 
the exemption was granted «at the 
speed of light», said the head of the US 

Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA), Stephen Hahn, in the 
White House on 1 May 2020. The 
aforementioned clinical study 
had shown that the active sub-
stance originally developed for 
Ebola could shorten the time to 
recovery in COVID patients by 
several days. The Swiss news-
paper Blick stated: «Remdesivir 
has not yet been approved as 
a drug anywhere in the world. 
The exceptional approval for 
the USA does not correspond to 
any formal approval, which is a 
much more complex process. 
Even the issuance of a limited 
waiver after only one promising 
clinical trial is unusual. So far, 
however, there is no vaccina-
tion against the novel corona-
virus and no reliable approved 
drug therapy.» 

The «corona pandemic» has 
already achieved for drugs what 
the CEPI organization (see p.8 
f.), which is involved with Bill 
Gates, also wants to achieve for 
vaccines: to get them quickly 
through the approval procedure 

or even to get them past it thanks to an 
«exceptional approval». (tk) 

The influenza drug 

Tamiflu was developed 

by the company Gilead 

Sciences. The former 

US Secretary of Defense 

Donald Rumsfeld was and 

probably still is one of 

the main shareholders of 

Gilead.

Remdesivir: Corona drug from Rumsfelds 

Gilead Sciences already in use

Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure 
der Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020

«We have found no evidence that this drug reduces the risk of serious compli-
cations or eliminates the need for hospital admissions. And there is no benefit 
for children with asthma, who are at risk. But we have found evidence of side 

effects. One in 20 children taking the drug will feel miserable and vomit. And that can 
contribute to dehydration.» Dr. Matthew Thompson of Oxford University, who publis-
hed a study on the effects of Tamiflu on children in the British Medical Journal (BMJ)» 

Dr. Matthew Thompson of Oxford University, who published a study on the effects of Tamiflu on 
children in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) 

Why do governments order and 
recommend such a controversial 
drug?

Plague bestseller Tamiflu -  useless and dangerous?

 Source:

1. deutsche-apotheker-zeitung.de, Im Einzelfall bereits im 
Einsatz - Remdesivir: Zwei Studien in Deutschland starten
2. blick.ch, Corona-Wunderwaffe Remdesivir?- USA 
erlauben Einsatz von Ebola-Wirkstoff, 02.05.2020 
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I
n mid-June 2010, an article entitled 
«Swine flu: who controls the WHO?» 
was broadcast in the ARD magazine 

Monitor. It dealt with the events sur-
rounding the alleged swine flu outbre-
ak in 2009 and pronounced a scathing 
verdict on politicians, the media and 
pharmaceutical companies, who at 
the time were, to say the least, fooling 
the population. The discovery of a new 
type of virus, which was at least prede-
termined, led to the proclamation of 
the highest pandemic level (6), without 
there being even the slightest reason 
for it. Researcher Tom Jefferson of the 
Cochrane Collaboration commented on 
this with the following words: «It was 
actually clear early on that this was a 
hoax. The first figures from Australia 
had shown that this would be a very 
mild flu. But that was completely igno-
red.» ARD also had to conclude that the 
panic-mongering had been completely 
unjustified: «Today it is clear: the swine 
flu virus even displaced the more dan-
gerous seasonal flu virus. For Germany 
this meant: instead of thousands of flu 
deaths in other years, 255 confirmed de-
aths from swine flu last winter. After the 
horror scenarios of swine flu had made 
the headlines for months, the result was 
just the opposite: it was an extremely 
harmless flu year in comparison, and 
thus a first-rate scandal, organised by 
politics and media!

Wasting tax-payers  money 

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Keil, epidemiolo-
gist at the University of Münster, told 
ARD: «If pandemic level 6 had not been 
declared, we would not have noticed 
anything. And we would have 
said: «That was a mild course 
now, that was nice this year.» 
ARD continued, based on 
Keil’s statements: «Less nice 
were the unnecessary pa-
nic, the unnecessary fears, 
the unnecessary vaccinations 
with less tested vaccines. And 
the many billions spent worldwi-
de to stockpile vaccines and antivirals. 
Most of it is still lying unused in storage 

devices. This was good business for the 
manufacturers. With the antiviral drugs 
Tamiflu and Relenza alone, Roche and 
Glaxosmithkline made sales through 
swine flu that others can only dream of. 
And much more went to the vaccine ma-
nufacturers. 

In response, the Council of Europe 
launched an official investigation into 
swine flu. Paul Flynn, who took part in 
the investigation, commented: «Billions 
upon billions of euros for the pharma-
ceutical industry and billions upon bil-
lions of wasted money for the taxpay-
ers of the world. How could this come 
about?» 

ARD was unable to determine exactly 
who the experts were who had declared 
pandemic level 6 on June 11th 2009. Ho-
wever, the reporters note: «[...] it is inte-
resting to see which advisors the World 
Health Organization has been working 
with in the field of influenza for ye-
ars. As early as 1999, when the antiviral 
drugs Tamiflu and Relenza came onto 
the market, the WHO began discussing 
preparations for a possible pandemic. In 
2002, the first pandemic conference was 
held, and in 2004 the decisive guideline 
was published: the Directive on the use 
of vaccines and antiviral drugs in the 

event of a pandemic. In this guide-

line, governments are strongly advised 
now to stockpile large quantities of anti-
viral drugs as a precautionary measure. 
Annex 5 literally says: ‹[...] It is crucial to 
build up stocks of antiviral drugs [...]›. 
This was written by the American pro-
fessor Frederick Hayden. What is not in 
the directive: While it was in progress, 
Hayden received funds from Roche and 
Glaxosmithkline, the makers of the an-
tiviral drugs, for consultations and lec-
tures. A possible conflict of interest that 
is not mentioned. Nor is it mentioned by 
other authors of the same guideline, for 
example Professor Karl Nicholson. He 
also worked repeatedly as a consultant 
to Roche and Glaxo. Or Dr. Arnold Mon-
to: He received money from Roche for 
consulting when the directive was in the 
works, and in the past also from Glaxo. By 
the way, according to information from a 
British journal, Monto is also supposed 
to be one of the secret members of the 
WHO emergency committee».

ARD: Billion-dollar business due 

to «unnecessary panic» over swine flu 

«If pandemic level 6 had not 
been declared, we would not 
have noticed anything. And 
we’d have said, «But that 
was a mild bout now, that 
was nice for once this year.»

Prof. Dr. Ulrich Keil, epidemiologist 
at the University of Münster, about the 

«swine flu» 2009

Source: youtube.com, Milliardengrab 
Schweinegrippe: Wer steuerte die 

WHO?, 28.06.2010 

«It was in fact clear early on that this was a 
hoax. The first figures from Australia had 

shown that this would be a very mild flu. But it was 
completely ignored.» 

Tom Jefferson, epidemiologist for the Cochrane Collaboration,  
on «swine flu».  

Source: youtube.com, Milliardengrab Schweinegrippe: Wer steuerte die WHO?, 28.06.2010
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Useful tool of the 
pharmaceutical industry?

The renowned medical journal «British 
Medical Journal» (BMJ) considered these 
compounds to be unacceptable. The 
specialist editor Deborah Cohen told 
ARD after her research: «What we found 
out shook us because it showed to what 
extent pharmaceutical companies now 
influence decision-making processes in 
public authorities by using key experts. 
The ARD continued: «Incidentally, many 
German states had already started stor-

ing antiviral drugs during the avian flu 
epidemic because some virologists had 
repeatedly warned of the danger of a 
very large pandemic. After the avian flu 
proved to be a false alarm, the big pan-
demic in 2009 was ostentatiously as-
sumed. One of the most frequent warn-
ings was issued by the ESI, an association 
of influenza experts who want to exert 
influence so that influenza vaccines be-
come more widespread worldwide and 
countries build up stocks of antiviral 
agents. ESWI works closely with the 
WHO. Many ESWI members advise the 
WHO, as does the ESWI head Albert Os-

terhaus. In its declaration of possible 
conflicts of interest at the WHO, it says 
literally: ‹He is also chairman of ESWI, 
an independent group of European 
scientists›. Independent? According to 
Osterhaus, the scientists work for free, 
but ESWI is mainly financed by large 
pharmaceutical manufacturers. Isn’t 
that a conflict of interest?» 

Shouldn’t we be reminded of shady 
people like Albert Osterhaus if the 
WHO is again running a similar inter-
national pandemic programme today?  
(tk) 

Source: youtube.com, Milliardengrab Schweine-
grippe: Wer steuerte die WHO?, 28.06.2010 

«This winter we had far 
fewer flu deaths over-
all than in previous years. 
Normally we have an estima-
ted two to three thousand deaths here in 
Australia due to the flu. This year there 
were only about 190, and the impact of 
this new flu - at least in terms of deaths - 
is well below what we normally see here.»  

Professor Peter Collignon, Director of the School of 

Medicine, University of Canberra, on the swine flu 

winter in Australia in 2009.

Source: youtube.com, Monitor: Horrorszenarien -  
Die Schweinegrippe und die Medien, 19.03.2010 

«How many people actually 
die [in Mexico] from the new 

H1N1 virus is still not completely cle-
ar. The Mexican government repor-
ted 159 deaths in the first few weeks, 
but shortly afterwards the health minister drastically re-
vised the figures downwards. After that only 26 people are 
said to have died from the virus. [...] The WHO registers 
all [swine flu] deaths worldwide to date, but these figures 
are estimates. Not every country takes samples from every 
suspected case.» 

From the ARTE documentary «Profiteers of Fear»

Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020

Number of swine flu cases was only 

estimated

Panicmon-

gering on the 

front page 

of the Bild 

newspaper 

WHO changed pandemic definition in May 2009

«In May 2009, the WHO deleted two key points from the pandemic definition. In the past, the condition was an 
‹enormous number of deaths and diseases› in ‹several states›. This is no longer the case today. Now, to declare a pandemic, 
it is enough for the pathogens to spread quickly and massively in at least two of the six WHO regions. How many people die 

or fall ill worldwide is no longer a criterion for a pandemic.»

From the ARTE documentary «Profiteers of Fear» Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020

«In England, swine flu seems 
to be the most rampant. At least 
here the strongest measures 
against the flu have been taken. ... 
The government has administered 
anti-influenza drugs to more than 
80% of the population. In addition, 
an order of vaccines worth around 
180 million euros was placed. The 
rector of Imperial College, Sir Roy 
Malcolm Anderson, advises the 
WHO and the government on how 
to combat the virus. He publicly 
promoted the use of the antivirals. 
British journalists revealed that 
the physician is also on the payroll 
of Glaxosmithkline - a pharma-
ceutical company that earns bil-
lions by selling the new vaccine - 
receiving 136,000 euros annually.»

From the ARTE documentary 

«Profiteers of Fear» 
Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der 

Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020

WHO consultant paid by 

pharmaceutical company

Swine flu virus unstoppable!

Swine flu - unstoppable virus!
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berg. Karin Mueller of the Kassel 
health department also said: «To this 
day it is not at all clear whether the 
swine flu is in any way connected to 

Source: youtube.com, Plusminus: 
So geht Lobby - Das Geschäft mit 
der Schweinegrippe, 19.03.2010 

«The Emergency Admissi-
ons are still empty, but the 
drug companies have long 
since done business.» 

The ARD magazine 
Plusminus,2009 about the 

«swine flu» 

France in the grip of the pharmaceutical 

«94 million doses of vaccine were ordered by the French government 
[during the declared swine flu pandemic]. The cost is unknown. The 
press speculates that it will cost between one and 1.4 billion euros. 

The opposition has sharply criticised the French government’s opaque ap-
proach. [...] Health Minister Roselyne Bachelot herself worked in the phar-
maceutical industry for more than 10 years before her career as a politician. 
Among other things, she was PR manager for a large corporation. There are 
also overlaps at the partly state-financed Institute Pasteur: Alice Dautry is 
also a consultant for the pharmaceutical association LEEM.» 

Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020

From the ARTE documentary «Profiteers of 

Swine flu:  

This is how the «Bild» newspaper stoked up fear! 

Bild-Online from 21.10.2009 

Bild-Online from 03.07.2009  

A
t the time of the alleged swine flu, a large part of the press 
drummed out horror reports almost daily. For example in the 
Bild newspaper - their front page at the end of October 2009 ran 

the headline: «Professor fears 35,000 dead in Germany!» In addition, 
«30 million infected» and «extreme disease progession» were predict-
ed. The expert referred to was Prof. Dr. med. Adolf Windorfer (holder 
of the Federal Cross of Merit), epidemic expert and from 1997 to 2006 
head of the Lower Saxony State Health Office. At that time he advised 
the World Health Organization WHO. In the end, Windorfer was wrong 
by a factor of more than 100 according to official figures: From April 
2009 to the beginning of May 2010, a total of around 226,000 confirmed 
cases of swine flu and 250 deaths attributable to it were reported to the 
Robert Koch Institute in Germany. (tk)

Source: de.wikipedia.org, Pandemie H1N1 2009/10 
bild.de, Professor befürchtet in Deutschland 35.000 Tote!, 21.10.2009 

A
t the beginning of November 
2009, the swine flu campaign 
for the coming winter was in full 

swing. At the time, the German news-
paper «Bild-Zeitung» ran the headline 
«Swine flu: Büsra († 15) dead - see how 
her best friends mourn.». The RTL-
news broadcast also reported highly 
emotionally: «She was just so full of 
life: The 15-year-old schoolgirl from 

How a 15-year-old girl was willfully misdeclared a victim 

of swine flu 

Bild-Online from 

09.11.2009 

Kassel is the 12th victim of swine flu. 
The girl had apparently died primar-
ily of heart muscle inflammation. «At 
the moment there is no indication that 
the student died of swine flu», said city 
spokesman Hans-Juergen Schweins-

Swine flu is unstoppable

Professor fears 35,000 dead in Germany!

Büsra (t15) dead - see how her best friends mourn

WHO warns

Swine flu

Swine flu
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A
t that time, vaccinations destroyed the lives of hun-
dreds of people, today we are again working on the de-
velopment of a new corona vaccine as if nothing had 

ever happened. There’s no business like the pharmaceutical 
business!

What happened back then? First of all, the vaccine manu-
facturer Glaxosmithkline had cashed in. «Swine flu has done 
Glaxo good,» wrote the 2010 Handelsblatt brazenly in its title. 
«Pharmaceutical giant Glaxosmithkline ended the past quar-
ter with higher profits, thanks in large part to swine flu.» (1)

In 2016 the Spiegel, reported, amongst other matters, on 
the consequences of the vaccination running the title: «Dam-
age after swine flu vaccination: Sweden compensates narco-
lepsy patients» More: «After the swine flu vaccination, a strik-
ingly large number of people in Europe fell ill with narcolepsy. 
Sweden now pays those affected up to one million euros. 
That’s not enough for many people.» In Sweden as well as in 
Finland, there were hundreds of cases of proven vaccination 
damage caused by Glaxosmithklines› drug Pandemrix. The 
manufacturer admitted in 2013, according to media reports, 
that 795 people across Europe have developed narcolepsy 
since the vaccine was introduced. (3) Germany spent a whop-
ping 700 million euros on Pandemrix during the swine flu era.

Drosten calls for vaccination

The title of the Spiegel article reveals who ultimately 
compensated for the vaccination damage: not «Glaxo», but the 
Swedish state, ergo the taxpayer. Shame on you troublemaker 
who believe that this was a result of unscrupulous lobbying by 
the company. This apparently left enough capital to start new 
research for corona as well: «[Glaxosmithkline] continues to rely 
on already proven techniques. Together with a Chinese company 
they are developing a COVID-19 vaccine based on genetically 

Glaxosmithkline: Known for vaccine dam-

age, corona vaccine in development 

 Source:

Bild.de, Todesfall in Hessen: Schülerin (15) mit 
Schweinegrippe gestorben, 08.11.2009  
youtube.com, Monitor: Horrorszenarien - Die 
Schweinegrippe und die Medien, 19.03.2010 

the death of the girl. What is cer-
tain is that the girl died clinical-

ly of heart muscle inflammation.» But 
even the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) 
included the Büsra case in its statistics 
of swine flu deaths. Is this scientifi-
cally serious? Or didn’t the RKI simply 
report everything it could find to pro-
duce a threatening number of deaths? 
So it seems that the tragic death of a 
young girl was shamelessly exploited 
by the flu scares. (tk)  

«At the beginning of the millenni-
um, the pharmaceutical industry was at a 
point where lean times were ahead. There 
were no new innovative products and the 
question was how to keep profitability 
high. So our specialists in the pharmaceu-
tical industry pushed the development of 
the vaccine sector by inventing epidemic 
warnings and pandemics to boost sales of 
vaccines. The first thing that was tried was the much-cited avian flu. 
And let me remind you, all the experts who cried out for swine flu are 
the same ones who cried out for bird flu before.» 

Dr Marc Girard, medical expert on pharmaceuticals

Source: youtube.com, Doku | Profiteure der Angst - arte 2009, 27.03.2020 
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engineered viral proteins,» says Focus-Gesundheit. (4)
Christian Drosten from the Charité in Berlin, who is 

currently perhaps the most important government advisor 
in Germany, was awarded the Glaxosmithkline Prize for 
Clinical Infectiology in 2004(5) And one can only guess which 
vaccination Drosten recommended in May 2010, when the 
swine flu hype had already subsided: «Drosten urgently called 
for a vaccination against swine flu. The disease is a serious 
general viral infection that causes many more severe side 
effects than can be imagined, even from the worst vaccine›, 
said the Süddeutsche Zeitung. (6) The proven vaccination 
damage showed that Drosten was wrong. Perhaps not the last 
time? 

In the case of corona, Drosten is also calling for vaccines to 
be made available as quickly as possible, preferably in a rapid 
procedure. «Abbreviations» of approval procedures, according 
to Drosten in his podcast, «are not only conceivable, but have 
long been envisaged». (7) (tk) 

 Source:

1. handelsblatt.com, Pharmabranche: Schweinegrippe hat Glaxo gut getan, 28.04.2010 
2. spiegel.de, Schaden nach Schweinegrippe-Impfung: Schweden entschädigt 
Narkolepsie-Patienten, 13.05.2016 
3. 20min.ch, 24.01.2013

4. focus-arztsuche.de, COVID-19-Impfung: Wettrennen zum Vakzin 
5. en.wikipedia.org, Christian Drosten 
6. sueddeutsche.de, Schweinegrippe: «Die Welle hat begonnen», 17.05.2010 
7. merkur.de, Corona-Impfstoff: Virologe Drosten nennt zwei Möglichkeiten - 
«hoffnungsvolle Anfangsdaten», 06.04.2020 

If someone is caught lying once, they are 
seldom believed again. And if someone pro-
vokes panic before an approaching virus 
disease for no reason, you should be just as 
suspicious. However, the WHO is a repeat 
offender, and on several occasions yet has 
caused much commotion with an unwar-
ranted global disease alert. In fact, just one 
of these exaggerated pandemic proclama-
tions would have been enough to create a 
scandal of global proportions. The alleged 
«swine flu» in particular could have shaken 
the UN power system if critical media and 
a critical public had been sufficiently out-
raged by it. However, there were only a few 
reports - mostly hidden on special interest 
channels - and the uproar did not occur. 
Both during avian and swine flu, the Fed-
eral Chancellor of Germany Angela Merkel 
was already in office. Her betrayal of the 

German taxpayer with billions spent on 
unused vaccinations and medication had 
hardly any negative consequences for her 
- like so many other missteps. Misjudge-
ments, scaremongering, useless measures, 
vaccination damage, corruption and bil-
lions in profits for Big Pharma pave the way 
for the WHO. Has the population simply not 
been informed enough about it? Why are 
no consequences being drawn today from 
these outrageous scandals of the past in the 
corona case? How do you come to forgive, 
ignore or forget what is actually unforgiv-
able? Radical measures such as quaran-
tines and curfews may be justified in ex-
treme emergencies, but certainly not if they 
are recommended by a shady, foreign-con-
trolled organization known for misinfor-
mation, such as the WHO. In this case the 
fox is set to keep the geese. (tk)  

C O N C L U S I O N

In May 2010, the Süddeutsche Zeitung and the RKI were still flogging the 

dead swine flu horse. «The wave has begun», the then president of the 

RKI, Jörg Hacker, was quoted as saying.

«[...] fortunately we are supported 

by public research funds from the 

European Union and more recent-

ly by the [...] Bill and Melinda Gates 

Foundation.»

 Christian Drosten, virologist from the Charité Berlin about the 
corona gene test developed by him and his team. 

Quelle: ndr.de, (16) Coronavirus-Update: Brauchen  
Abkürzungen bei der Impfstoffzulassung, 18.03.2020 

In Southern Germany, the incidence of swine flu is increasing dramatically. Experts warn that 
a wave of influenza will spread throughout Germany in the coming weeks.

“The wave has begun”
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T
he WHO declared the «corona-
virus epidemic» to be an inter-
national health emergency on 
30.01.2020. Under the pretext 

of a dangerous virus pandemic, mass-
es of civil rights were then restricted 
worldwide, freedom of movement was 
curtailed, patients were isolated, cities 
were cordoned off and mass gatherings 
were banned. Measures of a magnitude 
the world had never seen before.

To take such radical action, one 
should be quite sure of one’s own ac-
tions. One would think that all scientif-
ic standards for the detection of a new, 
disease-causing and infectious virus 
are more than fulfilled and there is also 
a consensus among scientists that the 
new corona virus (SARS-CoV-2, disease: 
COVID-19) is highly dangerous. Any-
one who enforces such measures must 
have surely safeguarded themselves a 
hundred times over. There can’t be any 
doubt about that, can there?

Just to be on the safe side, let’s check 
once again to make sure that all the vi-
rological standards have been observed 
in the case of corona. Here are 10 steps 
to prove that corona is a disease-caus-

ing and infectious virus. You don’t have 
to be a virologist or expert to under-
stand these steps. It is enough to use 
common sense and the laws of logic. A 
new, disease-causing and infectious vi-
rus would have to be proven in the fol-
lowing steps:

Step 1 :  
Detection of a new, 

widespread and dangerous 
clinical symptom

Step 2 :  
Careful anamnesis 

(asking for the medical 
history)

Step 3 :  
Optical identification of the 

pathogen

Step 4 :  
Highly purification/Isolation

Step 5 :  
Identification of unique 

characteristics

Step 6 :  
Calibration of laboratory tests

Step 7 :  
Compliance with the first Koch 

postulate

Step 8 :  
Compliance with the second 

Koch postulate 

Step 9 :  
Compliance with the third Koch 

postulate

Step 10 :  
Documentation and confirmations

     A new,  dCorona: Corona: 

Foto: Shutterstock/Lightspring 

Were all these steps carried out in 
past «epidemics» and especially with 
corona?
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,  dangerous 

Let’s assume that a new, previously unknown 
disease causes one earlobes to swell, then turn 
blue, and the sufferer eventually loses his hear-
ing. In other words, completely new symptoms 
that probably did not exist before and that might 
require a completely new form of treatment. 
Let’s assume that this “blue-ear-disease” (BED) 
does not occur sporadically, but regularly affects 
whole districts or schools or employees of a com-
pany - it occurs in waves and frequently among 
people who have had contact with each other. If 
the symptoms were already previously known, 
there would basically be no reason to look for 
new diseases. Only if the known diseases have 
been carefully - and unsuccessfully - investigat-
ed, can one consider the possibility that this is 
a completely new, previously unknown disease.

A new, dangerous and possibly A new, dangerous and possibly 

contagious clinical symptom must be found.contagious clinical symptom must be found.

virus? 

  Step 1: 

 Foto: Shutterstock/Lightspring 

No matter how much you twist 
and turn it: Clinically, COV-

ID-19 (the viral disease allegedly 
caused by the coronavirus SARS-
CoV-2) is indistinguishable from a 
cold, flu or pneumonia. Although 

it is sometimes claimed that coro-
na is characterised by particularly 
severe breathing difficulties and 
occasionally by “a loss of the sense 
of smell and taste”, this seems very 
forced and the necessary scientif-
ic data are lacking. (1)

COVID-19 does not, by any 
stretch of the imagination, repre-
sent a new disease phenomenon. 
Severe and sometimes fatal pneu-
monia occurs millions of times 
each year. However, even if corona 
patients worldwide were to show 
symptoms clearly distinguishable 
from those of influenza patients, 
they would have to be much more 
harmful and widespread than 
those of influenza to justify the 
international health emergency 
declared by the WHO. (tk)  

Corona disease has no unique selling point 
in its symptoms. All signs that point to a 
flu-like illness can also be identified as co-
rona symptoms.

Source: 
1. morgenpost.de, Coronavirus: Typische Symptome und Anzeichen 
der Infektion, 15.04.2020

Corona Corona 

Does COVID-19  
produce new  
symptoms? 
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When a dangerous virus rages 
through Europe, common sense 

tells you that the total death toll in 
Europe must increase dramatically. 
This is understandable to everyone. 
Why enforce radical measures such as 
curfews if there is no clear increase in 
mortality? That would be madness. 

According to official announce-
ments, the new corona virus (SARS-
CoV-2) was discovered in China on 7 
January 2020. However, studies now 
confirm that the virus was circulating 
months before that date. The Austrian 
news portal “die Presse” explains:

Researchers at ETH Zurich and 
a research team at the University of 
Milan now understand that the vi-
rus had already started to circulate 
in October-November 2019 and not, 
as initially assumed, in December. 
These studies assume that COVID-19 
had only developed its high infection 
potential over time, but neverthe-
less the virus actually had more than 
enough time to spread unhindered. It 
must be remembered that an infected 
person who develops symptoms such 
as a cough irritation is already in an 
advanced stage of the disease. Days - 
even weeks - before the disease even 

becomes noticeable, the infected per-
son is considered a potential carrier. 
So either way the lockdown came too 
late.(1)

With an incubation period (time 
between infection with a pathogen 
and the appearance of the first symp-
toms) of just two to ten days (2), should 
the virus not have caused high death 
rates throughout the world early in 
the winter of 2019/2020?

The total mortality in Europe was 
nevertheless in the normal range or 
even below it for months, although 
according to the latest findings COV-
ID-19 had long since reached Europe. 
Increased mortality should have been 
visible early on in European monitor-
ing (EuroMOMO), but this was long 
overdue. (3) It was not until the end 
of February 2020 that a short-term 
increase in the total death rate in Eu-
rope became apparent, which is now 
probably already declining again. The 
extent to which this increase can be 
attributed to a dangerous virus is open 
to debate. Numerous other factors 
(see p.32 ff. ), especially the measures 
introduced, would also have to be tak-
en into account. The fact is that even 
the increased general death figures at 

the end of February 2020 did not ex-
ceed those of the winter of 2016/2017. 
This period of increased mortality 
went largely unnoticed by the public at 
the time. It is difficult to understand 
how similar figures today justify a Eu-
rope-wide shutdown.

Whether this increase, calculated 
over the whole year, will play a role is 
still unclear. In an interview in mid-
March, German virologist Hendrik 
Streeck suspected that COVID-19 
would not increase the overall mor-
tality in Germany, which is normally 
around 2,500 people per day. Streeck 
mentioned the case of a 78-year-
old man with previously diagnosed 
illnesses who died of heart failure 
having, tested positive for COVID-19 
and was therefore included in the sta-
tistics of COVID-19 deaths. (4)

 
More inocuos   

than flu? 

An epidemiological study from Ja-
pan came to the conclusion that the 
mortality rate of COVID-19 patients 
even in the Chinese city of Wuhan was 
only 0.04% to 0.12% and thus rather 

How deadly is the «corona virus»?

Source: rundblick-niedersachsen.de, Finanz-Professor:  
«Das ist das grösste Umverteilungsprogramm in Friedens-
zeiten», 02.04.2020 

«The European ‹Mortality Monitor›, to 
which all deaths are reported weekly, 
even currently shows an even under-av-
erage mortality. The feared rush to hospi-
tals has also failed to materialise. There is 
therefore a lack of reliable data to justify 
the severity of the interventions.» 

Professor Dr. Stefan Homburg, Director of the Institute of Public 
Finance at the Leibniz University in Hanover, on April 2, 2020, 

when the data did not yet indicate excess mortality, but measures 
had already been implemented

  Foto: Stefan Homburg 
(https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
File:Stefan_Homburg_2013.jpg)  

https://creativecommons.org/ 
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en 
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EuroMOMO is a network that maps and publishes data on mortality in Europe. The picture shows the pan-European data from 2016 to 
the 15th calendar week of 2020. The curve of death rates (green) goes up every year during the winter months and down during the warm 
season. Whether the increased death rates at the end of February 2020 have anything to do with a deadly virus is still open to debate 
(see p.32 ff.). Even if this were the case, according to Euro MOMO the mortality rate on 12.04.2020 did not even exceed that of winter 
2016/2017. It is difficult to see how these figures can justify a Europe-wide “lockdown”.

Sweden

lower than that of seasonal influenza, 
whose death rate is about 0.1%. The re-
searchers assume that the reason for 
the apparently highly overestimated 
lethality of COVID-19 is that original-
ly only the more severe cases were re-
corded in Wuhan, but the disease was 
asymptomatic or mild in many people. 
(5)

A new French study entitled «SARS-
CoV-2: anxiety versus data» concluded 
that «the problem caused by SARS-
CoV-2 is probably overestimated» be-
cause «the mortality of SARS-CoV-2 is 
not significantly different from ordi-
nary coronaviruses (cold viruses) ex-
amined in a hospital in France». These 
«corona viruses» occur every year and 
are regularly detected in colds, so they 
are nothing special and above all noth-
ing particularly dangerous. (6)

According to Stanford Professor 
John P.A. Ioannidis, there is no suffi-
cient medical data basis for the meas-
ures currently being decided upon. The 
new corona virus is probably no more 
dangerous than some of the common 
corona viruses, even in older people. 
(7) Using data from the cruise liner Di-
amond Princess, he showed that the 
age-related lethality (proportion of 
deaths among the sick) of COVID-19 is 
between 0.025% and 0.625%, i.e. in the 
range of a severe cold or flu.

The German immunologist and 
toxicologist Professor Stefan Hockertz 

Headline of the Hamburger Morgenpost of 06.04.2020. Statement of the Hamburg forensic physician Püschel, 

who in the meantime has already examined more than 100 deceased persons who tested positive for corona.

«This virus affects our lives in a to-
tally excessive manner. “This is dis-

proportionate to the danger posed by the 
virus. And the astronomical economic dam-

age now being caused bears no relation to  with the danger 
posed by the virus. I’m convinced that corona mortality will 
not even peak at a yearly mortality rate.» 

Prof. Dr. Klaus Püschel, Rechtsmediziner and head of Hamburger Forensic Medicine 
Department 

Source: mopo.de, Rechtsmediziner: «Ohne Vorerkrankung ist in Hamburg an Covid-19 noch 
keiner gestorben», 06.04.2020  

 Foto: Axel Hindemith (https://commons.wikimedia.org/ 
wiki/File:Klaus_P%C3%BCschel_NLD_Hannover_Vortrag.jpg)  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en 

explained in an interview that it’s not 
that COVID-19 is more dangerous than 
influenza (flu), it is simply observed 
much more closely. More dangerous 
than the virus were the fear and panic 
caused by the media and the «authori-
tarian reaction» of many governments. 
He also stressed that many of the al-
leged «corona deaths» had in fact died 
of other diseases and had also tested 
positive for corona viruses. Hockertz 
suspected that up to ten times more 

An increased mortality rate at the end of February 2020 is also noticeable in Sweden, which did without the extreme “protective measures” imposed 

in the rest of Europe. If one were to assume that COVID-19 is the main factor for excess mortality, then one would also have to conclude that the Eu-

rope-wide lockdown policy was relatively useless, since the death figures in most countries with lockdown increased in the same way as in Sweden. 

people than were reported had already 
had COVID-19, but had hardly noticed 
anything. (8)

The Argentine virologist and bio-
chemist Pablo Goldschmidt also ex-
plained that COVID-19 is no more 
dangerous than a severe cold or the 
flu. It was even possible that the COV-
ID-19 pathogen had circulated in ear-
lier years but had not been discovered 

Increased death figures in Sweden 
from the end of February

Legal physician: “To date, nobody has died of covid-19 in Hamburg without suffering previous illnesses”
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because it had not been sought. Dr. 
Goldschmidt spoke of a «global terror» 
that had been created by the media and 
politics. Every year, three million new-
borns worldwide die of pneumonia and 
50,000 adults in the USA alone. (9) 

The renowned Italian virologist Gi-
ulio Tarro argued that the mortality 
rate of COVID-19 in Italy was also be-
low 1% and thus comparable to the flu. 
The higher values only apply because 
no distinction is made between deaths 
with and of COVID-19 (see p.32 ff.) and 
because the number of (symptom-free) 
infected persons is greatly underesti-
mated. (10)

Virology professor Dr. Carsten 
Scheller from the University of Würz-
burg explained in a podcast that coro-
na is quite comparable to influenza and 
has so far even led to fewer deaths. He 
suspected that the exponential curves 
often presented in the media might 
have more to do with the increasing 
number of tests than with an unusual 
spread of the virus itself. (11)

The corona virus is also rather 
harmless as far as the risk of infecti-
on is concerned: In a new fact sheet, 
the WHO writes that according to 
current findings, COVID-19 spreads 
more slowly than influenza (by about 
50%) and that the pre-symptomatic 
transmission of COVID-19 is consi-
derably lower than that of influenza. 
(12) Incidentally, Great Britain has now 
removed COVID-19 from the list of 
dangerous infectious diseases, as the 
mortality rate is «low overall». (13)

 Source:

1. diepresse.com, Coronavirus ist älter als angenommen 
2. mdr.de, Corona-FAQ: Fragen und Antworten zum 
neuartigen Virus 
3. euromomo.eu, Mortality monitoring in Europe 
4. faz.net, «Wir haben neue Symptome entdeckt», 
16.03.2020 
5. medrxiv.org, Early epidemiological assessment of 
the transmission potential and virulence of coronavirus 
disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Wuhan City: China, January-
February, 2020, Kenji Mizumoto, Katsushi Kagaya, 
Gerardo Chowell 
6. sciencedirect.com, SARS-CoV-2: fear versus data, 
Yanis Roussel, Audrey Giraud-Gatineau, 19.03.2020 
7. statnews.com, A fiasco in the making? As the 
coronavirus pandemic takes hold, we are making 
decisions without reliable data, John P.A. Ioannidis, 
17.03.2020 
8. youtube.com, Professor Hockertz zu Corona: Nicht 
gefährlicher die früher gehabten Influenza-Viren, 
23.03.2020 
9. clarin.com, Pablo Goldschmidt «Coronavirus: El 
pánico es injustificado, dice un virólogo argentino en 
Francia» 
10. cybermednews.eu, Interview to the Virologist Giulio 
Tarro, 16.03.2020 
11. youtube.com, Corona Virus - Prof. Dr. Carsten 
Scheller bekräftigt Vergleich mit Influenza, vom 
24.03.20 
12. who.int, Q&A: Similarities and differences – 
COVID-19 and influenza, 17.03.2020 
13. gov.uk, Status of COVID-19 

«[Our article] concludes that the problem of SARS-CoV-2 
is likely to be overestimated, as 2.6 million people die each 
year from respiratory infections, compared to less than 

4,000 deaths from SARS-CoV-2 at the time of writing this 
article.»

The French scientists Yanis Roussel, Audrey Giraud-Gatineau, Marie-Thérèse Jimenoe, 
Jean-Marc Rolain, Christine Zandotti, Philippe Colson and Didier Raoult in an article on 

the “Corona crisis”.

source: sciencedirect.com, SARS-CoV-2: fear versus data, 19.03.2020 

«You have an infection that is slightly more 
serious than the flu being confused with a 
deadly pandemic. This madness will hurt 
a lot especially in economic terms.» 

Prof. Dr. Maria Rita Gismondo, virologist from Italy and director of 
a biomedical institute in Milan, about «corona»

Source: corriere.it, Coronavirus, la direttrice del laboratorio Sacco: «State calmi, una follia 
che farà male». La risposta di Burioni, 20.02.2020    

«While everyone is talking about the coronavi-
rus, little is being heard about the flu epidemic 
at the moment. However, experts estimate that 
the risk of infection and mortality of influenza 
viruses is about the same as for the coronavi-

rus. Corona is by no means more dangerous than influenza, 
says chief physician Clemens Wendtner of the Schwabinger 

Clinic for Infectiology, where seven of the thirteen corona infected 
people in Germany are undergoing treatment. We assume that the 
mortality rate is considerably lower than one percent, in fact more in 
the one per thousand range,» said Wendtner. This is similar to the rate 
of influenza.»

Focus-Online at 07.02.2020 

Source: focus.de, «Coronavirus ist nicht gefährlicher als Influenza», 07.02.2020 

«Our data suggests that COVID-19 has an in-
fectious mortality rate in the same range as 
seasonal flu.»

Stanford Professor John P.A. Ioannidis about a study he was leading on the 
spread of COVID-19

Source: blick.ch, Forscher der US-Elite-Uni Stanford behaupten: 
Corona ist nicht gefährlicher als eine Grippe!, 21.04.2020 

Schlagzeile bei Blick-Online am 21.04.2020  
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«... we are dealing 

with a corona virus, 

which has the poten-

tial of being as dan-

gerous as influenza.» 
Stefan W. Hockertz, 

immunologist, toxicologist 
and professor

Source: rs2.de, Interview mit Immunolo-
ge Prof. Dr. Stefan Hockertz vom 24. März 
2020 

«‘Corona is more of a 

head problem. A sig-

nificantly higher risk than 

from the corona virus is cur-

rently being posed by the flu, 

the medical expert said.»
The Mitteldeutsche Zeitung Online about 

statements by Dr. Michael Hable, medical 
officer

Source: mz-web.de, Gesundheit in Wit-
tenberg Amtsarzt: «Corona ist mehr ein 
Kopf-Problem», 05.03.2020 

«The infection from corona  
virus itself is not really any 
different from an infection 
from the flu virus. Corona-
viruses are not killer viruses, 
they are just ordinary cold vi-
ruses.» 

Carsten Scheller, Würzburg Virologist 
Professor

Source: mainpost.de, Coronavirus in Unterfranken: 
Was wir wissen und was nicht, 13.03.2020 

«The fear of COVID-19 is based on 
its estimated high death rate - accord-
ing to the World Health Organisation 

and other organisations, 2 to 4% of people 
with confirmed COVID-19 have died. [...] We 
believe this estimate is deeply flawed. [...] If 
the number of actual infections is much high-
er than the number of cases [...], then the ac-
tual mortality rate is much lower. This is not 
only plausible, but from what we know so far, 
it is likely.»

Source: wsj.com, Is the Coronavirus as Deadly as They Say?, 24.03.2020 

Stanford professors: the WHO 
estimate is «deeply flawed»

Prof. Dr. Eran Bendavid and Prof. Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, professors of medicine at 
Stanford University
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Interim results of the «Heinsberg Study»: COVID-19 risk far overestimated 

by WHO and Johns Hopkins University

For several 
weeks now, a study has 
been underway in the 

German community of 
Gangelt to show how 

far the «corona virus» 
has already spread 

there.

«I feel that what is going on right now is what we experience more or less every winter. [...] Infec-
tion is high, but in my opinion, the disease is not as bad as influenza. [...] I am of the opinion that one 
is actually selectively looking at only one thing here and that it translates into a certain panic. [...] I am 
of the opinion that we have already had such situations several times and that now, with regard to the 
measures to be taken, the bow is being overstretched. [...] We need air and sun, air dilutes viruses and 
sun with UV light, kills them. But no curfew! You can›t catch it on the street.» 

Prof. Karin Mölling, former director of the Institute of Medical Virology at the University of Zurich

Source: de.sputniknews.com, «Ausgangssperren sind das falsche Mittel» – Renommierte Virologin über Corona-Krise, 20.03.2020 

«In Italy, the number of deaths during the regular flu season is 20 times 
higher each year than the number of those who have died with COVID-19 so 
far. The majority of experts [...] believe that asymptomatic cases are 10 to 100 
times higher. Therefore, the mortality rate will not be 7.4%, but at least 10 
times lower. [...] These data confirm that we are still facing a panic epidemic 
and that the media are the main disseminators.»

Dr. Leopoldo Salmaso from Italy, specialist in infectious and tropical diseases

Source: steigan.no, Italia, epidemi, panikkspredning og ansvar, 16.03.2020 

The “COVID-19 Case Cluster Study” 
- often referred to in the media as the 
“Heinsberg Study” - is an unfinished, 
unpublished study (as of the end of 
April 2020) on the spread and course 
of the COVID-19 pandemic triggered 
by SARS CoV-2 in the German com-
munity of Gangelt. The study is intend-
ed to investigate lethality, unreported 

cases and immunity to SARS-CoV-2 
and to provide recommendations for 
action.

The interim results of the “Heins-
berg Study” show that the lethality 
(proportion of deaths among the sick) 
of COVID-19 is 0.37% and the mor-
tality (related to the total population) 
is 0.15%. These values are about ten 

times lower than those of the WHO 
and about five times lower than those 
of Johns Hopkins University, which 
have long been in the media. Accord-
ing to these interim results, COVID-19 
would be comparable to influenza.(tk)

Source: de.wikipedia.org, COVID-19 Case-Clus-
ter-Study 
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The corona virus is believed to cause 
respiratory disease or, in many 

cases, severe pneumonia. Corona 
should therefore lead to a rapid spread 
of these symptoms. Is this the case? 

The researcher Stephen McIntyre 
evaluated the official data on deaths 
from pneumonia in the USA at the end 
of March 2020. These were even below 
the normal range. In the 47th calendar 
week of 2019, 2,988 deaths from pneu-
monia were registered, in the 10th cal-
endar week of 2020 only 2,258. (1) Data 
from the «US Health Weather Map» 
of 25 March also showed a decreasing 

number of flu-like illnesses through-
out the USA, the frequency of which 
was even well below the multi-year 
average. The government measures 
can be ruled out as the reason for this, 
as they had not yet been in force for a 
week. (2) 

The Influenza Report of the Ger-
man Robert Koch Institute (RKI) of 
24 March documents a «nationwide 
decreasing activity of acute respira-
tory diseases»: The number of influ-
enza-like illnesses and the number of 
hospital stays caused by them is below 
the level of previous years and is cur-

rently continuing to decrease. (3) The 
number of respiratory and lung dis-
eases thus appears to be in the normal 
range - if not lower. 

The figures from Germany clearly 
contradict the argument that the in-
crease in the death rates at the end of 
February 2020 (see p.24 f.) is the result 
of such diseases caused by a virus. (tk)

Both absolute 
death rates and 

deaths from 
pneumonia (yel-
low) are very low 
in the USA in the 

10th calendar 
week of 2020.

Are there more respiratory diseases?

 Source:

1. twitter.com, Stephen McIntyre, 26.03.2020 

2. healthweather.us, US Health Weather Map 
3. influenza.rki.de, Kalenderwoche 12/2020 (14.3. 
bis 20.3.2020)

«I think what we are seeing is a tsunami of a common mild disease 

sweeping across Europe [...] Most people who get it will not even real-

ise they are infected.»
Professor Dr. Johan Giesecke, epidemiologist, Sweden

Source: youtube.com, Why lockdowns are the wrong policy - Swedish expert Prof. Johan Giesecke, 17.04.2020 

«This suggests that the overall clinical consequences of COVID-19 are ultimate-
ly more similar to those of a severe seasonal flu (with a death rate of about 0.1%) 

or pandemic flu (similar to those of 1957 and 1968) than to a disease such as SARS or 
MERS, in which deaths were 9 to 10% and 36% respectively.»

Source: nejm.org, Covid-19 — Navigating the Uncharted, 26.03.2020 

Most important epidemic advisor to the US government: 

COVID-19 comparable to influenza!

Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, immunologist and advisor to the US government, in an article in the New England Journal of 
Medicine, co-authors: Dr. H. Clifford Lane and Dr. Robert R. Redfield
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In most regions, the predicted overbur-
dening of hospitals did not occur. For 

example, contrary to media reports in 
mid-April 2020, the register of German 
intensive care units (DIVI) does not show 
any increased occupancy. (1) Die ZEIT 
writes: “At present, politicians, experts 
and many citizens are observing with 
concern the exponentially increasing 
number of people newly infected every 
day. However, this is not the decisive in-
dicator for assessing how hard the “co-
rona crisis” is hitting and will hit Germa-
ny. This is because it is distorted above 
all by the number of tests that have been 
increasing for weeks. In order to meas-
ure the burden on the health system, 
however, the number of those who are 

so seriously ill that they need 
to be ventilated is particularly 
important. As long as there are 
enough ventilation places for them, a 
great many of them can be saved. Only 
when these beds become scarce does a 
situation such as that in Italy threaten. 

The DIVI register now shows that the 
situation in the German intensive care 
units is relaxed so far. “We are still in a 
comfortable area,” says [epidemiologist] 
Grabenhenrich. The number of seriously 
ill patients is not rising as steeply as the 
number of infected persons and even if 
it did, it would still be possible to pro-
vide a large number of well-equipped 
intensive care beds. (2)

Dozens of private photos also show 

that hospitals on the East and West 
Coast of the US, described by the 
media as “war zones”, are currently 

extremely quiet. Even the “refrigerated 
hearse”, which is prominently featured 
in the media, is unused and empty. (3)

Similar pictures in Switzerland: no 
increased occupancy has been observed 
in Swiss clinics to date. A visitor to the 
Cantonal Hospital in Lucerne reported 
that there is “less activity than in normal 
times”. Entire floors have been closed for 
COVID-19, but the staff “are still waiting 
for the patients”. Hospitals in Bern, Ba-
sel, Zug and Zurich are also “empty”. (4)

The first Swiss hospitals have to an-
nounce short-time work due to very 
low capacity utilisation: “The staff in all 

departments have too little to do and 
as a first step have had overtime 

reduced. Now short-time work 
is also being registered. The 
financial consequences are 
great.” (5) Incidentally, a study 
by ETH Zurich had predicted 

the first bottlenecks in Swiss 
hospitals for April 2. There was no 

sign of this on that day. (6) (tk)  

Many hospital 

beds for scheduled 

corona patients are 

empty. 

 Sources:

1. intensivregister.de, Intensivregister – Öffentlich, 
07.04.2020 

2. zeit.de, Wie viele Intensivbetten gibt es in meiner 
Region?, 01.04.2020 

3. youtube.com, More good news? Citizen reporters go 
& do what the media won't!, 31.03.2020 

4. nzz.ch, Das Tessin verlegt erste Corona-Patienten in 
Deutschschweizer Spitäler, 31.03.2020 
5. engadinerpost.ch, Engadiner Spitäler haben freie 
Kapazitäten, 03.04.2020 
6. toponline.ch, Studie bestätigt: Engpass bei 
Spitalbetten steht kurz bevor, 27.03.2020

These data on the frequen-
cy of acute respiratory dis-
eases in Germany are tak-
en from the 14th Influenza 
Weekly Report of the Rob-
ert Koch Institute (RKI, see 
p.12 f.). It can be clearly seen 
that the activity of respira-
tory diseases in the years 
2019/20 (dark blue) does not 
show a conspicuous course, 
and is even very much be-
low the years 2016/2017 and 
2017/2018. Shouldn’t the 
number of respiratory dis-
eases caused by “corona” 
increase dramatically?

Number of respiratory 
diseases 2016/2017 and 

2017/2018 far higher than 
2019/2020

Relaxed situation in most hospitals

Week
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«To this day, a large pro-
portion of the hectically 

vacated intensive care beds in cli-
nics remain empty. Word has got 
around that the initial progno-
ses of an unchecked exponential 
spread of the allegedly completely 
new coronavirus were greatly ex-
aggerated.»

Dr. Johannes Wollbold, systems biologist and 
mathematician

Source: rubikon.news, 120 Experten-
stimmen zu Corona, 20.04.2020 

Source: heraldscotland.com, Coronavirus in Scotland: More than half of ICU beds empty, 14.04.2020 

Just one of many examples: The Scottish newspaper «The Herald» reports in mid-April that 
half of the (increased) number of intensive care beds are still empty. The admission of new pa-
tients in the meantime is stagnated.

«[With some exceptions] 

we have a relaxed situ-

ation in the hospitals. 

Even more relaxed than 

a year ago at the same 

time.» 

Gerald Gaß, President of the German 
Hospital Federation (DKG), on the 

occupancy rate of German hospitals in 
mid-April 2020 

Source: n-tv.de, Krankenhäuser in Corona-Krise  
«Situation ist entspannter als vor einem Jahr», 16.04.2020 

 Foto: Kasa Fue (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Gerald_Ga%C3%9F_Mai_2019_2.jpg)  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
deed.en 

CONCLUSION

EXCEPTIONALLY: THE PUTATIVE VIRUS SARS-COV-2 DOES NOT LEAD TO A NEW, NOR TO A PAR-

TICULARLY SEVERE OR PARTICULARLY CONTAGIOUS CLINICAL PICTURE. THIS MEANS THAT 

EVEN THE FIRST STEP IN THE CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS OF A NEW, DANGEROUS DISEASE HAS NOT 

BEEN MET. THE FOLLOWING STEPS WOULD THEREFORE ACTUALLY BE UNNECESSARY.

«I don’t even think [the corona virus] is more dangerous than certain 

variants of the flu virus.» 

Detlev Krüger, predecessor of Christian Drostenam Institute for Virology at Charité in Berlin

Source: de.sputniknews.com, Drosten-Vorgänger Krüger: «Corona nicht gefährlicher als Grippe» – Exklusiv, 25.04.2020 
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here: According to the 
data of the Italian Na-
tional Health Institute 
ISS (as of the beginning 
of March 2020), 10% of 
the deceased were over 
90 years old and almost 
all of the deceased were 
over 60 years old, most of 
them over 70. People un-
der 60 are therefore very 
rare as “corona deaths”. 
(5) 80% of the deceased 
had two or more chronic 
pre-existing conditions. 
50% of the deceased had 
three or more previous 
chronic illnesses. The chronic pre-ex-
isting conditions include in particu-
lar cardiovascular problems, diabetes, 
respiratory problems and cancer. Less 
than 1% of the deceased were healthy 
persons, i.e. persons without any pre-
vious chronic illnesses. The two Italian 
deceased under 40 years of age (both 39 
years old) were a cancer patient and a 
diabetes patient with other complica-
tions. Whether the dead really died “of” 
corona is therefore highly doubtful.

How old and previously ill were 

the corona deaths?

In our example, we assume that the symptoms of blue 
ear disease were previously unknown. The first step is to 
check which individual factors could have (co-)caused 
the disease and whether common factors are present in 
all those affected. For example, have they drunk the same 
water, eaten the same fruit, bought in the same shop, 
used the same toothpaste, tasted the canned delicacy of a 
certain manufacturer, painted their doors with the same 
wood preservatives, gone to the same hairdresser, have the 
same mobile or portable phone, are only women or only 
men affected, or only a certain age group or only a certain 
ethnic group, are the sick people mostly overweight and 
so on. Psychosomatic as well as toxic (poisonous) or other 
factors causing illness must be carefully clarified. Only if 

In order to declare corona an “ep-
idemic”, it would first have to be 

clearly established that those who test-
ed positive for COVID-19 also died “of” 
and not only “with” the corona virus. 
The big elephant in the room is that 
most of the communicated corona 
deaths had reached or even exceeded 
the average death age. It would seem as 
if their age as a much more likely main 
factor for their death is simply pushed 
aside. The average age of the deceased 
is 80.5 years in Italy (1), 82 years in Ger-
many (2), 81.2 years in France (3) and 83 
years in Switzerland. (4)

Let’s take a closer look at Italy 

Corona 
Corona 

the search for obvious causes was unsuccessful would a 
pathogen search be called for. Because if the search were 
to be for pathogens to begin with, there would be a danger 
that other essential factors would simply be overlooked.

  Foto: Robert Kneschke/Shutterstock 

Car accidents as “corona 
deaths”?

The President of the Italian Civil 
Defence confirmed at a press confer-
ence that the corona deaths communi-
cated are deaths “with the corona virus 
and not of the corona virus”. (6) This 
means that these persons could have 
died of something else in the same way, 
while also testing positive. In Germany 
the same: The president of the German 
Robert Koch Institute (RKI) confirmed 
that the RKI records all test-positive 

Step 2:

Thorough anamnesis (asking for Thorough anamnesis (asking for 

the medical history) mustthe medical history) must

 take place. take place.

(Stand Mitte April 2020) 

3 or more

(Status mid-April 2020) 
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deaths, regardless of the actual cause of 
death, as “corona deaths”. (7)

In Austria, too, “corona deaths” are 
apparently defined “very liberally”, as 
the news portal heute.at reports: “Do 
you also count as a corona death if you 
are infected with the virus but have died 
of something else? Yes, say Rudi An-
schober and Bernhard Benka, members 
of the Corona Task Force in the Minis-
try of Health. There is a clear rule at the 
moment: Died with the corona virus or 
of the corona virus,’ Benka explains. All 
these cases count towards the statistics. 
No difference is made as to what the pa-
tient actually died of. In other words, a 
90-year-old man who dies with a frac-
ture of the neck of the femur and be-
comes infected with corona in the hours 
before his death also counts as corona 
deaths, to give just one example.” (8)

Why no autopsy? 
According to Italian professor Walter 

Ricciardi, «only 12% of death certificates 
give coronavirus as a reason», while in 
public reports «all deaths that occure in 
hospital with coronavirus are counted as 
deaths caused by coronavirus». Conse-
quently, the Italian death figures quoted 
in the media would have to be divided 
by at least a factor of eight to obtain the 
deaths actually caused by the corona vi-
rus. This gives at most a few dozen de-
aths per day, compared with a normal 
total mortality of 1,800 per day and up 
to 20,000 deaths per year from influenza 
in Italy. (9)

Actually, one could answer the ques-
tion of deceased «of» or «with» the co-
rona virus with an autopsy. However, 
the RKI advised against autopsies of test 
positive deceased for a long time, becau-
se the risk of droplet infection by aero-
sols was allegedly too high. However, in 
many cases, the real cause of death can 
no longer be determined. Does the RKI 
not have any interest in this, on any ac-
count?

A specialist in pathology comments 
on this recommendation of the RKI as 
follows: «A rogue you who think evil of it! 
Up to now, it has been a matter of cour-
se for pathologists to perform autopsies 
with appropriate safety precautions 
even in the case of infectious diseases 
such as HIV/AIDS, hepatitis, tuberculo-

 SOURCES:

1. epicentro.iss.it, Report sulle caratteristiche dei 
pazienti deceduti positivi a COVID-19 in Italia Il presente 
reportè basato sui dati aggiornati al 17 Marzo 2020

2. deutschlandfunk.de, RKI: Corona-Tote in Deutschland 
derzeit im Durchschnitt 82 Jahre alt, 06.04.2020 

3. santepubliquefrance.fr, COVID-19 : point 
épidémiologique du 24 mars 2020  

4. blick.ch, BAG-Koch zu neuen Zahlen: «Corona-Tote 
sind im Mittel 83 Jahre alt», 04.04.2020 
5. epicentro.iss.it, Caratteristiche dei pazienti deceduti 
positivi a COVID-19 in Italia 
6. youtube.com, Conferenza stampa 20 marzo 2020 ore 

18.00 – Coronavirus, 20.03.2020 
7. RKI-Pressekonferenz vom 20. März 2020, Minute 16:25 
8. heute.at, Österreich bei Corona-Todesstatistik sehr 
liberal, 02.04.2020 

9. web.archive.org, Why have so many coronavirus 
patients died in Italy?, 23.03.2020 

10. youtube.com, Corona 16 Obduktion, 02.04.2020 

sis, PRION diseases, etc. It is remarkable 
that in a disease that is killing thousands 
of patients all over the world and brin-
ging the economies of entire countries 
to a virtual standstill, only very few au-
topsy findings are available (six patients 
from China). From the point of view of 
both the epidemic police and the scien-
tific community, there should be a par-
ticularly high level of public interest in 
autopsy findings. However, the opposite 
is the case. Is there a fear of finding out 
the true causes of death of those who 
have tested positive? Could it be that the 
numbers of coronary deaths would then 
simply melt away like ice-cream in the 
spring sun?» (10) (tk)  

These data come from 
the official COVID 19 
report of the Italian 
Ministry of Health of 
16.04.2020. “Corona 
deaths” at an age 
under 40 are almost 
non-existent and these 
few exceptional cases 
usually suffered from a 
previous illness.

In Germany, 
Italy or Austria, 
a car accident 
casualty who 
had tested 
corona-positive  
either before or 
even after death 
would proba-
bly actually be 
included in the 
statistics of COV-
ID-19 deaths.

Women

Men

All

Age groups

Corona death rates in Italy by age groupen
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 The average life expectan-
cy in Europe is 75 for men 
and 82 for women, and 
when we compare these 
figures with the average 
age of deaths attributed to 
the corona virus, it is hard 
to believe. The average age 
of death from corona is 
usually higher than the av-
erage life expectancy.

Source: cemsiis.meduniwien.ac.at, Erste Analysen öster-
reichischer COVID-19 Sterbezahlen nach Alter und Ge-

schlecht, 21.04.2020

«We analyse the age and sex distribution of 
the reported COVID-19 deaths in Austria. 
Consistent with international studies, the 
Austrian data also suggest that the risk of 
death increases strongly with age. The ob-
served age dependency is consistent with 
the general annual mortality risk in Austria.» 

IInstitute for Medical Statistics (IMS) of the Medical 
University of Vienna

«Autopsies on COV-

ID-19 deceased pa-

tients are no more dangerous 

than other infectious deaths 

[sic], for example those infected 

with tuberculosis, HIV or hepatitis 

C. [...] Of course, the autopsy has a very impor-

tant contribution to make in clarifying [...] the 

correct cause of death. Whether one has died 

of COVID or with COVID. It’s also about under-

standing this new disease pattern.» 

Professor Dr. Gustavo Baretton, Chairman of the German 
Society of Pathology (DGP)

Source: youtube.com, Corona-Statistik irreführend? - Punkt.
PRERADOVIC mit Pathologe Prof. G. Baretton, 09.04.2020 

82 years old

Average age of  
«corona deaths» 

in Germany

83 years old

Average age of 
«corona deaths» in 

Switzerland

84 years old

Average age of  
«corona deaths»  

in Norway

Average age of the «corona dead» often higher than 

average life expectancy! 

Europe                 Western Europe     South Europe          North Europe         East Europe

     Men   Women
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«In the old days, pneumonia at the end of one’s life was called the old 
people’s friend. And now you go and diagnose the corona infection and 

turn it into an intensive care case and of course you still can’t save the pa-
tients. They’re simply too sick to be saved.» 

Dr. Matthias Thöns, specialist for anaesthesiology, emergency, pain and palliative care
Source: ruhr24.de, Coronavirus-Strategie in der Kritik - Mediziner aus dem 

Ruhrgebiet: «Wir behandeln Patienten, die nicht zu retten sind», 14.04.2020

«Internal postmortem examina-
tion, autopsies or other aerosol-pro-
ducing measures should be avoided. 
If these are necessary, they should be 
kept to a minimum.» This passage is 
from the official homepage of the Rob-
ert Koch Institute (RKI). It has since 
been withdrawn under pressure from 
pathologists.

Among others, the German Socie-
ty of Pathology, the German Society of 
Forensic Medicine and the Institute of 
Forensic Medicine in Düsseldorf filed 
their objection. This recommendation 
would result in fewer autopsies being 
performed and, as a result, possible 
homicides would not be discovered 
and solved. Therefore, the German 
Society of Forensic Medicine issued a 
statement:

«And if one knows that in every 
institute of forensic medicine it is 
standard practice to protect oneself 
from smear infections, from droplet 
infections, then there is actually no 
reason why health protection should 

outweigh legal security. It is rather 
the other way round, in so far as legal 
security is the higher good if you can 
protect yourself sufficiently. And that 
is why we have established that there 
is nothing to prevent judicial autop-
sies being carried out on those who 
have died of COVID-19. [...] In forensic 
medicine, when we perform a second 
post-mortem or an autopsy, we very 
often do not know which infections 
the deceased or the deceased may 
have. This means that we always have 
to proceed as if we can get infected. 
And that is what we do. And in this re-
spect, the new corona virus is actually 
no greater challenge for us.»

Amazing: Wouldn’t a call from the 
RKI to one of these organizations for 
forensic doctors have been enough to 
find out that autopsies are possible 
without any problems? Sometimes it 
seems as if the RKI works on an is-
land with no contact to the outside 
world. Isn’t it common sense to con-
sult forensic doctors before making a 
recommendation? Or did the RKI not 
have any interest in autopsies that 
could answer the crucial question of 
death «with» or «of» COVID-19? (tk)

Source: deutschlandfunk.de, Rechtsmedizin 

und COVID-19: Streit um Vorgaben für Obdukti-

onen, 16.04.2020 

Autopsy recommendations of the RKI: 

Forensic doctors clearly contradict! 

Source: spectator.co.uk, How deadly is the co-
ronavirus? It’s still far from clear, 28.03.2020

«In the current climate, anyone 
who has tested positive for COV-
ID-19 will certainly be known 
to the clinical staff who care for 
them: If one of these patients 
dies, the personnel must note 
the name COVID-19 on the death 
certificate - in contrast to the 
usual practice for most infec-
tions of this kind. There is a big 
difference between COVID-19, 
which causes death, and COV-
ID-19, which is found on some-
one who has died from other 
causes. Making COVID-19 noti-
fiable could give the impression 
that it is causing more and more 
deaths, whether that is true or 
not. It could make it seem more 
like a killer than a flu, simply be-
cause of the way the deaths are 
recorded.» 

          Professor Dr. Jon Lee, Pathologist, 
United Kingdom

Does the Robert Koch Institute (RKI) not have any 

interest in reducing corona death rates by increasing the 

number of autopsies?
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«If you have a heart at-
tack and then fall off 
the roof of a high-rise 

building onto a major 
road. There you are run 
over by a car, a bus and a 
tank. Then a herd of lions 
will come and bite your 
leg off. And you somehow 
still manage to get to the 
hospital alive. There they 
take a smear. This is pos-
itive for COVID-19 - then 
you have died of COV-
ID-19. Please be aware of 
this! This is how scientif-
ic work is currently being 
carried out here. This is 
bizarre.»

Bodo Schiffmann, M.D., physician and 
director of a specialty clinic for vertigo

Source: youtube.com, Corona8, 
25.03.2020 

«New York, already 
a world epicenter of the 
corona virus outbreak, in-
creased its death toll to 
over 3,700 victims on Tues-
day after officials said they 
would now include people 
who had never tested pos-
itive for the virus but were 
believed to have died from 
it.»  

       The New York Times in an article dated 
14 April 2020

Source: nytimes.com, N.Y.C. Death Toll 
Soars Past 10,000 in Revised Virus Count, 

14.04.2020 
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Northern Italy was reportedly hit 
particularly hard by the corona 

virus. Images of overcrowded hospi-
tals and corpse transportation were 
broadcast on all channels. If we take 
these images to have been authentic, 
the first question that arises is what 
role the “virus” actually played in the 
Italian situation, and what role other 
factors played.

One of the things that is remark-
able here is that northern Italy has 
one of the oldest populations and the 
worst air quality in Europe (1), which 
has already led to an increased num-
ber of respiratory diseases and deaths 
in the past. As recently as 10.01.2020, 
SRF-Online headlined: “Massive pol-
lution - ‘Nowhere else do so many 
people fall ill due to smog as in North-
ern Italy’”. (2)

As early as 2018, the German Ärzte-
blatt reported a “multitude of pneu-
monia cases” in northern Italy, which 
worried the authorities. At that time, 
contaminated drinking water was sus-
pected to be one of the causes. (3) The 

ESA satellite image from January2020 shows Europe›s worst air pollution in northern Italy.

Is air pollution a disease factor?
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In this picture we see the daily air pollution in 
Shanghai. In China, it is now commonplace for 
people in certain districts to wear masks to pro-
tect their respiratory tracts from smog. According 
to an ARTE documentary, up to 5,000 people die 
every day in China as a result of air pollution.

news website “The Local” even report-
ed already in early 2017 that north Ital-
ian cities had exceeded the safety limits 
for air pollution. Traffic closures were 
therefore introduced and the environ-
mental officer of the university town of 
Pavia in Lombardy advised residents to 

stay in their homes and avoid driving if 
possible. (4) According to the former Is-
raeli Health Minister, Professor Yoram 
Lass, the new corona virus is less dan-
gerous than flu and the curfews would 
kill more people than the virus. “The 
numbers do not justify panic”, said 
Lass. It is well known that “Italy has an 
enormous morbidity due to respira-
tory diseases, more than three times 
higher than the rest of Europe”. (5)

Air pollution 
in Wuhan 

Did air pollution perhaps also 
play a causal role in Wuhan? That 
would be obvious, because Wuhan, a 
10-million-moloch, suffers from ex-
treme air pollution. Long before co-
rona, people there had been walking 

«No distinction is made 
between what the patient 
actually died of. So, put 

bluntly, even a 90-year-old man who 
dies with a fractured femoral head 
and is infected with corona in the 

hours before his death counts as a corona 
death.»

              The Austrian news site heute.atam 

02.04.2020020 
Source: heute.at, Österreich bei Corona- 

Todesstatistik sehr liberal, 02.04.2020 

«I took a closer look at the cases of 
31 of the 40 people who died in the 

Heinsberg district - and was not very 
surprised that these people died. One 
of the deceased was older than 100, so 
even a normal cold could have led to 
this death.»  

Hendrik Streeck, Professor für Virologie 

Foto: Frank Burkhardt 
(https://commons.wiki-
media.org/wiki/File:Hend-
rik_Streeck.jpg) https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Creative_Commons  

Quelle: zeit.de, «Einzelne Übertragungen im Supermarkt 
sind nicht das Problem», 06.04.2020

Today
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«The Italian health system is collapsing. On Thursday alone 
there were 2,651 new corona cases. And there is no end 

in sight - the virus wave is spreading from northern Italy to the 
south. Doctors are sounding the alarm. The beds and ventilators 
in intensive care units are not sufficient to treat a sharp increase 
in severe cases,” says the online edition of the Swiss daily Blick 
on 13 March 2020. (1)

What the readers did not learn: The Italian health care sys-
tem was stretched to the limit even before corona. A report in 
the Italian newspaper Corriere della Sera describes that the 
Italian intensive care units already collapsed under the striking 
wave of influenza in 2017/2018. Operations were postponed at 
that time, and nurses were called back from vacation. (2)

Dr. Gerald Gaß, the president of the German hospital associ-
ation, explained in an interview with the Handelsblatt that “the 
extreme situation in Italy is mainly due to the very low intensive 
care capacity”. (3) In fact, the number of intensive care beds per 
citizen in Italy is almost four times lower than in Germany: ac-
cording to the Federal Statistical Office, 33.9 intensive care beds 
per 100,000 inhabitants in Germany. Austria (28.9 intensive care 
beds per 100,000 inhabitants) and the United States (25.8) also 
have a comparatively high density. Capacities are considerably 

lower in the countries particularly affected by the “corona pan-
demic” Spain with 9.7 and Italy with 8.6 intensive care beds per 
100,000 inhabitants. (4))

Personnal in quarantine
In addition, in Italy, as in the rest of Europe, hospital staff 

have been quarantined and thus prevented from working. We 
do not know how high these figures were in Italian. (5) The 
quarantine of staff could also explain other congestion situ-
ations in some hospitals in Europe: In many countries there 
is currently a growing shortage of doctors and nurses. The 
main reason for this is that professionals who have tested po-
sitive have to go into quarantine, although in most cases they 
develop no or only mild symptoms. (6)

Professor Martin Exner, head of the Institute for Hygie-
ne at the University of Bonn, explained in an interview with 
the TV station phoenix why health care personnel are under 
pressure in some regions, even though there has hardly been 
an increase in patient numbers in Germany so far: On the 
one hand, doctors and nurses who have tested positive have 
to be quarantined and are often hard to replace. On the other 

the streets wearing face masks. 
And not only that: the popula-

tion has already gone to the barri-
cades. In the summer of 2019, Wuhan 
suddenly developed into a political 
hotbed. Because air pollution was 
already very high, thousands of Chi-
nese took to the streets there in pro-
test against a new waste incineration 
plant - “in itself a rarity in China”, as 
CNN correctly noted on 11 July 2019. 
“Thousands of people held banners 
with slogans such as ‘We don’t want 
to be poisoned, we just need a breath 
of fresh air’ and took to the streets 
of the city for two weeks in June and 
July to demand the suspension of 
plans to build the plant. ...] Others 
expressed concern that emissions 

could worsen air pollution and affect 
the health of residents. (6)

Some Chinese researchers also 
argue that extreme winter smog in 
the city of Wuhan may have played a 
causal role in the outbreak of pneu-
monia. (7) In a documentary broad-
cast by the TV station Arte in 2018, it 
is reported that up to 5,000 people in 

China die every day from respiratory 
diseases, which are attributable to the 
horrendous air pollution. That means 
35,000 Chinese dead every week. This 
figure alone radically puts the 3,300 
Chinese “corona victims” into per-
spective. (8) (gw/tk/as)

 Sources:

1. esa.int, Coronavirus: nitrogen dioxide emissions 
drop over Italy, 13.03.2020 
2. srf.ch, Massive Schadstoffbelastung - «Nirgendwo 
erkranken so viele wegen Smog wie in Norditalien», 
10.01.2020 
3. aerzteblatt.de, Vielzahl an Lungenentzündungen 
beunruhigen Behörden in Norditalien, 10.09.2018 
4. thelocal.it, Smog levels way above safe limits in 
northern Italy, 31.01.2017 

5. en.globes.co.il, Lockdown lunacy, 22.03.2020 
6. edition.cnn.com, China has made major progress on 
air pollution. Wuhan protests show there's still a long 
way to go, 11.07.2019 
7. eurasiareview.com, Polluted Air Could Be An 
Important Cause Of Wuhan Pneumonia – OpEd, 
01.02.2020 
8. arte.tv, China: Kampf gegen Luftverschmutzung, 
20.01.2018 

Why are the hospitals in Italy overcrowded? 
Images of

 an overcrowded 

clinic in Bergamo, 

Northern Italy, 

which went around 

the world. 

Source: bild.de, Fast viermal mehr 
Intensivbetten als Italien, 02.04.2020 

Intensive care beds per 100,000 inhabitants

8,6

Italy

33,9

Germany
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It is precisely the region in Italy most 
affected by the “corona virus” - name-

ly Lombardy and, even more specifi-
cally, the provinces of Brescia and Ber-
gamo - which are also precisely those 
regions where a massive flu vaccination 
campaign has been carried out in re-
cent months. On 21.10.2019, a regional 
newspaper from Brescia reported that 
154,000 doses of influenza vaccine had 
been purchased last year and that about 
141,000 doses of vaccine had been ad-
ministered, 129,000 of them to people 
over 65 years of age. The achieved vacci-

nation rate was 56.2%. (1)
In addition to the elderly population, 

the campaign also focused in particular 
on chronically ill patients - in both cas-
es exactly the corone risk group. Some 
studies claim that vaccination against 
influenza has the side effect of greatly 
increasing the risk of infection with co-
rona viruses. The course of the disease, 
which is normally mild in “corona”, got 
much more complicated. (2,3)

In Lombardy, for example, only a few 
months before the “outbreak of the dis-
ease” there was an increase in influenza 

vaccination, especially in the population 
group that is now particularly affected 
by “corona”. Would it not be necessary 
and actually to be expected, in the sense 
of an objective risk assessment, for the 
official authorities to investigate indica-
tions such as these? (tk/as)

hand, nurses from neighbouring countries, who provide 
an important part of the care, cannot currently enter the 
country due to border closures. (7)

In Italy, the situation began to calm down at the beginning 
of April. As far as can be seen so far, the temporary increase 
in mortality rates was a very local occurence, often accom-
panied by mass panic and a collapse in health care provision. 
A politician from northern Italy, for example, asked “how it 
is that COVID patients from Brescia are being transported to 
Germany, while in the nearby Veneto, in Verona, two thirds of 
intensive care beds are empty”. (8) (tk/as)

 Source:

1. blick.ch, «Wir Ärzte müssen über Leben oder Tod entscheiden», 13.03.2020 
2. milano.corriere.it, Milano, terapie intensive al collasso per l’influenza: già 48 
malati gravi molte operazioni rinviate, 10.01.2018 
3. handelsblatt.com, Deutsche Krankenhausgesellschaft: «Wir sind besser 
vorbereitet als Italien», 17.03.2020 
4. bild.de, Fast viermal mehr Intensivbetten als Italien, 02.04.2020 
5. web.de, Italienische Ärztin in Quarantäne: «Den Tag irgendwie überstehen, 
ohne zusammenzubrechen», 26.03.2020 
6. washingtonpost.com, Covid-19 hits doctors, nurses and EMTs, threatening health 
system, 17.03.2020 
7. youtube.com, Prof. Martin Exner zu den Quarantäne-Empfehlungen des Robert-
Koch-Institutes am 24.03.20 
8. tagesspiegel.de, In Italien zeichnet sich die Wende in der Coronakrise ab, 
30.03.2020 

Did mass vaccinations increase sickness figures in Lombardy?

 Source:

1. bergamonews.it, Vaccino antinfluenzale: a Bergamo 
ordinate 185.000 dosi, 21.10.2019 
2. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, Influenza vaccination and 
respiratory virus interference among Department of 
Defense personnel during the 2017-2018 influenza 
season, 2020 
3. epochtimes.de, Coronavirus: Impfung kann 
Infektionsverlauf verschlimmern, 14.03.2020 
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Already during the announced Ebola 
outbreak in West Africa in 2014, the 

measures imposed by the WHO plunged 
millions of people into economic misfor-
tune and endangered their lives. With the 
declaration of the “International Health 
Emergency” on 8 August 2014, the WHO 
implemented a series of drastic meas-
ures in the affected countries that deeply 
interfered with the rights and the econo-
my of the affected people or countries, as 
is the case with corona today. These were 
among others:
  Proclamation of a state of emer-

gency (with the possibility of 
drastic restrictions on civil and 
constitutional rights)

  Ebola-suspected cases could be 
isolated immediately 

  Any person with an Ebola-relat-
ed disease could be banned from 
travelling 

  Closure of borders in the countries 
concerned 

Later - on 28.09.2014- according to 
tagesschau.de: “The borders are tight, 
the weekly markets are closed. Many 
people are already starving - and it is ex-
pected to get worse.”

The “Ebola epidemic” is of course 
to blame. What was concealed was that: 
while about 2,400 people are said to have 
died of Ebola in the affected countries 
by mid-September 2014 (!), the real ca-
tastrophe was threatened by the meas-

ures taken by the WHO: Public life had 
“come to a standstill - with serious con-
sequences for most of the people in the 
region,” continued tagesschau.de. The 
conclusion of an expert: “At the mo-
ment we are not talking about a famine, 
but about the threat of a famine. [...] We 
assume that as of February 2015, about 
150,000 people in rural areas will have to 

be supplied with food externally.”
Since the main causes of most diseas-

es are in fact lack of hygiene and nutri-
tion (see p.45 f.), the WHO had thus made 
hundreds of thousands of people ill and 
finally got the epidemic it was constantly 
talking about. Is this also the case with 
corona?

Gerade alten und depressiv vorbelasteten Menschen setzt die Isolation am stärksten zu. Es wird von 

isolationsbedingten Suiziden berichtet. Oder von demenzkranken Menschen, denen täglich aufs 

Neue erklärt werden muss, warum ihre Verwandten sie nicht besuchen kommen. Von trockenen Al-

koholikern, die aufgrund der Isolation wieder mit dem Trinken begonnen haben. Stumme Opfer des 

«Shutdowns». 

The principle of self-fulfilling prophecy

«We must keep these se-
rious measures for society as a 
whole [Note: Interview question 
about contact restrictions and 
travel restrictions] as short and 
as low-intensity as possible, because 
they could possibly cause more illness and 
death than the coronavirus itself. [...] We know, 
for example, that unemployment causes illness 
and even increased mortality. It can also drive 
people to suicide. Restrictions on movement 
are also likely to have further negative effects 
on the health of the population.»

Professor Dr. Gérard Krause, Head of the Department of 
Epidemiology at the Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research

Source: zdf.de, Epidemiologe alarmiert - Kontaktsperre und Co. 
gefährlicher als Corona?, 29.03.2020 

«‘The quality of care is cur-
rently going to pot,’ says the 
chairman of the German 
Depression Relief Founda-
tion, Professor Ulrich He-

gerl. ‘This could cost lives. The number of su-
icides could rise.’ Depression is the cause of 
most suicides every year. [...] The German De-

pression Relief Association recommends that those 
affected remain active during periods of domestic 
quarantine and maintain a daily rhythm. Sleeping 
times should not be extended, because too much 
sleep can increase the severity of depression.»

Kölnische Rundschau of 26.03.2020 

Chairman of Deutsche Depressionshilfe 

fears more suicides 

Source: rundschau-online.de, Folgen der Corona-Krise Anstieg von 
Depression und Suizid befürchtet, 26.03.2020 
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 Source:

1. daserste.de, Warum Einsamkeit uns krank macht, 
13.10.2018 
2. stuttgarter-nachrichten.de, Einsamkeit ist «Killer 
Nummer eins», 05.04.2019 
3. sueddeutsche.de, Die Flucht der Pflegekräfte, 
03.04.2020 
4. tagesschau.de, Coronakrise in den USA: 22 Millionen 
Arbeitslose in vier Wochen, 16.04.2020 
5. indystar.com, Indiana sees «alarming» spike in 
mental health, addiction issues amid coronavirus, 
03.04.2020 

Alone with   
«Killer Number One «  

In hospitals and nursing homes, it is 
well known that a ban on visiting has now 
been enforced. Many, especially old peo-
ple, can no longer see their children and 
grandchildren. Many dying people even 
have to walk the final path alone. The co-
rona measures increase loneliness, which 
seriously affects many. On 13.10.2018 the 
ARD magazine “[W] wie Wissen” reported: 
“For 15 years scientists have been warn-
ing about the health risks of loneliness. 
In 2010, researchers are combining 148 
individual papers from around the world 
into a large collective study. The results 
are shaking us awake: Loneliness and so-
cial isolation have the greatest negative 
influence on our life span. Even before 
the common and well-studied health haz-
ards. Greater than alcoholism, obesity or 
air pollution, to name but a few.” (1) Does 
one really effectively protect the health of 
a society by handing it over to “killer num-
ber one”, according to the Ulm psychiatrist 
Manfred Spitzer on loneliness, (2)?

Not only relatives but, even the nurs-
ing staff do not reach the elderly in many 
cases. The Süddeutsche Zeitung wrote: 
“Throughout Europe, the pandemic is en-
dangering the care of old people at home 
because nursing staff can no longer reach 
them - or have left their adoptive country 
in a rush to return home. (3)

The economic consequences will cer-
tainly not have a positive impact on gen-
eral well-being either. The number of 
applications for unemployment insurance 
in the USA soared to a record high of over 
22 million. (4) A historically unique figure 
since the Great Depression of 1929. As 
then, a sharp increase in suicides is ex-
pected. In the US state of Indiana, for ex-
ample, due to the lockdown and the eco-
nomic consequences, calls to the hotline 
for psychological problems and suicidal 
thoughts have increased from 1,000 to 
25,000 calls per day - by over 2000%. (5)
(gw/tk) 

Headline of the Remscheider General-Anzeiger of 21.04.2020. A mother from the Ger-
man city of Hamm was not allowed to see her dying son, who, it should be noted, did not 
suffer from COVID-19, because of the ban on visiting the hospital. A few hours before his 
death, the mother managed to call her son again. Her son, 49 years old, had been lying in 
the St. Barbara Clinic in Hamm for one and a half weeks. It was April 6, 2020.
Because her son did not answer his cell phone, the mother convinced a sister to put the 
phone to his ear. He only made inarticulate sounds. «Then I knew it was bad. I thought 
he was dying,» she later described. She was right. After the conversation, the mother 
called the doctor in charge and the head doctor. «I said: ‹Doctor, I want to see my son 
right away›, she says. The doctors refused. Two hours later, the head doctor called: Her 
son was dead. «I can›t bear the thought that he died alone,» said the mother. (tk) 

Source: rga.de, Mutter darf nicht zu sterbendem Sohn ins Krankenhaus –«Das soll keiner ...», 
21.04.2020 

Lonely death due to corona rulesLonely death due to corona rules
Mother can’t visit hospitalised son when he’s dying. “Nobody Mother can’t visit hospitalised son when he’s dying. “Nobody should...”should...”
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The United Nations fears a world-
wide hunger crisis due to the cur-

fews and border closures. The num-
ber of hungry people could rise to 
265 million this year due to the eco-
nomic consequences, the World Food 
Programme (WFP) announced. That 
would be almost twice as many as in 
2019, when 135 million people were af-
fected by food crises.

Aid agencies are already seeing 
food shortages in rural areas. Organ-
isations such as Oxfam, Care Interna-
tional and Save the Children warned 
of the devastating effects of the «co-

rona pandemic», particularly on the 
food supply in West Africa. Access to 
basic food has already become more 
difficult in both urban and rural areas. 
Prices had risen and many foodstuffs 
were becoming scarce. (1)

It is downright cynical that the UN, 
of all people, is now showing concern 
about this emerging humanitarian 
crisis. Not least, it was its own limb - 
the WHO - which must be held large-
ly responsible for implementing the 
lockdowns. It was absolutely foresee-
able that a stalling of the world econo-
my would result in famine. (as) 

Quelle:  
1. merkur.de, Corona-News-Ticker: Coronavi-
rus weltweit: Vereinte Nationen befürchten we-
gen der Pandemie eine Hungerkrise, 21.04.2020 

In several countries, there is increasing evidence that COV-
ID-19 treatment could be worse than the disease itself. In 

addition to the therapy and medication, the risk of nosoco-
mial infections, i.e. infections that the patient who may only 
be mildly ill risks becoming infected with when in hospital. (1)

According to estimates by the German Society for Hospi-
tal Hygiene, in Germany 40,000 people die every year from 
hospital germs - more than ten times as many as are killed in 
road traffic. In total, there are about 900,000 infections per 
year. (2) The problem of nosocomial infections is much great-
er in Italy: according to a health report from May 2019, up to 
49,000 people die from them every year. According to the re-
port, the number of deaths caused by hospital germs in Italy 
is almost twice as high as in Germany. (3)

Statistically speaking, the risk of dying because of a hospi-
tal stay is several times higher than dying of corona, even con-
sidering those who are supposed to have died “with” and not 
“of” the corona virus. Another aspect is the perhaps well-in-
tentioned, but sometimes very aggressive treatment methods 
that are increasingly used in COVID-19 patients. These in-
clude in particular the administration of steroids, antibiotics 

and antiviral drugs (or a combination of all of these). It has 
already been shown in the treatment of SARS patients that 
such treatment can often prove fatal (see p.69). (4)

The Kiel doctor Dr. med. Claus Köhnlein drew attention 
to a case in the medical journal Lancet. A 50-year-old COV-
ID-19 patient had been treated with high-dose cortisone, two 
very strong antibiotics, two drugs from AIDS therapy and an 
immunosuppressive agent. For Köhnlein it is clear that the 
drugs and not the corona virus led to the death of the patient. 
For him it was a clear case of overtreatment. (5) 

Fatal respiration?
Even the much-practised ventilation is gradually coming 

under criticism: According to the website DocCheck, patients 
who are test positive are officially advised against simple ven-
tilation through a mask. On the one hand, it is suspected that 
the mask might be too weak; on the other hand, it is feared 
that the corona virus could spread through aerosols. There-
fore, test positive intensive care patients are often directly 
intubated. However, intubation has poor chances of success 

UNO predicts famine due to corona measures  

Can the treatment harm corona patients?  

«I often wonder why we do not learn 
from the past. I can only recom-

mend to everyone: “Look on the Internet 
for the news back then about mad cow dis-
ease, SARS, avian flu, swine flu and so on. You 
will find very similar news there to the news today, and the 
reactions were very similar. “You can learn to live with un-
certainty and not be frightened again and again.» 

Gerd Gigerenzer, German psychologist and director of the Harding Center for 
Risk Competence at the Max Planck Institute for Human Development in Berlin 

Source: zdf.de, Risikoforscher zu Coronavirus – «Müssen Angst 
haben vor unserer eigenen Angst», 07.03.2020

Foto: Franz Johann Morgenbesser from Vienna, Austria (https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Gerd_Gigerenzer-7212_(14010720919).jpg) https://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
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Studies have been published in the UK, 
China and the USA, indicating that 

up to 86% of COVID-19 patients on ven-
tilators died. (1) In particular, the use of 
artificial invasive ventilation (intubation) 
is always associated with high risks and 
usually also with consequential damage. 
In this type of ventilation, a tube is in-
serted deep into the patient’s airways 
and oxygen is pumped into the lungs 
under pressure. The intubated person is 
put into an artificial deep sleep for the 
duration of the treatment - i.e. days or 
even weeks. This measure poses a con-
siderable risk for a patient of an ad-
vanced age. The average mortality rate 
of patients who are artificially ventilated 
in this way is about 40 to 50 percent. For 
this reason, this method is normally only 
used in extreme cases and other types of 
ventilation are tried beforehand. In ad-
dition to invasive ventilation, there are 
various other instruments that can make 
it easier for a patient with respiratory 
distress to breathe, such as CPAP venti-
lation or BIPAP ventilation. These forms 
are more gentle and the patient can re-
main conscious.

However, these forms of non-invasive 
ventilation were not recommended for 
the treatment of COVID-19, especially in 
the beginning. In an article published in 
the medical journal Lancet on April 20, 
it was stated: “It has been suggested that 
patients with respiratory failure, with 
known or suspected COVID-19 disease, 
should be intubated and ventilated at an 
early stage of the disease course, without 
the option of less invasive treatments, 
including continuous positive airway 
pressure (CPAP) or non-invasive ventila-
tion (NIV)”. (2)

and often leads to additional damage to 
the lungs (so-called ventilator-induced 
lung damage). As with medication, the 
question arises whether a more gen-
tle treatment of patients would not be 
medically more sensible. (6)

Already in February, South Korean 
physicians reported that critical COV-
ID-19 patients respond well to oxygen 
therapy without a ventilator. (7) In the 
meantime, US physicians have also 
come forward who describe intubation 

 Source:

1. de.wikipedia.org, Nosokomiale Infektion 
2. focus.de, 40.000 Tote pro Jahr: Der Kampf gegen die 
Krankenhauskeime, 25.10.2018 
3. ilsole24ore.com, Allarme rosso per le infezioni negli 
ospedali, 49mila morti l’anno, 15.05.2019 
4. sciencedaily.com, Steroids could do more harm than 
good in treating coronavirus, 06.02.2020 

5. youtube.com, Corona: «Die Epidemie, die nie da war» 
– Dr. med. Claus Köhnlein [DFP 69], 20.03.2020 
6. doccheck.com, COVID-19: Beatmung – und dann?  
7. upi.com, Oxygen therapy working for coronavirus 
patient, Seoul says, 14.02.2020 
8. youtube.com, FROM NYC ICU: DOES COVID-19 REALLY 
CAUSE ARDS??!!, 31.03.2020 

as “more harm than good” for the pa-
tients. The patients often do not suf-
fer from acute lung failure, but rather 
from a kind of altitude sickness, which 

is made worse by artificial respiration 
with increased pressure. (8)) (tk) 

Studies: Up to 86% of 

patients died from ventilators 

CNN hedline: «Study Confirmed: Nearly all COVID-19 patients on artificial respiration in New York’s 

largest hospital have died.»»

thelancet.com, Pathological findings of COVID-19 associated with acute respiratory distress syndrome, 18.02.2020
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The reason for this recommendation 
was that non-invasive ventilation meth-
ods release more aerosols. Aerosols are 
solid or liquid suspended particles that 
remain in the air. The virus would ad-
here to these particles and thus pose a 
risk of infection for the nursing staff. In 
the meantime, however, it has become 
known that SARS-CoV-2 is not an air-
borne disease even in the official narra-
tive. This was elaborated in the “Heins-
berg Study” (see p.28), among others, 
and has now also been recognised by 
the WHO.(3) It seems that these guide-
lines and recommendations have led to 
the situation of many patients becom-
ing more dramatic than it would have 
been if doctors had treated the clinical 
symptoms according to tried and tested 
methods. 

Experts from various quarters are 
now voicing their opinion that the ven-
tilation measures have been applied far 
too quickly to COVID patients. Joseph 

«Whether pneumonia is caused purely by viruses” is 
generally “controversial”, says the website netdok-

tor.at. “Although viruses can often be detected in pneu-
monia, bacteria are usually found in the lungs at the same 
time. This is exactly the reason why it is only assumed “that 
viruses can play a role in pneumonia” by facilitating “in the 
case of a viral infection of the lungs, an infection with bac-
teria”. Ultimately, therefore, the bacteria are “pathogenic”, 
and not a virus. At best, a smear is taken from the patient’s 
sputum to identify the strain of bacteria and then to com-
bat it with an appropriate antibiotic. Viral pneumonia”, if it 
exists at all, is only “very rarely treated” because the symp-
toms are only very weak. (1)

There you go: The treatment of a viral pneumonia (thus 

also the “corona pneumonia”) is usually not necessary even 
according to the prevailing opinion! Nobody has told us that 
yet! And if it is necessary, it seems that - as is the case with 
practically every pneumonia - it is not a viral but a bacte-
rial, mycotic or parasitic pneumonia. On the other hand, it 
is difficult to prove that a virus ultimately made the patient 
ill. Just because there are storks in a village, that does not 
mean that the children there are brought by the stork. So 
there is a lack of solid evidence to identify the alleged virus 
as the causal origin of the pneumonia.

Where exactly, for example, an old person gets pneumo-
nia from, is very rarely known. Somewhere he has caught 
a germ that others would have survived without suffering 
any harm. But due to unfavourable circumstances (e.g. 
previous illnesses and bedriddenness) the pathogen has 
attacked the lungs. Usually the strain of bacteria is iden-
tified and combated accordingly with antibiotics. Some-
times fungi or parasites can also be the cause. Pneumonia 
might be suspicious if no bacteria or other organisms are 
found. In this case, as long as no other cause is known, one 
would have to speak of “non-bacterial” or “atypical” pneu-
monia. But strangely enough, this expression did not apply 
to COVID-19. Nor was it mentioned that the pneumonia di-
agnosed had not responded to antibiotics. (gw)

Source:  
1. netdoktor.at, Lungenentzündung, atypisch (Atypische Pneumonie) 

Habboushe, an emergency physician 
from Manhattan, told the AP news agen-
cy, for example, that until recently it 
was routine to connect particularly sick 
COVID-19 patients to ventilators. Now 
doctors are increasingly trying other 

treatment methods. “If we are able to 
treat them without intubation,” Hab-
boushe said, “they will probably feel 
much better afterwards - we think.” (4) 
(as) 

 Source:

1. dailymail.co.uk, Are doctors HARMING coronavirus patients by putting them on 
ventilators too early? Doctors warn the gadgets may be overused and could even 
damage the lungs of the infected, 09.04.2020
2. thelancet.com, Use of non-invasive ventilation for patients with COVID-19: a cause 
for concern?, 20.04.2020

3. who.int, Modes of transmission of virus causing COVID-19: implications for IPC 
precaution recommendations, 29.03.2020
4. businessinsider.de, In New York sterben 80 Prozent der Covid-19-Patienten, die an ein 
Beatmungsgerät angeschlossen werden — einige Mediziner versuchen, diese nicht mehr 
zu verwenden, 11.04.2020 

Pneumonia almost always also bacterial 

 Foto: Shutterstock/ Kateryna Kon 
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It is also known in orthodox med-
icine that cold and respiratory 

symptoms like COVID-19 can have 
completely different causes other 
than a pathogen. These are, among 
others: 
 Poverty, hunger, lack of hy-

giene: Infectious diseases are known 
to be more severe in people living 
in poverty. Already in the 1920s, the 
German social hygienist Prof. Ado-
lf Gottstein observed that measles 
mortality in poor urban areas was 10 
times higher than in affluent neigh-
bourhoods. Of course, poverty has a 
whole range of aspects that have an 
impact on health. First of all, hunger 
and malnutrition, secondly the lack 
of warm and dry housing and thirdly, 
the daily existential need as a psy-
chosomatic factor. Most important, 
however, seems to be the provision of 
purified drinking water, which is also 
not available in many poor countries.
 Poisoning: Another possi-

ble cause of respiratory diseases is 
poisoning, e.g. by pesticides and 
exhaust fumes. Symptoms such as 
those attributed to corona can oc-
cur especially in the early stages of 
poisoning and can be confused with 
influenza/corona.
 Psychosomatic causes: 
There are a number of holisti-

cally oriented authors who estab-
lish a connection between symp-
toms of illness and psychological or 
mental causes. But even orthodox 
medicine knows these connections: 
The so-called psychoneuroimmu-
nology, an interdisciplinary field of 
science which is gaining more and 
more importance, especially exam-
ines the connections between psy-
chological factors and the immune 
system. (1)

It is not enough for a doctor to 
pick out one of these completely 
different factors and tailor his treat-
ment to it alone. If several factors 

interact (and this is more the rule 
than the exception from the point 
of view of common sense), then he 
must take them into account.

Tunnel vision  

In a “normal” medical practice, 
however, there is less and less talk of 
a comprehensive anamnesis (asking 
for the medical history) and consid-
eration of all possible causes. In-
stead, a downright tunnel vision of 
infections is increasingly cultivated. 
As a rule, the doctor starts from an 
initial suspicion. This consists either 
of the current fashion diagnosis (e.g. 
corona) or a specific diagnosis that 
comes to the doctor’s mind, e.g. be-
cause he has recently read about it in 
a medical journal or colleagues have 
spoken about it. The initial suspi-
cion determines the order to the in-

Which causes of disease would have 

to be searched 

for first?  

in generalin general

 Foto: Shutterstock/ Poznyakov 
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Old age, the many pre-existing conditions, overburdened health care systems, 
air pollution, toxic drugs and much more: all these factors have not been suf-
ficiently considered as causes of the alleged COVID-19 deaths and also of the 
other «corona problems» that have been widely covered in the media in recent 
months.

vestigating laboratory, whereby 
drugs are usually prescribed direct-
ly and tests usually only take place 
when a campaign like the one sur-
rounding corona is underway.

If no corona virus were found, 
further investigations could be ar-
ranged, e.g. an influenza test. Given 
the enormous selection of bacteria 
and viruses, there is a high proba-
bility that one of the tests will show 
a positive result at some point. But 
this does not really mean much, 
because an infection with a patho-
gen does not mean that the infected 
person will also become ill, 
even from the point of view 
of orthodox medicine. In 
fact, often only a fraction 
of those infected fall ill. All 
the more reason to carry 
out very careful anamnesis. 
However, the examination of 
non-infectious causes occurs far too 
rarely.

The patient sitting in the consult-
ing room of a doctor who trusts in the 
official doctrine can therefore not be 
perceived by him in his/her entire-
ty: Tunnel vision through a narrow 
tube does not offer a wide horizon. 
Accordingly, conventional medical 
therapy looks correspondingly dif-
ferent when “influenza” or “corona” 
is diagnosed: Not the strengthen-
ing of the organism as a whole, but 
rather the administration of strong 
medication with the justification of 
having to destroy pathogens is the 
focus of treatment. The side effects 

of these drugs can then cer-
tainly cause serious compli-

cations in the course of the disease 
or, as for example Tamiflu (see p.14 
ff.), even cause flu symptoms them-
selves.

The fact that this view and way of 
dealing with respiratory diseases has 
been able to spread over the decades 
has to do with the fact that it offers 
“advantages” to all those involved:

1 For patients: They can hand 
over responsibility for the disease 
entirely to the doctor and do not 
have to change their lifestyle - e.g. 
their diet

2 For the doctor: He can pre-
scribe a medicine directly and does 
not have to deal with the patient any 

further.
3 For virologists: For them, tun-

nel vision offers not only work and 
bread in the form of research as-
signments, but also prospects for 
career, reputation and fame. Maybe 
even a Nobel Prize, who knows?

4 For industry: Manufacturers of 
medicines and vaccines particularly 
benefit from this, of course, as their 
profits are rising every year despite 
the general recession.

5 For politicians: Every new “pan-
demic” offers them a good opportu-
nity to make their mark. In addition, 
they are then particularly courted 
by pharmaceutical lobbyists, which 
brings financial benefits. (tk/ht)  

Fewer and fewer 

doctors are taking a 

holistic view of their 

patients. 

Headlines like this one from Telebasel 

on 28.04.2020 are now part of every-

day life all over the world. This is due 

to the failure to distinguish between 

those who died “by” the “corona virus” 

and those who died “of” the “corona 

virus”.  

C O N C L U S I O N 

According to the Basel Department of Health on Tuesday, the deceased 
were three men aged 79, 83 and 89 who suffered from high-risk 
pre-existing conditions. The number of canton residents who died of 
Covid-19 thus rose to 49.

Three new deads of Covid-19 in the city of Basel
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We have no information on the extent to which SARS-CoV-2 differs 
optically from other corona viruses.

Let us assume that the common factor we are looking for has 
not been found by careful anamnesis. Since some of the people 
with the disease have had contact with each other, we now as-
sume that the pathogen is either unknown or already known, but 
freshly mutated. Since even a completely healthy person carries 
more bacteria and viruses than his own granule cells, it is a bit 
like looking for a needle in a haystack. One could now search 
under a microscope and electron microscope for microorgan-
isms that are not yet known. But there are not so many different 
forms. A large number of bacteria and viruses do not differ mor-
phologically, i.e. in shape, from one another. But let’s assume 
that the new pathogen makes it easy for us and has a completely 
new shape, namely that of a cogwheel, and that this cogwheel 
is regularly found under the microscope in samples of blue ear 
disease cases.

Alleged electron microscope image of SARS-CoV-2.

The fourth step would now be the 
high purification of this previously 
unknown virus. Some call this process 
“virus isolation”. However, the mean-
ing of the word is not clear and often 
the optical identification of a micro-
organism or a piece of DNA under the 

microscope is already called “virus 
isolation”. So let’s stay with “high pu-
rification” to make a clear distinction. 
Using various methods, e.g. filtration 
and ultracentrifugation, the new virus 
is now separated step by step from all 
other particles until finally only the 

virus and nothing but the virus re-
mains in the test tube. This purifica-
tion - the isolation of everything that 
is not a virus - must be document-
ed by an electron microscope photo, 
which - in high density - shows only 
the virus and nothing else. Impor-
tant: If the separation of all particles 
that are foreign to the virus is not 
clean, this can completely falsify the 
results of the following steps!

The problem with viruses is that, 
due to their small size, the proce-
dures for cleaning foreign particles 
used with bacteria are not effective. 
In addition - according to the doc-
trine - there are huge families of 
different viruses that cannot be dis-
tinguished from each other under 
the electron microscope. Therefore, 
high-purity purification is a lot more 
complex than with bacteria, which is 
why careless work in the laboratory 
can very quickly lead to wrong results 
and conclusions. One way of proving 
an allegedly disease-causing virus is 
the high purification of the specific 
virus and the subsequent analysis of 
its genetic composition (basis for the 
PCR test, see p. 48 and p. 52 ff.).

Optical identification Optical identification 
of the pathogen.of the pathogen.

Step 3:

The virus must be isolated. The virus must be isolated. 
  Step 4:

C O N C L U S I O N 
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In the PCR test, a throat or nose swab is taken from the test person or cough secretion is taken from the lower respiratory 
tract. This sample is then analysed in the laboratory using the polymerase chain reaction - PCR in short. The method is 
based on artificially multiplying DNA or RNA strands. One division is called a “cycle”. With each duplication, the amount 
of starting RNA/DNA also increases, so that in the end it has been replicated billions of times. After this multiplication 
process has been completed, the resulting amount of genetic material can be determined and thus calculated back to 
the tiny initial amount that otherwise could not have been determined diagnostically. Thus, PCR is used to specifically 
search for what is suspected to be viral genetic material by artificially propagating it.

What is the PCR test?What is the PCR test?
Corona Corona 

The “corona epidemic” began with a PCR test: some Chi-
nese scientists discovered a previously unknown RNA se-

quence in patients with pneumonia. They assumed that the 
discovery of this RNA was equivalent to the isolation of a new 
virus, but this was not true. Some Chinese scientists were 
honest enough to admit this:

“We did not perform tests to detect infectious viruses in 
the blood.” (1)

In another early study, the authors mentioned even more 
openly:
“[Our study does not fulfill] Koch’s postulates.” (2) The ful-
filment of the Koch postulates or Koch’s postulates (see p.60 
ff.) is absolutely essential in modern medicine in order to be 
able to classify the cause of a disease in a scientifically correct 
way. All studies on corona viruses seem to have in common, 
however, that none of the three postulates has been fulfilled. 
The alleged pathogens were not bred in pure cultures, as the 
first Koch postulate demands. Only a previously undiscov-
ered RNA sequence of unknown origin was found. That it 
is part of a new virus must be considered pure speculation. 
Furthermore, the PCR tests show that both sick and healthy 
people test positive. Nor has the ability of the undetected 
pathogen to cause infection been proven - not to mention 
the fact that it has not been re-isolated, since not even the 
primary isolation was carried out.

Further doubts arise when one considers the incredi-
ble speed (about one week) with which the virus is said to 
have been identified. Even brazen virologists like Matthew 
B. Frieman of the University of Maryland were sceptical. He 
said:

“I’m amazed at the timing and speed of this isolation and 
characterization, if all this is true. “ (3)

No clean virus isolation with SARS-CoV-2
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Distorsion of the term 

«isolation»  

The fundamental work even ad-
mits in subordinate clauses (1) that 
there is no scientific proof that the 
RNA found is part of a disease-caus-
ing virus. Although not even the min-
imum requirement of using pure cul-
ture is fulfilled, many press releases 
as well as Wikipedia and even many 
scientific papers claim that the virus 
has been “isolated”.

The following should be noted: In 
principle, there is an unspoken dis-
crepancy in virology between what 
the external observer would under-
stand by “isolation”, namely a pure 
culture, and what virologists have 
made of this term. In modern virol-
ogy this term has practically lost all 
meaning. For example, the addition of 
merely filtered blood serum contain-
ing thousands and thousands of sub-
stances to a cell culture in which one 
can then observe the death of cells is 
called isolation.

In the work already cited, (2) in 
which it is admitted that the Koch 
postulates are not fulfilled, there is 
nevertheless a whole section entitled 
“Isolation of the virus”. It says:

“Fluid samples from bronchoalve-
olar lavage (lung mucus samples) were 
collected in sterile beakers to which 
a transport medium for viruses was 
added. The samples were then placed 
in a centrifuge to remove cell frag-
ments. The supernatant was injected 
into human airway epithelial cells.

In other words, all cells contained 
in the mucus samples were removed 
and the mixture was then transferred 
to a centrifuge where the heavy com-
ponents were separated from the light 
ones. Then the lighter components - 
still a mixture of countless molecules, 
small fragments, microvesicles (see 
p.50 f.) and the like - were taken and 

injected into human respiratory epi-
thelial cells. Here the biological tech-
nical term “isolation” was distorted in 
a striking way. This had nothing to do 
with pure culture.

“Isolation” is probably only used in 
such works and consequently in press 
releases etc. because the word gives 
the impression of high scientific qual-
ity. It is rarely mentioned that “isola-
tion” in today’s virology means some-

thing completely different from what 
is commonly imagined. (tk) 

The authors of the paper, in which it was admitted that the Koch postulates (see p.48) were 
not fulfilled and in which, in the absence of real isolation, the term “isolation” was neverthe-
less used, also published images that were supposed to show the new viruses. First of all, it 
becomes clear beyond doubt that the alleged viruses were not isolated and cultivated in pure 
culture, because huge amounts of cell material can be seen. The fact that the newly found RNA 
is part of the objects marked in these images cannot be proven due to the lack of pure culture 
and must therefore be regarded as pure speculation. The alleged viruses themselves cannot be 
distinguished from other known cell components, neither optically nor in any other way. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

In the case of SARS-CoV-2, there was no scientifically clean isolation of the virus. 

Since the virus is not present in pure culture, it is not possible to know whether the 

RNA examined in the PCR test (see p.48 and p.52 ff.) really originates from the virus 

and what effect other molecules present in the samples may have.

 Source:

viaveto.de, Corona - Eine epidemische Massenhysterie, 
22.03.2020 
1. sciencedirect.com, Clinical features of patients 
infected with 2019 novel coronavirus in Wuhan, China, 
Februar 2020 
2. nejm.org, A Novel Coronavirus from Patients with 
Pneumonia in China, 2019, Februar 2020 
3. the-scientist.com, New Coronavirus Identified in 
Central China Pneumonia Outbreak, 09.01.2020 

Andere Teilchen

«Virus»

«Virus»
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If a suspicious virus is present in pure cul-
ture, one can start to determine its properties: 
What exactly does the envelope consist of, 
which proteins are the “spikes” on the enve-
lope and which genetic material is inside the 
envelope? Only the correctly purified state can 
assure that everything found in the sample re-
ally comes from this specific virus and noth-
ing else. Once again: Any slight contamination 
of the sample can lead to the virus being given 
the wrong properties!

Once the biochemical composition of the 
highly purified virus has been clearly deter-
mined, one looks for envelope components or 
gene sequences that are typical for this new 
virus and at the same time do not occur in 
other bacteria, viruses or human cells. This 
is not so easy, because part of the human ge-
nome (about 8 percent) is identical to the viral 
genome, and the virus also uses the resources 

of a human cell to produce its envelope spikes - after all, ac-
cording to conventional medicine, it reproduces exclusively 
within such cells!

Microvesicles are tiny membrane 
strangles of cells that contain pro-

teins, RNA and the like and occur in 
huge numbers and in many different 
forms. On average, a somatic cell pro-
duces several hundred microvesicles per 
day, which, with an estimated 40 trillion 
somatic cells, is an unmanageable quan-
tity. Although these particles have been 
known for a long time, they were pre-
viously regarded as useless cell waste. 

More detailed studies of these microve-
sicles have only been undertaken in the 
last 10 years. It became obvious that 
these endogenous vesicles are very sim-
ilar to classical viruses. Some biologists 
reported in 2016:

“Extracellular vesicles (EVs), which 
are released by various cells, are small 
phospholipid membrane-enveloped 
units that can transport mRNA. They are 
now central study objects in many areas 

of biology, as they appear to represent a 
new system of cell-to-cell communica-
tion. The physical and chemical charac-
teristics of many EVs, as well as their bi-
ogenesis pathways, are similar to those 
of retroviruses. Furthermore, EVs pro-
duced by virus-infected cells may con-
tain viral proteins and fragments of vi-
ral RNA, making them indistinguishable 
from defective retroviruses. We stress 
that in the specific case of a virus-infect-

Are viruses often only microvesicles?

Identification of unique characteristics Identification of unique characteristics 

  Step 5:

Die angebliche Zusam-

mensetzung des neuen 

Corona-Virus: Auf der 

Hülle befinden sich 

Proteine, die wie Stacheln 

herausragen. Im Innern 

der Hülle befindet sich 

die RNA, einsträngiges 

Erbgut. Je nach Untertyp 

der Corona-Viren sollen 

sich gemäss dem heutigen 

Stand der Virologie das 

Erbgut und die Oberflä-

chenproteine voneinander 

unterscheiden. 

Corona 
Corona 

Struture of the Corona-Virus

Glycose-protein spike

Haemoglutinin esterase

Menbrane protein

Ribonucleic acid

Cover

The alleged composition 

of the new corona virus: 

the envelope contains 

proteins that protrude 

like spikes. Inside the 

envelope is the RNA, 

single-stranded genet-

ic material. According 

to the current state of 

virology, the genome 

and the surface proteins 

should differ from each 

other depending on the 

subtype of corona virus.
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ed cell, it is almost impossible to distin-
guish and separate EVs from viruses. (1) 

Another paper states: “Cells secrete 
different types of membrane-enveloped 
microvesicles from their cell surface and 
from internal membranes (exosomes) 
derived from the endosome. Interest-
ingly, these vesicles have many similar-
ities with enveloped viruses, including 
biophysical properties, biogenesis and 
absorption by cells. New discoveries 
describing the intercellular transfer of 
functional cell proteins, RNA and mRNA 
by microvesicles have revealed further 
similarities between viruses and cellular 
microvesicles. (2)

Since these microvesicles can be 
hardly or not at all distinguished from 
viruses in terms of both appearance and 
function, and since their content in the 
form of RNA corresponds to that of vi-

ruses, it is not unlikely that newly dis-
covered RNA, as in the case of the so-
called corona viruses, is actually part of 
these billions upon billions of endoge-
nous microvesicles. In view of this back-
ground, the detection of previously un-
known RNA is in any case not sufficient 
to claim the existence of a new virus. It is 
quite possible that RNA is simply a pre-
viously unknown message in intercellu-
lar communication through microvesi-

cles.
This would mean that this RNA would 

be endogenous and could be found in 
every human being if one searched long 
enough.(tk) 

 Source:

viaveto.de, Corona - Eine epidemische Massenhysterie, 
22.03.2020 
1. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, Extracellular vesicles and viruses: 
Are they close relatives?, 2016 
2. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, Microvesicles and Viral Infection, 
2011

Since microvesicles are neither optically nor in 

their properties clearly distinguishable from 

what we call viruses, the thesis suggests itself 

that the RNA fragments found in the virus tests 

actually represent nothing more than the body’s 

own genetic material. At least this thesis has 

never been refuted conclusively.

Let us nevertheless assume that we have succeed-
ed in identifying unique characteristics of a cleanly 
isolated virus. We can now proceed to adapt tests so 
that they respond exclusively to these unique charac-
teristics. If we succeed in doing so, we will now have a 
reliable instrument for measuring the presence of this 
particular virus. Important: The validity of these lab-
oratory tests is definitely dependent on steps 4 and 5 
having been carried out correctly!

  Step 6:

Calibration of laboratory testsCalibration of laboratory tests

Since SARS-CoV-2 is not present in its pure form, its microbiological prop-
erties cannot be determined, and therefore in the case of corona the ques-
tion does not even arise as to whether it could actually be a microvesicle, 
since the first step of clean isolation is not fulfilled. However, the astonish-
ing congruence of viruses and microvesicles is a good indication of the thin 
ice on which modern virology is skating.

C O N C L U S I O N 
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The detection of SARS-CoV-2 is 
done by smears taken from the 

mouth, nose or throat. The smear 
may contain the genetic material of 
the virus, or so they say. In laborato-
ries, the viral genetic material is de-
tected by a sensitive molecular test. 
The complete and complicated name 
is “real-time reverse transcriptase 
polymerase chain reaction” (RT-PCR 
or simply PCR). A device multiplies 
the small amount of genetic material 
in the sample in several cycles. The 
use of fluorescent substances reveals 
whether or not the sought-after gene 
sequences of the putative virus are 
present.

However, this PCR test is categori-
cally questioned by many doctors and 
scientists. The Kiel physician Dr. med. 
Claus Köhnlein criticises the sensitiv-
ity of these tests: “The corona test is 
a PCR test, with all the disadvantag-
es that this test has. It is very sensi-
tive, and we spoke to the inventor of 
this method, Kary Mullis, at the time. 
I have seen him and met him sever-
al times. [...] That was his statement: 
“The tests are far too sensitive to be 
used in microbiology. But that’s ex-
actly what unfortunately happened. 
Virologists are now mainly using PCR 

tests, and that has the disadvantage 
that you don’t know whether what you 
measure with them has anything to 
do with a disease. [...] These tests are 
very sensitive. A small piece of DNA is 
enough to make them react positively, 
but you don’t get sick from a piece of 
DNA. If you get sick from a virus, then 
it must be present in correct infec-
tious titers [liquid volume]. None of 
this is measured anymore.” (1)

Not validated?

The physician and politician Dr. 
med. Wolfgang Wodarg, former head 
of the Health Department of the city of 
Flensburg, also argues that the corona 
PCR test - in this case the test devel-
oped in Germany by Dr. Drosten (see 
p.21) - was not sufficiently validated 
before it was used: “If I use a test nor-
mally, it must first be validated by the 
federal authority. In other words, it 
must be confirmed that the test meas-
ures what it claims to measure. That is 
to say, there is a peer review. People 
who are supposed to criticise it are 
interviewed. [...] Only when this has 
been discussed and everyone says: 
‘Yes, if you use this instrument you 

can measure this and that’, [the test is 
validated]. That did not happen with 
this test. This is an in-house test that 
Mr Drosten developed. He registered 
it with the WHO, and then it was con-
firmed in China: ‘Yes, if we use your 
test, it shows positive in the cases we 
have here in the hospital. ...] We do not 
know for sure whether this test re-
ally only indicates one SARS virus or 
whether it might not indicate different 
types of SARS, which have developed 
since 2002. (2)

A manufacturer of a COVID-19 test 
kit indirectly agrees with Wodarg by 
stating that it is to be used only for 
research purposes and not for diag-
nostic applications, as it has not yet 
been clinically validated. (3) A Chinese 
study published in the “Chinese Jour-
nal of Epidemiology” at the beginning 
of March, which demonstrated the 
unreliability of COVID virus tests (ap-
prox. 50% false-positive results for 
asymptomatic patients), has since 
been withdrawn. The main author of 
the study, none other than the dean 
of a medical faculty, did not want to 
give the reason for the withdrawal and 
spoke of a “delicate matter”. (4)

Independent of this study, the sus-
ceptibility of PCR virus tests to errors 
has been known for a long time: In 
2003, for example, a mass infection 
with “SARS corona viruses” was “de-
tected” in a Canadian nursing home, 
which later turned out to be common 
“cold corona viruses”. (5) The list could 
go on for a long time. (tk) 

How reliable is the corona test anyway?

 Source:

1. youtube.com, Am Telefon zum Gefahrenpotential 
der Corona-Viren: Claus Köhnlein, 07.04.2020
2. youtube.com, Corona-Tests noch nicht validiert? 
PUNKT.PRERADOVIC - mit Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, 
13.03.2020 
3. creative-diagnostics.com, SARS-CoV-2 Coronavirus 
Multiplex RT-qPCR Kit 
4. npr.org, In Defense Of Coronavirus Testing Strategy, 
Administration Cited Retracted Study, 26.03.2020 
5. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, An Outbreak of Human 
Coronavirus OC43 Infection and Serological Cross-
reactivity with SARS Coronavirus, 2006 

Tweet from Germany’s 

“man of the hour”, the 

virologist Christian Drosten, 

on April 13, 2020: Can these 

words be taken as a confes-

sion that the test does not 

work at all? 
Of course: Towards the end of the process the PCR sometimes shows positive and sometimes negative. That’s a matter of chance. If a patient 
tests negative x 2 and is then released as cured, positive test results may well be obtained again at home. Therefore, this is by no means a 
reinfection.
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PCR tests are based on the possibility of artificially du-
plicating RNA strands. With this technique, about 4 billion 
identical strands are obtained from a single RNA strand 
after 32 divisions. Each of these divisions is called a “cy-
cle”. After a defined number of cycles, the amount of RNA 

produced can be determined and thus calculated back 
to the tiny initial amount that could otherwise not have 
been determined diagnostically. With this knowledge we 
can devote ourselves to a very informative article that de-
scribes the procedure of a PCR test. (1)

Analysis of a PCR test

Here we see the test results for 18 
patients. The numbers on the left side 
from 20 to 40 represent the cycles. The 
amount of RNA in the smears was de-
termined once a day for the duration 
of the disease. First of all, the blue line 
indicates a relatively arbitrary conclu-
sion set by the researchers. If it took 
longer than 37 cycles to detect RNA, the 
tests were considered negative. This is 
shown by the fact that these tests do not 
give a clear yes or no result. It is entire-
ly at the discretion of the researchers 
where to draw the line. Some research-
ers did this after 37 cycles, but some 
only after 40 cycles. Also, the fact that 
no RNA is detectable after 40 cycles, 
for example, does not mean that there 
was none. The graphs themselves are 
also interesting. You can see how the 
RNA is detectable from one day to the 
next, then no longer detectable, then 
detectable again.

For example, if case 5 can only be 
tested on day 21 of his pneumonia, 

he has no corona infection. 

If he is tested one day later, he is a severe case with detec-
tion after only 29 cycles. Looking at these fluctuations in 

results, which occur in all 18 patients, one gets the impres-
sion that the result could just as well be diced.
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According to the prevailing virus 
hypothesis, people who are more 
severely ill should also have a 
higher viral load. In such cases, 
it should be possible to detect the 
RNA after just a few cycles. How-
ever, the graphs show no corre-
lation here either. The first six 
(purple) represent the particular-
ly severe cases in which the pa-
tients required additional oxygen. 
However, these cases do not show 
a particularly increased amount 
of RNA compared to the 12 other 
cases. This also indicates that this 
RNA probably has nothing to do 
with the pneumonia and the test 
seems to be completely worthless. 
Sick people sometimes test nega-
tive, sometimes positive; just like 
completely healthy people.

A pathogen that has to be multiplied billions of times is not a pathogen at all, because otherwise it 
would have already done so itself. The fact that the virus has to be artificially multiplied before it can 
be found leaves a lot of room for doubting the usefulness of PCR. The test is highly sensitive, which 
means that even the smallest amounts of the sought-after RNA are sufficient to give a positive test 
result. The amount of viral genome is usually so small that it is initially undetectable and can only be 
diagnosed after it has been amplified billions of times. The assumption that the RNA examined may 
not be the cause of the disease but rather the body’s own RNA is a valid hypothesis that has not yet 
been refuted. (tk/as)  
Sources: 
viaveto.de, Corona - Eine epidemische Massenhysterie, 22.03.2020 
1. jamanetwork.com, Epidemiologic Features and Clinical Course of Patients Infected With SARS-CoV-2 in Singapore, 03.03.2020 

«The numbers of 
20 or 50,000 coro-
na infected people 
mentioned every day 
in different countries 
are complete nonsense. Not even one 
percent of the population has been 
examined with highly questionable 
tests. We know nothing about the 
other 99 percent. Already at the be-
ginning of February, a sharp increase 
in flu symptoms was noted. These 
were probably already corona cases, 
only, just not yet tested. In any case, 
the current measures are not based 
on facts, but are an irrational overre-
action.»

Dr Gerd Reuther, a former radiologist

Source: rubikon.news, Die Desinformations- 
Pandemie, 25.03.2020 
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Do the corona numbers increase sim-
ply because more corona testing is 

done? There is much evidence to suggest 
that this is the case: At the end of March, 
Milan microbiologist Maria Rita Gismon-
do called on the Italian government to 
stop communicating the daily number of 
“corona positives” because these num-
bers were “false” and would cause un-
necessary panic among the population. 
The number of positives tests depended 
heavily on the type and number of tests 
and said nothing about the general state 
of health. (1)

The development of the number of 
cases is only meaningful if it is contin-
uously put in relation to the number of 
tests performed in each case - at least 
if the test itself would be meaningful 
(which it is not, see p.52 ff.). In other 
words: If 10,000 tests are carried out in a 
country and 1,000 infections are detect-
ed, and 20,000 tests and 2,000 infections 
are detected in the same country the fol-
lowing week, then no higher spread of 
the virus can be deduced from this, but 
only a larger number of measurements. 
Then the infection rate will not have ex-
ploded by 100%, but will have remained 
the same.

What is also communicated too rare-
ly is the fact that the number of tests al-
most tripled within one calendar week 
(number 12) in Germany. Data from the 
RKI show that the increase in test-pos-
itive persons is relatively proportional to 
the increase in the number of tests, i.e. in 
percentage terms it remains roughly the 

same. This shows that the increase in the 
number of cases is mainly the result of an 
increase in the number of tests, and not 
of a current epidemic. (2)

A Swiss biophysicist has visualized the 
fact that in the USA (as in the rest of the 
world) it is not the number of “infected” 
people that is increasing exponentially, 
but the number of tests. The number of 
test positives in relation to the number of 
tests remains constant or increases only 
slowly, which in principle speaks against 

an exponential viral epidemic. (3)
Data from Norway, evaluated by an 

environmental toxicologist with a doc-
torate in environmental toxicology, also 
showed that the rate of test positives 
does not increase - as would be expect-
ed in the case of an epidemic - but fluc-
tuates between 2 and 10% in the normal 
range for “corona viruses”. The average 
age of the deceased who tested positive 
in Norway was 84 (where this is an aver-
age life expectancy of 82.5). (4) (tk) 

Sources:

1. secoloditalia.it, Coronavirus, la 
Gismondo ammonisce duramente: 
basta snocciolare numeri sui positivi. 
«Sono dati falsati», 27.03.2020 
2. rki.de, Täglicher Lagebericht des 
RKI zur Coronavirus-Krankheit-2019 
(COVID-19), 26.03.2020 
3. twitter.com, Felix Scholkmann, 
03.04.2020
4. swprs.files.wordpress.com, Die 
Lage in Norwegen, 28.03.2020 

The RKI›s management report of 26 March shows that the number of corona tests almost tripled within one week, and 

with it the number of positive tests. However, the percentage of positive tests as a percentage of the total quantity hardly 

changed. This shows that the increase in the number of cases is mainly the result of an increase in the number of tests 

and not of an ongoing epidemic.

Headlines from Merkur, Bild and Focus. 

The RKI (see p.12 f.) is increasingly coming 

under criticism. 

The number of positive test results (blue) in the USA increases relatively proportionally to the number 

of tests performed.

Number of positive and negative 

corona tests in the USA

Source: The COVID 

Tracking Project,  

covidtracking.com 
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Corona: A test epidemic?  

Confusing figures and misjudgements

Criticism of the Robert Koch Institute is getting louder - RKI 
was often wrong with corona prognoses

Data, warnings, recommendations

Does the RKI know no pandemic? With its 
prognoses it was frighteningly often wrong

The mistakes of the 
Robert Koch Institute

So often the RKI has been wrong with its corona prognoses
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As was the case with swine flu (see 
p.19), the media is rushing into the 

rare cases of young people who died 
with a positive test. Often the head-
lines then mention “corona deaths” 
in order to provoke the correspond-
ing reaction in the population. Usu-
ally the reader has to read the article 
first to realise that the deceased did 
not die “of” but “rather” the corona vi-
rus. For example, Francisco Garcia, a 
21-year-old Spanish football coach who 
died test positive. The title on the web-
site msn. com typically reads: “Spanish 
junior coach dies of corona”. Only when 
reading the article does one learn that 
an undetected leukaemia, one of whose 
typical complications is severe pneu-
monia, was more likely to lead to the 
coach’s death than corona. (1)

The BBC asked, “Are the deaths 

caused by the corona virus?”, and re-
plied, “It could be a major cause, an 
additional factor, or simply be there. 
For example, an 18-year-old man had 
been reported as the “youngest corona 
victim” because a test the day before his 
death was positive. However, the hos-
pital later reported that the young man 
had died of a serious pre-existing con-
dition. (2) (tk)  

Ruthless: How positively tested dead are declared corona-deaths

 Sources:

1. msn.com, Spanischer Nachwuchs-Trainer stirbt an 
Corona, 16.03.2020 
2. bbc.com, Coronavirus: How to understand the death 
toll, 01.04.2020 

«How a profession that is sup-
posed to control the powerful as 

an independent, critical, unbiased fourth 
power, can succumb as quickly as lightning 
to the same collective hysteria as its audience, al-
most unanimously, and give itself over to court re-
porting, government propaganda, expert deification 
of the sacred cow science: It’s incomprehensible to 
me, it disgusts me, I’ve had enough of it, I shamefully 
distance myself from this unworthy performance.» 

Harald Wiesendanger, science and medical journalist, in an

 article on Corona reporting
Source: nachrichten-fabrik.de, Harald Wiesendanger über die Massenmedien 

während der Corona-Krise: ICH SCHÄME MICH – meines Berufsstands, 
03.04.2020 

«With the tripling of the tests, there was also a little more than a 
tripling of those who tested positive. This tripling was presented 
to citizens as a tripling of those infected.»

Professor Dr. Gerd Bosbach, professor of statistics, mathematics and empirical economic and social research 

Source: nachdenkseiten.de, Schluss mit Irreführung: «Wir brauchen harte, 
gesicherte Fakten statt nur scheinbar objektive», 03.04.2020 

«Personally, I 
would say that 
the best advice is 

to spend less time 
watching TV news 

which is sensational and 
not very good. We are suffering 
from a media epidemic!» 

Professor John Oxford of Queen Mary University 
London, the world’s leading virologist and influenza 

specialist, on the corona hysteria

Source:  
novuscomms.com, A view from the hVivo / Open 
Orphan #ORPH Laboratory – Professor John Oxford, 
31.03.2020 

?? Titular en msn.de desde 
el 16.03.2020. Incluso el 

texto introductorio lleva el 
titular hasta el absurdo. Se 

estima que el papel de la 
leucemia en la muerte del 

entrenador es mucho may-
or que el de COVID-19.

Sanischer junior coach dies of Corona

A Spanish junior coach died after 
infection with the corona virus. 
Apparently he had also contracted 
leukaemia - but he knew nothing 
about it.
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Prior to the alleged outbreak of 
“swine flu” in 2009, influenza 

screening was continuously inten-
sified in certain countries. This was 
particularly true in the USA. The 
2008/2009 season represented a fur-
ther increase in this respect. Never 
before has there been such intensive 
research into influenza viruses. In-

terestingly enough, a very special fo-
cus of the efforts on US soil was on 
the border area with Mexico, where 
swine flu is said to have been particu-
larly rampant. In addition, in 2009, 
all US laboratories were instructed to 
send any influenza virus whose “sub-
sub-type” could not be precisely de-
termined to the US CDC for precise 

identification. Example: An H1N1 vi-
rus is found in a patient by laboratory 
testing. According to the virologists, 
there are numerous subtypes of H1N1. 
If this could not be determined, it 
had been left as it was. But now it was 
mandatory to report and send in such 
samples.

Now, due to the increased testing 
efforts, the first cases were reported: 
On March 28, 2009, a nine-year-old 
girl from the Southern California dis-
trict of Imperial County, about 20 km 
from the Mexican border, fell ill with 
cough and fever and was taken by her 
parents to the outpatient clinic of a 
clinic. She was treated with antibiot-
ics and antihistamines. As the clinic 
was participating in one of the influ-
enza surveillance programs, samples 
were taken and tested for influen-
za at the U.S. Navy Medical Research 
Center in San Diego. There, an “atyp-
ical influenza A virus” was detected. 
“Atypical” means that no RNA se-
quences were found that could be at-
tributed to already known influenza A 
subtypes. The Research Centre there-
fore forwarded the sample to the CDC 
(Centers for Disease Control), the US 
epidemic authority, in accordance 
with instructions. On March 30, 2009, 
a ten-year-old boy from San Diego 
County in Southern California fell ill 
with similar symptoms and his sam-
ple was also sent to the CDC.  

Swine flu: At that time a pure test epidemic 

Titles from Welt, FAZ, 

T-Online, Spiegel ZEIT 

and Blick from 2009 about 

the ultimately completely 

harmless swine flu

Past
Past

Swine flu spreads faster and faster
Swine flu spreads faster and faster

Three swine flu deaths in one day

Wave of swine flu reaches Germany

„The wave has already begun”
Horror Forecast 
Soon a million infected 
with swine flu?
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No pandemic in sight

In mid-April, the CDC finally found 
a gene sequence in both blood samples 
from Southern California that could 
be linked to the swine flu virus after 
searching the global gene database GI-
SAID. From then on, one spoke of the 
swine flu. However, no contact with 
pigs could be detected in either child. 
They had also had no contact with each 
other - after all, they lived no less than 
200 km apart. No unusually severe pro-
gessions, not even among the relatives. 
All were already healthy again. No other 
infections were known, and certainly no 
snowball effect, which would be typical 
for a real epidemic. The CDC declared 
in a report that they would now start an 
“aggressive search” for contact persons 
to find out whether this was possibly a 
pandemic virus, which they were ap-
parently looking for with a crowbar. The 
fact that both affected children from 
Southern California lived only about 20 
km from the Mexican border put Mexi-
co in the focus of the virus hunters.

On April 23, 2009, the CDC an-
nounced that there were now seven 

“confirmed” cases. This was not sur-
prising given the intensive search that 
had been started. Paradoxically, “con-
firmed” here meant that a gene se-
quence was found in the sample that 
contained a reference to the swine in-
fluenza virus in the central GISAID gene 
database, but at the same time the H1N1 
sub-subtype could not be determined 
exactly. All courses were mild, the flu 

symptoms were within normal limits. 
All patients were healthy again, only 
one case had been hospitalized. The 
patients had no contact with each other 
and no contact with pigs. The genomes 
of the cases were “similar”, according 
to the CDC. The fact that the gene se-
quences were supposed to be identical, 
i.e. that they were exactly the same virus 
type, was not mentioned.

Since the beginning of 2020, everything seems to revolve around the “corona virus”. The news about Erdogan’s migration 
weapon, which is directed against the Greek border, has been buried under shock articles about COVID-19. But from looking away, 
the coming mass migration, deliberately directed against Europe, does not vanish into thin air, nor does the existing and worsening 
conflict caused by the waves of migration since 2015 disappear. In several issues (including Nos. 5, 14, 19) we have dealt with the 
agenda behind deliberately generated mass migration on a source-based basis. Whether one wants to admit it or not: the population 
exchange (declared UN policy of “Replacement Migration”) is in full swing!

Mass migration out of sight, out of mind?
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On that day, Mexico passed a contro-
versial law to extend the powers of the 
federal police. At the same time a state of 
emergency was declared because of the 
alleged swine flu deaths. There was no 
mention of alternative diagnoses - e.g. 
respiratory diseases as a result of air pol-
lution - for the sick in Mexico. Yet Mexico 
City, where most cases occurred, is virtu-
ally predestined for respiratory diseases 
due to the poverty of the population and 
the high level of air pollution! 

What did the test kits say?

On 24 April 2009, the CDC reported 
eight cases in the USA. With 14 patient 
samples from Mexico, seven were also 
«test positive». Again, the genomes of 
the samples were said to be «similar». 
There was no question that the 
viruses from Southern California and 
Mexico were «identical». Incidentally, 
other influenza viruses had also been 
found, not only those of type H1N1. On 
this day, the first two DPA reports on 
the alleged swine flu were received.

The CDC announced on 25 April 
2009 that new test kits currently in 
development would soon be sent 
around the world. It was not clear 
how these kits had been calibrated for 
the new virus, because until now the 
genomes differed slightly depending 
on the location of the outbreak. The 
usual procedure for «calibrating» a test 
should be, however: One takes a group 
of patients who have received the new 
diagnosis stamp and experiments 
until the test can reliably detect 
certain gene sequences or proteins 
in them that are not found in healthy 
people or not in this concentration. 
The results are laboratory tests, but 
their informative value is nevertheless 
limited because it is by no means 
clear how the detected molecules are 
related to the disease (see p.60 ff.).

New world record 
The WHO spoke for the first time 

and, quite unexpectedly, announced 
that the CDC had completely decod-
ed the genome of the swine flu virus. 
This was strange because the CDC had 
previously only spoken of “similar” or 
“essentially identical” viruses. Either 
the viruses were identical and from a 
specific influenza subspecies - or they 

were not.
It was also strange that this an-

nouncement did not come from the 
CDC itself. Had the WHO accidentally 
left here too early? Or was this part of 
a strategy to enforce the virus hypothe-
sis globally by the authority of the WHO 
as easily as possible? In any case, the 
complete determination of the genome 
of a new virus within 10 days was a new 
world record. Moreover, it is complete-
ly unusual to publish such momentous 
statements without there having been a 
proper publication in a renowned jour-
nal and without other institutes having 
had the opportunity to confirm the re-
sults. Actually, a careful examination 
and confirmation by other institutes 
is a common procedure. Instead, the 
allegations of the US Epidemic Con-

trol Agency were adopted by the WHO 
without being checked. 

Despite this, on 26 April 2009, the 
US declared a national health emer-
gency. One of the consequences of this 
was that the Tamiflu stockpiles (see p.16 
f.) held by the central government were 
now distributed to the 50 states of the 
USA. So Washington seemed pretty sure 
that the pandemic was coming. There 
were 33 DPA reports on swine flu that 
day.

Unverified test kits 
The new test kits for the swine 

flu virus were delivered by the CDC 
to all US states on 28 April. The FDA, 
the responsible regulatory author-
ity, had waved the new test kits 
through more or less unchecked. 
As a result, test systems were now 
being sent to the US and around the 
world which had not been proper-

ly reviewed by any authority and of 
which no one could say with cer-
tainty whether the RNA sequences 
detected said anything about the 
health status and its cause.

On April 30, 2009, the CDC now 
reported 149 “confirmed” cases in 
the U.S., including six hospitalised 
and one fatality. By comparison, 
the daily influenza background 
noise in the USA was up to 165,000 
new cases and up to 98 deaths, 
according to the CDC. In keeping 
with the motto “today we test in the 
USA, tomorrow around the world”, 
the CDC has now sent its new test 
kits around the world. The US au-
thorities were overrun by worried 
inquiries from citizens, and tele-
phone and email hotlines had to 

be radically increased. On this day, 
there were 74 DPA reports on swine 
flu.

On 11 June 2009, the WHO de-
clared pandemic level 6. Reason: 
30,000 cases in 74 countries after 
searching for it for 40 days with 
hundreds of thousands of test 
kits. At that time there was not the 
slightest reason to assume an epi-
demic or even a pandemic. The al-
leged 30,000 worldwide pandemic 
cases were contrasted within two 
months by an average of 2.7 million 
new cases every day due to the nor-
mal seasonal influenza virus! There 
was simply no swine flu pandemic. 
It was a pure invention of the US 
CDC. What actually happened in-
stead was a worldwide “laboratory 
test pandemic”, which had been in 
the offing for years and had reached 
a new peak with the CDC’s globally 

The CDC›s SARS CoV-2 laboratory test kit, which was used to The CDC›s SARS CoV-2 laboratory test kit, which was used to 

search for «swine flu cases» around the world.search for «swine flu cases» around the world.
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distributed swine flu test kits. 
In the end, the “swine flu sea-

son” was demonstrably far more 
harmless than a normal wave of flu 
in terms of severity of the course 
and proportion of deaths.

The alleged threat that the hith-
erto largely harmless swine flu 
virus could mutate into a deadly 
virus at any time was, and still is, 
valid for hundreds if not thousands 

of other known and unknown influ-
enza virus strains. According to the 
official logic, therefore, vaccina-
tion against hundreds or thousands 
of different virus strains would be 
necessary. And that’s not all: if the 
virologists’ horror scenarios were 
true, humanity would actually have 
been exterminated long ago.

Those who learn nothing from 
the past are doomed: The strik-

ing inaccuracies of the ultimately 
harmless “swine flu” continue to-
day in corona. Even back then, the 
rising number of cases said noth-
ing about a real danger.(tk/ht) 

Source: de.wikipedia.org, Pandemie H1N1 
2009/10 

The worldwide increase in the number of people who tested positive for COVID-19 is not 

significant. There is simply no link between a pathogen and a positive PCR test. The tests 

are positive in a certain percentage of the population, even in healthy people. The more you 

test, the more “COVID-19 cases” you will find. This says absolutely nothing about the exist-

ence of a dangerous virus. 

The Koch postulates describe 
the cause-effect relationship be-
tween a pathogen and its host, 
which can be tested experimental-
ly with the help of these postulates. 
To call a microorganism a patho-
gen, these postulates must be ful-
filled. The first Koch postulate re-

quires that the putative pathogen is 
only found in sick people, never (or, 
if one wants to be generous, rare-
ly) in healthy people. If this is the 
case, there is a connection between 
the disease and the alleged patho-
gen. Whether this is also a causal 
connection is not yet clear. Final-

ly, the alleged pathogen could also 
be a consequence of the disease 
and pathogen could be the conse-
quence of another cause. What is 
clear, however, is that if the “path-
ogen” is also found in many healthy 
and/or isn’t found in sick people, 
then the connection is not clear.

The first Koch postulate of The first Koch postulate of 
must be fulfilled.must be fulfilled.

  Step 7:

C O N C L U S I O N 

sick sickhealthy

First 

Koch postulate 

fulfilled

First 

Koch postulate 

not fulfilled

First 

Koch postulate 

not fulfilled

pathogens
pathogens
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It is a fact that a large proportion of 
those who tested positive for coro-

na remain symptoms-free. This means 
that the first postulate that the path-
ogen is only found in sick people, but 
never in healthy people, is not fulfilled. 
However, the figures given vary:

The Italian immunology professor 
Sergio Romagnani of the University of 
Florence comes to the conclusion in a 
study of 3,000 persons that 50 to 75% of 
people of all age groups who tested pos-
itive remain completely symptom-free. 
(1)

The two Stanford professors of 
medicine, Dr. Eran Bendavid and Dr. Jay 
Bhattacharya, explain in an article (2) 
that the lethality of COVID-19 is over-
estimated by several orders of mag-
nitude and is probably only 0.01% to 
0.06% even in Italy, and thus below that 
of influenza. The reason for this overes-

timation is the greatly underestimated 
number of people already infected (who 
are symptoms-free).

A study by the University of Oxford 
concludes that COVID-19 has probably 
been in existence in the UK since Janu-
ary 2020 and since then half the popula-
tion has been infected and thus immu-
nised, with most people experiencing 
no or only very mild symptoms. (3)

The British Medical Journal (BMJ) 
reports on April 2, 2020 that according 
to the latest data from China 78% of test 
positive persons show no symptoms. 

An Oxford epidemiologist says: «These 
results are very, very important. [...] If 
these results are representative, then 
we have to ask ourselves, why the hell 
are we doing a lockdown?» (4) (tk) 

According to figures from a study in 
China, the rate of infected persons is 
several orders of magnitude higher than 
initially assumed. In total, up to a fifth of 
the population in the megacity of Wu-
han is said to have been infected - the 
vast majority of them without knowing 
so and therefore without the diagnosis 
of the disease. According to the study, 
this horrendously high rate of symp-
tom-free people pushes the death rate 
of COVID-19 to a negligible level.

Source: medrxiv.org, Early epidemiological 
assessment of the transmission potential and 
virulence of coronavirus disease 2019 (CO-
VID-19) in Wuhan City: China, January-Fe-
bruary, 2020, Kenji Mizumoto, Katsushi Ka-
gaya, Gerardo Chowell

Symptoms-free 22% 78% With symptoms

Data from China on persons tested positive for corona

Source: bmj.com, Covid-19: four fifths of cases are asymptomatic, China figures indicate, 02.04.2020 

The first Koch postulate is not fulfilled with corona! 

 Sources:

1. repubblica.it, Coronavirus: «Il 50-75% dei casi a Vo' 
sono asintomatici. Una formidabile fonte di contagio», 
16.03.2020 
2. wsj.com, Is the Coronavirus as Deadly as They Say?, 
24.03.2020 
3. news.yahoo.com, New Oxford study suggests 
millions of people may have already built up 
coronavirus immunity, 24.03.2020 
4. bmj.com, Covid-19: four fifths of cases are 
asymptomatic, China figures indicate, 02.04.2020

Corona 
Corona 

Quelle: nejm.org, Universal Screening for SARS-CoV-2 in Women Admitted for Delivery, 13.04.2020 

«215 pregnant women were screened for symptoms of COVID-19 Four women (1.9%) had 
fever or other symptoms of COVID-19 at admission, and all four women tested positive for 
SARS-CoV-2. Of the 211 women without symptoms, all were fever-free at admission. Naso-
pharyngeal swabs were taken from 210 of the 211 women (99.5%) who did not exhibit symp-
toms of COVID-19; of these women, 29 (13.7%) were positive for SARS-CoV-2. Thus, 29 of the 33 patients who 
were positive for SARS-CoV-2 at admission (87.9%) [...] had no COVID-19 symptoms.»

Columbia University researchers: 87.9%                   

symptom-free in a sample of pregnant women!

                                  Dr. Desmond Sutton, Dr. Karin Fuchs, Dr. Mary D›Alton, Dr. Dena Goffman from the Irving Medical Center of Columbia University in 
New York, in an article for the New England Journal of Medicine

The ratio of people infected with 

COVID-19 to those who die of it 

(according to the study from China)

  Infected persons with 

an asymptotic, mild or      

severe history

Non-infected           

population of Wuhan

Deceased as a COVID-19 

patients

80.90%

19.10%

0.12%
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Based on the prevailing the-
ses of virology, every person 

carries viruses within him or 
herself and would probably re-
act positively to numerous tests 
for certain groups of viruses. Dr. 
med. Wolfgang Wodarg (see p.14, 
52 and 76) states: “Every year, 
everywhere in the world, we 
have new viruses because virus-
es have to change. If the same 
viruses came again, our im-
mune system would recognize 
them and they could not make 
us ill. [...] That is why we have 
new variants of these viruses 
every year. There are about a 
hundred different types of vi-
ruses and they change all the 
time. [...] If I test for corona in 
people who are dying and are in 
intensive care, I will always find 
7-15% corona virus.” (1)

He who searches, finds - other «viruses» too

 Sources:

1. youtube.com, «Stoppt die Corona-Panik» - Ex-
Gesundheitsamtsleiter Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg (Interview, 
Dokumentation), 17.03.2020 
2. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, Characteristics and Outcomes of 
Coronavirus Infection in Children: The Role of Viral Factors 

and an Immunocompromised State, 2019
3. ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, Detection of Four Human Coronaviruses 
in Respiratory Infections in Children: A One-Year Study in 
Colorado, 2009 

In fact, in people with flu-like 
illness, no matter which group, 
7-15% of “corona viruses” can 
always be found. This is proven 
by statistics and work from pre-
vious years. (2,3) For COVID-19, 
the proportion of test positive 
persons worldwide is between 
about 5 and 15%, which is rough-
ly the usual spread of “corona 
viruses”. Interestingly, these 
constant figures are not active-
ly communicated by authorities 
and the media. Instead, expo-
nential but irrelevant and mis-
leading curves are shown with-
out context. (tk)  

«Corona viruses are familiar to 
us from the past [...] But the data 
suggest that this disease is less 
dangerous than influenza. [In the 
case of] influenza, we can all still 
remember the serious outbreak 
in 2017. In the end with 27,000 
deaths in Germany, and of these 
27,000 deaths some seem to have 
been displaced. [...] It can’t be 
that we only care about corona 
and that somewhere lies a dan-
ger that some other germ out-
break [...] will result.»

Prof. Dr. Jochen A. Werner,  
Ärztlicher Direktor und Vorstandsvorsitzender der 

Universitätsmedizin Essen 
Source: youtube.com, Prof. Dr. Jochen A. Werner 

zum Corona-Virus, 05.03.2020 

 Foto: Ralf Schultheiss

No matter which group of people with flu symptoms you test, you 

will always find between 7-15% «corona viruses».

Corona-VirusesCorona-Viruses

14.4%14.4%

Influenza- 
Viruses

7.0%

RSV-Viruses RSV-Viruses 
3.6%3.6%

unknownunknown

46.0%46.0%

Rhino-VirusesRhino-Viruses

29.0%29.0%

Source: Nicgolson et al.
*study of 291 elderly patients

Reasons for Reasons for 
influenza-like influenza-like 
illnesses*illnesses*
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About a hundred years ago, only a few bacteria were sus-
pected of provoking flu symptoms. But where no bacte-

ria were found, it was later simply assumed that they must 
be much smaller (and therefore not yet representable at that 
time) organisms, namely “viruses”. Thus the influenza virus 
was “born”. For decades its existence was pure hypothesis, 
because nobody had seen it until then. It was not until 1939 
that the electron microscope went into series production 
at Siemens. It was used to detect certain particles, which 
were then referred to as “viruses. In practice, the discovery 
of new subtypes looked like this: Whenever the alleged vi-
rus did not meet the virologists’ expectations that it would 
make the carriers sick, a supposed mutation or a previous-
ly unknown variant of the virus had to be used as a reflex, 
even though the appearance of the virus had not changed 
under the electron microscope. This was then “proved” with 
questionable experiments. This is how the differentiation 
between the subtypes of influenza A, B and C came about. 
And then the differentiation of the influenza A types into up 
to 144 sub-sub-types, which resulted from variations in the 
viral surface proteins haemagglutinin and neuraminidase. 
Over time, 16 subtypes of haemagglutinin and 9 subtypes or 
variations of neuraminidase were distinguished. 

But this is by no means the end of the story: Each of these 
sub-sub-types, e.g. A/H1N1, can be subdivided into count-
less sub-sub-sub-types - if the virologist only wants to and 
the detection methods are sofisticated enough. The more 
time passes, the more sofisticated the detection methods 
become and the more subtypes the virologists find - and 

The composition of the putative “influenza virus”: Typical for the en-

velope are the proteins haemagglutinin, neuraminidase and M2. Inside 

the envelope is the RNA, single-stranded genetic material. There are 

16 known subtypes of haemagglutinin and nine different subtypes of 

neuraminidase. The designation “H1N1” therefore means nothing else 

then “haemagglutinin of type 1” and “neuraminidase of type 1”. The 

same applies to the other influenza A viruses, e.g. H5N1 and H3N2. The 

possible combinations seem endless. Is every “virus” an unique? 

Is every «virus» unique? 
GeneralyGeneraly

the more vaccinations against more and more variations 
are allegedly necessary. This development is of course very 
much in line with the interests of the vaccine manufactur-
ers. Where will it end? Perhaps at the realization that every 
single “virus” is an “individual”, i.e. unique, and is somehow 
different from all the other “viruses” floating around on a 
molecular or atomic or subatomic level. (tk/ht)  

Since completely asymptomatic individuals test positive for SARS-CoV-2, 

there is no link between the “virus” and the disease. The first Koch postulate is 

not fulfilled. In addition, there is hardly any search for other viruses or path-

ogens that might fulfil the first Koch postulate.

The second postulate requires that a pathogen must be able to 
multiply. Since it is not easy to reproduce experimentally within 
the human body, a cell culture in a Petri dish is taken as a substi-
tute and experiments are carried out until these cells diligently 
reproduce the virus. Of course, the final product must be prov-
en to be one hundred percent identical to the original product, 
which would have to be checked.

The virus would first have to be present in pure culture in order to perform the test for 
reproduction. This is not the case with SARS-CoV-2.

  Step 8:
The second Koch-Postulate The second Koch-Postulate 

must be fulfilled.  must be fulfilled.  

C O N C L U S I O N 

C O N C L U S I O N 
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The third postulate according to 
Robert Koch requires that when the 
pathogen is introduced into a de-
monstrably healthy organism - nat-
urally, if possible by the presumed 
natural route of transmission (i.e. 
through the nose and mouth) - it 
must cause exactly the same disease 
there as in the patients from whom 
the viruses were originally taken. If 
this is not successful, it could also 
be a so-called “endogenous virus” 
(see p.65) or microvesicles (see 
p.50 f.), which are produced by the 
body cells on their own. An essen-
tial element of this 9th step is the 
use of control groups which are 
treated exactly the same way, but 
are administered completely dif-
ferent microorganisms known to be 
harmless by the normal transmis-
sion route. Neither the test persons 
nor the researchers conducting the 
experiments must know which test 
person or animal belongs to the 
actual test group or to the control 

group (double-blind study). Only 
in this way is it possible to prevent 
conscious or unconscious influenc-
ing of the result. The absence of a 

control group is one of the clearest 
indications of a possible manipu-
lation of the result by the persons 
responsible for the study.

Corona 
Corona 

Shouldn’t we expect a pandemic to 
spread from its source in China, 

first to countries with high Chinese mi-
gration and then gradually from these 
countries across the globe? Should we 
not then at least see a similar spread 
and severity of the disease around the 

world? Why did the COVID-19 numbers 
explode not in the countries border-
ing China, but mainly in Europe and 
the USA? In the South Pacific region, 
where significantly more Chinese live 
and work than in Europe, the dramat-
ic numbers have so far failed to mate-

rialize. “Japan expected a corona virus 
explosion,” wrote the Japan Times. 
“Where is it?” Although Japan was one 
of the first countries to have positive 
test results and did not introduce a 
“lockdown”, it is so far one of the least 
affected countries. There is no increase 
in pneumonia and no increase in hos-
pitalisation. (1)

Sweden has so far followed the 
most liberal strategy in dealing with 
COVID-19, which is based on two 
principles: Risk groups are protected 
and people with flu symptoms stay at 
home. “If you follow these two rules, 
there is no need for further measures, 
the effect of which is in any case only 
marginal,” explained Chief Epidemi-
ologist Anders Tegnell. Social and eco-
nomic life continued as normal. The 
big rush to hospitals has so far failed to 
materialise. (2)(tk)

Corona map of Johns Hopkins University from 08.04.2020. Why has 

the “virus” not spread any more in countries of the South Pacific re-

gion? More Chinese live and work there than in Europe.

Sources:

1. japantimes.co.jp, Japan was expecting a 
coronavirus explosion. Where is it?, 20.03.2020 
2. zeit.de, Coronavirus: Die Welt steht still. Nur 
Schweden nicht, 24.03.2020

  Step 9:
The third Koch-Postulate (infection) The third Koch-Postulate (infection) 

must be fulfilled must be fulfilled 

Why such different developments depending on the area?
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Sweden: No particularly high corona case numbers

Confirmed COVID-19 cases per 
100,000 inhabitants, by country 

(data from mid-April 2020)

Source: nzz.ch, Wo die Zahl der täglichen Todesfälle besonders stark  
ansteigt – und alles Weitere zum Coronavirus in 24 Grafiken, 24.04.2020 

Although the significance of the announced corona numbers is close to zero based on unreliable tests (see p.52 ff.), it is to be noted 
that even if something were to said about the spread of a dangerous disease, it would not indicate the effectiveness of the measures. A 
country such as Sweden, which did not introduce any rigorous lockdown measures, does not show a particularly high per capita rate 
of infection compared with the rest of Europe. Countries that enforced measures, such as Spain, Belgium or Italy, are clearly ahead of 
Sweden. The fact that Sweden, with its lax approach to this “pandemic”, should now be facing a catastrophic situation, but is not doing 
so, allows us to conclude that the danger is overestimated and that the lockdowns were unnecessary.

Even if we assume that the aforemen-
tioned laboratory tests would be able 

to detect the presence of specific corona 
viruses, this is not yet proof that these vi-
ruses are also the externally transmitted 
cause of the disease. Moreover, orthodox 

medicine has known for years about the 
existence of so-called “endogenous ret-
roviruses”. These are viruses that do not 
enter the organism from the exterior, but 
are produced and expelled by bacteria or 
body cells on their own. There are no se-

rious scientific publications that can rule 
out an endogenous origin of the alleged 
corona virus. The question of the extent 
to which endogenous viruses differ from 
the microvesicles already mentioned 
(see p.50 f.) should also be asked. (tk) 

GeneralGeneral The body itself can produce viruses

Johns Hopkins University has become famous 
as the most cited data supplier for corona in 
the last few months. However, its extremely 
high case and death rates are increasing-
ly coming under criticism (see p.28). In this 
context, it is striking that one of the profiteers 
of the “corona crisis”, namely Bill Gates (see 
p.5 ff.), invests millions of euros in university 
projects through his foundation every year. 
On the website of the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation alone, donations of almost one 
billion dollars (887 million) to Johns Hopkins 
University since 2009 (and a little before that) 
can be traced. One can imagine that the in-
flated numbers of the university played into 
Gates’ agenda. Whether they had anything to 
do with Gates’ generous donations remains to 
be seen. It would certainly be obvious.

Corona data supplier number 1 financed with 

hundreds of millions of dollars from Bill Gates!

Spain

Belgium

Ireland

Swiss

Itay

Qatar

USA

France

Portugal

Great Britain

Netherlands

Singapore

Germany

Austria

Israel

Sweden

Sum of donations according to 
the official homepage of the Bill 
& Melinda Gates Foundation!

More than
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On 19 February 2003, CNN reported that a “mysterious 
disease” had killed five people in the southern Chinese 

province of Guangdong and that at least 305 people had 
fallen ill since November. According to reports in the Hong 
Kong press, the disease was avian flu. (1) On 5 March 2003, 
Dr Carlo Urbani, an Italian WHO physician based in Ha-
noi, Vietnam, called his superior, Dr Shigeru Omi, WHO’s 
Western Pacific Officer, in Manila, requesting technical 
assistance by telephone. In his hospital in Hanoi, many 
patients and staff had fallen ill with an infectious disease 
he was suspicious about . He assumed that those affect-
ed might have contracted the disease from a patient who 
had flown in from Hong Kong. Omi registered this, but 
urged Urbani to attend a meeting in Bangkok (Thailand) 
on 9 March. In fact an act of complete irresponsibility due 
to the risk of infaction - at least if you believe in the offi-
cial SARS theory. Despite all reservations, Urbani was on 
a plane to Bangkok on 11 March. And lo and behold, he too 
fell ill during the flight:

“On March 11th, he displayed the first symptoms on the 
flight to Bangkok. On arrival, he asked a colleague from 
the CDC, who greeted him at the airport, not to approach 
him. They sat at a distance from each other and waited in 
silence for an ambulance with the necessary protective 
equipment.” (2)

Urbani was admitted directly from the airport to the 
isolation ward of a hospital in Bangkok. However, it was 
not clear whether his symptoms were a consequence of 
the infectious disease he suspected.

Hong Kong: the place of origin? 

Now the SARS campaign began: No sooner had Ur-
bani left Hanoi than Dr. Shigeru Omi issued a report on 
12 March on behalf of the WHO and warned of a “Severe 
Acute Respiratory Syndrome” of “unknown cause”, in 
short: SARS. Before that, there had been talk of avian flu. 
The WHO wrote on its website: “So far no link has been 
established between these outbreaks of acute respirato-
ry syndrome in Hanoi and Hong Kong and the outbreaks 
of avian flu (H5N1) reported from Hong Kong on 19 
February. Investigations are ongoing and labora-

tory testing of the samples from Vietnam and Hong Kong 
is being carried out by centres in Japan and the USA in col-
laboration with the WHO”.

Hong Kong was made the place of origin of SARS with-
out any evidence because Urbani was infected by a Hong 
Kong patient: Persons arriving from Hong Kong with flu 
symptoms were possible SARS cases almost everywhere 
in the world. In Europe, the first suspected cases were 
linked to SARS, and the first “deaths” in Canada. The first 
suspected cases also occurred in Germany. Symptoms 
alone and a recent visit to Hong Kong were sufficient for 
the SARS suspicion. On 15 March 2003, the WHO issued a 
worldwide travel alert.

SARS suspects were usually immediately placed under 
strict quarantine, even if they did not show any symptoms, 
and treated with strong antiviral drugs and sometimes also 
with antibiotics. Whether this treatment caused or aggra-
vated the symptoms was not investigated. For example, 

the Italian doctor Carlo Urbani, who is considered 
the discoverer of the disease, may have died in 
Bangkok from overtreatment (see p.69).

   

Nothing as an assumption 

In mid-March 2003, the global race of epide-
miological institutes to “discover” the mysterious 

SARS virus was in full swing. The successful institute not 
only enjoyed worldwide fame, but also received generous 
grants to finance further research, studies and publica-
tions. For the time being, the virus remained nothing more 
than a conjecture.

It was not until three weeks later that it was stated: “All 
eleven laboratories working on SARS agree that a corona 
virus is the primary cause,” WHO spokesman Peter Cord-
ingley told the scientific magazine New Scientist on 7 April. 
One day later, Hong Kong scientists published an article 

Genau wie der «SARS-Entdecker» Carlo Urbani verstarb auch der mut-

massliche Entdecker von COVID-19, der chinesische Augenarzt Li Wen-

liang, an der von ihm gefundenen Krankheit. Warum gerade ein Wuha-

ner Augenarzt auf die Idee kommt, bei einer Krankheit, die mit keinerlei 

neuen oder anderweitig besonderen Symptomen daherkommt, einen 

neuen Virus zu vermuten und sich auf die Suche nach diesem zu machen, 

bleibt ein Rätsel. Das Ableben des Mannes sorgte auf der ganzen Welt für 

Schlagzeilen. Das junge Gesicht des 34-jährigen Arztes wurde genutzt, 

um zu vermitteln, die neu gefundene Krankheit sei sehr gefährlich. 

Bild aus Hong-

kong während 

der ersten 

«SARS-Epide-

mie» 2003. 

SARS: Corona-Virus first actt 
Past
Past    
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on the corona virus as a possible cause of SARS in the re-
nowned scientific journal Lancet. In two out of 50 patients 
corona viruses were detected by genetic testing (PCR, see 
p.52 ff.), in 35 other patients specific antibodies were de-
tected. The bacterium “Escherichia coli” was found in one 
sample and the bacterias “Klebsiella pneumoniae” and 
“Haemophilus influenzae” in two other patients. (3) These 
traces were not followed up, although in the end they were 
not much less likely to be the origin of a disease than the 
corona viruses - not to mention other causes such as air 
pollution etc., which were never discussed. The decision 
was made: The WHO global network of laboratories would 
now only deal with the corona virus as a possible cause of 
SARS.

Drosten sends his regards 

Two days later, scientists from the Bernhard Nocht In-
stitute in Hamburg published a study in the “New England 
Journal of Medicine” (NEJM) according to which corona 
viruses had been detected in SARS patients using the PCR 
method. According to the BNI, the genetic sequences found 
were only 50 to 60% similar to the known corona viruses. 
Christian Drosten, today perhaps the most important gov-
ernment advisor on COVID-19, was also involved.

Conclusion of the publication: The new corona virus, 
whose existence was concluded on the basis of the gene se-
quences found, “could” play a role in causing SARS. (4)On 
the same day, another important publication of the US dis-
ease authority CDC appeared in the NEJM, which claimed 
to identify the corona virus as the cause of the disease. (5)

Now a critic slipped in: Frank Plummer, leading SARS 
researcher in Canada and director of one of the WHO lab-
oratories. On April 27, U.S. News & World Report reported 
that coronavirus was found in only 40% of Canadian SARS 
patients, according to Plummer. In an earlier wave of the 
disease, only five out of nine cases were found. At the same 
time, 20% of completely healthy Canadians who have re-
cently been in Asia had the virus in them. Plummer was very 
irritated by the results and announced further investiga-
tions. It was further said: “Representatives of the CDC con-
sider Plummer’s data to be unconvincing compared to the 
unpublished studies from the Netherlands, according to 
which the injection of the virus into monkeys led to SARS-
like symptoms”. (6)

The Rotterdam Monkey Experiment 

Which study are we talking about? The fulfilment of the 
Koch postulates was first taken up by researchers from the 
University of Rotterdam at the end of April. At that time, 
however, the guilty verdict against the suspected virus had 
long since been pronounced without the slightest scientif-
ic proof that the respiratory symptoms of the alleged SARS 
patients had anything to do with an unknown new corona 
virus. On 22 July, the renowned journal Lancet published an 
article with the “final proof” that a previously unknown spe-
cific corona virus was the cause of the new disease SARS. (7) 
A group of researchers at the Erasmus University of Rotter-
dam concluded that the Koch postulates had been fulfilled by 
their experiments with monkeys, thus proving the role of a 
specific virus as a causative agent of the disease.

The scientists took a cell culture, which had been fur-
ther cultivated in a complex procedure and which originally 
came from a patient who had allegedly died of “SARS”, and 
administered it to four macaque monkeys in the throat, nose 
and under the eyelids. The animals were examined daily for 
clinical symptoms. Shortly before infection and on the sec-
ond, fourth and sixth day after infection, 10 ml of blood was 
taken from the monkeys’ inguinal veins and swabs from the 
nose, mouth, throat and anus. The animals showed differ-
ent symptoms such as lethargy, skin rash and shortness of 
breath, but not uniformly. The lung and lymphatic tissue of 

The discoverer 
of SARS-CoV-1, 
the Italian doctor 
Carlo Urbani, who 
is now celebrated 
as a hero, may 
have died as a 
result of over-
treatment.

Different topics, but similar measures!

 Restrictions on freedom such as flight and travel bans, the 
stifling of the economy, the suppression of critical voices 
and the paternalism of citizens were already on the horizon 
before the “corona pandemic” broke out or were already in 
full swing. Demands for measures such as those seen today 
with corona were actually known for a long time, primarily 
in the name of climate protection. In some points it almost 
seems as if the “corona virus” has within a very short time 
“achieved”  - what was previously comparatively tenaciously 
pushed forward by “climate savers”. A coincidence? Hardly: 
Find out more in issues no. 9 and 27 about the global goals 
that are being pursued under the guise of climate protec-
tion. The similarities to the current “corona crisis” cannot 
be overlooked. Even in terms of scientific dubiousness, 
“man-made global warming” is in no way inferior to the 
“corona virus”.
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some monkeys showed abnormalities.

Gross scientific nonsense 

As already mentioned (see p.47 ff.), the classification of the 
symptoms that appeared is only possible if the virus is present 
in pure culture and its composition has been clearly determined. 
However, there was no scientific publication available on this 
- the Rotterdam researchers did not claim this for themselves 
either. The monkeys were anaesthetised with ketamine a total 
of four times during the collection procedure. Possible side ef-
fects of this drug in humans: lethargy, skin rash and shortness 
of breath, which is what the monkeys also showed. These known 
human side effects can also be weaker, stronger or altered in 
monkeys. Strangely enough, the possible side effects of ketamine 
were not discussed in the article! Basically, we are dealing here 
with gross bungling - on a “highly scientific level”, of course.

With only four experimental animals, which did not even 
show the same symptoms throughout, not to mention typical 
SARS or flu symptoms such as fever and cough, the researchers 
came to the conclusion that corona viruses are the cause of a se-
rious illness. In such an experiment, an honest scientist would 
try to identify all factors that could falsify the results. This is usu-
ally done by a control group that is exposed to exactly the same 
(possibly traumatic) holding conditions and treatments, includ-
ing anesthesia with ketamine. Why was this not done? The exper-
iments published in the Lancet by the University of Rotterdam 
were not suitable to prove a viral cause of SARS symptoms. The 
experimental set-up was not only scientifically questionable, but 
gross nonsense! 

Further inconsistencies 

 Half of the new cases reported in Beijing had no previ-
ous contact with suspected SARS cases. (8)
 On 3rd June the Märkische Oderzeitung noticed that the 

WHO only ever spoke of “probable” SARS cases, but never of 
proven cases. There was no WHO definition for real SARS cas-
es, but “suspected cases” and “probable cases”. The category 
“probable” was the highest category assigned by the WHO for 
SARS patients. (9)
 The validity of the virus tests used was more than ques-

tionable: As the World Health Authority WHO announced in 
a press release on 22 October 2003, there was still no “gold 
standard” for the detection of the alleged SARS virus. (10) By 
then the “epidemic” was long gone.

In the summer of 2003, the number of “newly infected” 
people worldwide steadily decreased, or so it was claimed. 
Officially, the “SARS epidemic” ended with 8096 sick and 774 
dead. These figures are negligible. Despite all the tragedy for 
those affected and their families, the potential danger posed 
by SARS was downright ridiculous. Without worldwide testing, 
no one would have noticed SARS.  

Whether many of the official SARS deaths actually died 

SARS sent the 
world into 

shock in 2003. 
Everything 

looked eagerly 
towards Chi-
na. In the end, 
the numbers 

were negligible. 
Without a media 
campaign, SARS 

The Rotterdam 
Monkey Experiment 2003

Scientifically completely 
worthless, yet published in 

the specialist magazine Lancet!

Four macaque monkeys…
 ...get (non-isolated) supposed 
 SARS pathogens in their throat, 
 nose and eyes…

...they are simultaneously 
anaesthetised with ketamine...

    ...they are observed 
    for a few days...

...they show symptoms that  
 are typical following 

 ketamine anaesthesia.

 No control group

 Result:
 The SARS corona 
 virus is the cause 
 of a serious 
 disease.
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After the alleged “SARS epidemic” 
in 2003, there was strong criticism 

of the drug administration. SARS was 
mostly treated with antibiotics, steroids 
and the antiviral ribavirin. A researcher 
from Hong Kong wrote about the latter in 
2004:

“Ribavirin was selected as an empiri-
cal antiviral agent for SARS therapy in the 
distressing situation of a major outbreak 
of a life-threatening infection, before 
the actual pathogen was even identified. 
Ribavirin was the broadest spectrum an-
tiviral agent commercially available when 
SARS was thought to be caused by a new 
virus”. (1)

Antiviral drugs like ribavirin interrupt 
the production of new DNA or RNA mol-
ecules. In addition to the supposed vi-
ruses, they also damage healthy cells and 
can lead to anaemia. After the SARS mass 
hysteria subsided, many doctors discov-
ered that the antiviral drugs could harm 

from the drugs they were given was nev-
er investigated. The Süddeutsche Zeitung 
described the treatment of the famous 
case of Carlo Urbani (see p.66) like this:

“They had tried everything, antibiot-
ics, new drugs against influenza, an anti-
viral drug with which Hong Kong doctors 
had allegedly achieved success. Nothing 
helped. Carlo Urbani was in a foreign 
country, surrounded by six hooded fig-
ures with masks, glasses, suits, shoe cov-
ers, double gloves: people who were not 
allowed to touch him. At 11.45am, after a 
fourth heart attack, the doctors gave up 
attempts to revive him. (11)

We will never know how many of the 
774 “SARS victims” were actually at the ex-
pense of the side effects of this treatment.

Poverty and 
environmental factors as 
causes? 

Cases of severe pneumonia in the Chi-
nese province of Guangdong near Hong 
Kong are considered to be the starting 
point of the “SARS epidemic”. A respon-
sible anamnesis (see p.32 et seq.) would of 

course have had to take into account the 
living conditions of the patients. There-
fore, more detailed information about 
the conditions in Guangdong would have 
been relevant. Only those who have dedi-
cated themselves to virological tunnel vi-
sion (see p.45 f.) will escape the fact that 
the catastrophic living and environmental 
conditions in Guangdong probably still 
represent a chronic disease risk factor to-
day. Guangdong province is a special eco-
nomic zone and is experiencing an un-
precedented high-tech boom. However, 
the downsides of this rapid development 
are extreme environmental pollution, low 
safety standards in the workplace and the 
creation of slums with inhumane living 
conditions. In Guangdong, destiny for the 
computer scrap of the rich West,  which is 
broken down by hand into its sometimes 
highly toxic components without pro-
tective measures. The living conditions 
here are quite sufficient to explain the in-
creased incidence of respiratory diseases. 
But these living conditions have not been 
discussed by virologists, politicians or au-
thorities as a factor to be taken into ac-
count - not even in Wuhan in 2020.(tk/ht)
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Ribavirin & the like – Lethal medication? 

 Sources:

viaveto.de, Corona - Eine epidemische Massenhysterie, 
22.03.2020 
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patients. This was the opinion of 21 Ca-
nadian doctors:

“The use of ribavirin was temporarily 
linked to significant toxicity.” (2)

Seven doctors from Taiwan conclud-
ed that ribavirin-induced anemia led to 
“a significantly higher mortality rate”. (3)

Such antiviral agents are also used 
in the case of COVID-19, including toxic 
AIDS drugs such as lopinavir and ritona-
vir. Furthermore, it can be observed that 
there has always been a strong corre-
lation between the intensity of general 
hysteria and the quantity and strength of 
drugs used.(tk) 

Despite all the medical advances we 

are increasingly affected by new “pan-

demics” - or so it is claimed. Health 

authorities, microbiologists and not 

least the media regularly frighten the 

population with the discovery of new 

“killer germs”. But attentive contem-

poraries have noticed numerous con-

tradictions on the part of experts and 

authorities, at the latest in the course 

of the so-called “swine flu”. Hans U.P. 
Tolzin, medical journalist and editor of 

the critical journal “impf-report”, gets 

to the bottom of these contradictions 

in his meticulously researched book 

“Die Seuchen-Erfinder” (The Inven-

tors of Epidemics)
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“Spanish flu” is the name given 
to a worldwide epidemic that is 

said to have cost between 20 and 100 
million lives in 1918, depending on the 
consulted source. The first reports of 
a serious flu epidemic associated with 
the “Spanish flu” originated in Spain. 
This is where the name comes from. 
The cause of the epidemic is now 
considered to be a fatal mutation of 
the influenza virus Influenza A/H1N1. 
Today, in corona times, the “Span-
ish flu” takes on a new meaning, as it 
is cited as a typical example and me-
morial to the fact that renewed deadly 
mutations of viruses can occur at any 
time - resulting in another pandem-
ic and millions of deaths worldwide. 
If we want to form an opinion on how 
true these fears are, we must therefore 
take a closer look at the “Spanish flu”. 
Because without “Spanish flu” there is 
one less reason to fear a corona pan-
demic with millions of deaths.

The official view of the “Spanish 
flu” leaves a lot of puzzles. First of all, 
the similarity to already known dis-
eases was striking: for example, the 
haemorrhagic (with bleeding) fever 
was typical for the severe course of 
the disease. However, the same occurs 
with other so-called infectious diseas-
es, such as Ebola, Marburg fever, den-
gue fever, yellow fever. Furthermore, 
it is also known as a severe side effect 
of the smallpox vaccination, if vacci-
nation has been “injected” into an ex-
isting infection. Prof. Dr. A. Herrlich 

discusses in his standard work “Die 
Pocken” (Smallpox) the assumption of 
earlier authors that this special form 
of the disease only occurs among vac-
cinated persons. (1) 

Failed infection              
experiments

In order to better understand the 
mysterious disease, in November 1918 
an attempt was made in Boston to in-
fect volunteers. The volunteers were 
62 healthy sailors who were in prison 
for service offences. They had been 
promised a pardon if they volunteered 
for an experiment. 39 of them had not 
had the flu so far and were therefore, 
as was suspected, particularly suscep-
tible. In her book “Influenza - Hunt for 
the Virus”, the well-known American 
medical journalist Gina Kolata gives 
medical historians, who have come 
across interesting reports in their re-
search the opportunity to speak out:

“Naval doctors collected the viscous 
secretion from the noses and throats 
of terminally ill men and sprayed it 
into the noses and throats of some test 
subjects and into the eyes of others. In 
one experiment, they scraped the mu-
cus from the nasal septum of a patient 
and then rubbed it directly against the 
nasal septum of a test person. ...] In an 
attempt to simulate the processes that 
normally occur when people are in-
fected with influenza, the doctors took 

ten of the test subjects to the hospital 
to expose them to soldiers suffering 
from influenza. The patients lay curled 
up and with feverishly hot faces on 
their narrow beds, slipping alternate-
ly from sleep into delirium. The ten 
healthy men were each instructed to 
approach one patient, bend over him, 
inhale his foul-smelling breath and 
chat with him for five minutes. To en-
sure that the healthy man was fully ex-
posed to the disease, the sick man had 
to exhale vigorously, with the healthy 
man inhaling the sick man’s breath. 
Finally, the flu sufferer had to cough 
in the volunteer’s face for five min-
utes. Each healthy volunteer under-
went this procedure in 10 different flu 
patients whose illness had started no 
more than 3 days earlier. This was to 
ensure that the virus, or whatever had 
caused the flu, was still in the secre-
tion from the nose or lungs. But not a 
single healthy man became ill.” (2)

A similar experiment under even 
stricter conditions took place in San 
Francisco, this time with 50 sailors in 
prison. The result was also surprising 
for the doctors:

 “To everyone’s surprise, not a sin-
gle test subject became ill. The scien-
tists were amazed. If these healthy vol-
unteers were not infected, even though 
the doctors did everything they could 
to make them sick, what triggered the 
disease? So how did people contract 
the flu? (3)

Mass hospital 
at the time            

of the «Spanish 
flu»

What truth is there with the «Spanish flu»? 
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 Only after the vaccination process 
was imitated by injecting specially 
processed blood samples from “influ-
enza victims” under the skin of the test 
persons - not exactly a typical trans-
mission path for influenza viruses 
- was it “successful” in Japan, for ex-
ample: “One hundred percent of those 
who were susceptible to influenza and 
exposed to filtered material, even fil-
tered blood that had been injected un-
der the skin, became ill. (4)

Geographical origin    
unclear

From a virological point of view, 
an infectious disease should start 
at a specific place somewhere on 
our planet and spread from there in 
different directions depending on 
environmental conditions. Howev-
er, such a development could not be 
detected in the case of the “Spanish 
flu”. First of all, if we want to limit the 
pandemic to that year, we must dis-
tinguish between two waves of the 
disease in 1918: a mild one in spring 
and a severe one in late summer/au-
tumn, with lethal conduct. The sec-

ond, much more severe, fatal wave 
began almost simultaneously in the 
port of Boston, USA (5), on the Indian 
subcontinent, in South-East Asia, in 
the Caribbean and in Central Amer-
ica. (6) Even if we include the fastest 
ships of the time, railways and mi-
gratory birds, there is no meaning-
ful epidemiological link unless the 
virus mutated fatally at the same 
time worldwide. However, this is al-
most impossible. If the “Spanish flu” 
really was an epidemic caused by a 
viral mutation, then theoretically it 
should be possible to trace the path 
to a common origin from any place 
where it appeared. However, the 
necessary data are lacking. All that 
researchers have today are individu-
al anecdotes from all over the world. 
Not enough to provide clarity about 
the origin and spread of the “virus”. 
(7)

Weitere Auffälligkeiten  

 While the «first wave» of the alle-
ged influenza pandemic still followed the 
«normal» law that the weak and the elderly 
are the most seriously ill, this was no lon-

ger the case for the «second wave». Now it 
was the young strong men of the US Army 
and young adults among the civilian popu-
lation who were the preferred victims of 
the alleged virus. (8)
 The medical historian Alfred W. 

Crosby was surprised to find that the 
subject of “Spanish flu” was either not 
mentioned at all or only mentioned in 
passing in the articles and memoirs 
of some of the most important doc-
tors of the time who had been direct-
ly confronted with the effects of the 
“pandemic”. This was also noted by 
the science journalist Gina Kolata. In 
most doctors’ memoirs one searched 
in vain for a chapter on the “Spanish 
flu”: “Medical scientists are amazed 
at the great silence, measured against 
the drastic effects of the flu epidemic. 
But the flu was erased from newspa-
pers, magazines, books and the collec-
tive memory of society.   
 Modern science believes that the 

1918 pandemic was caused by an influ-
enza A virus. Contemporary doctors, 
however, considered the bacterium 
Haemophilus Influenzae, also known 
as the Pfeiffer bacterium, which was 
already known at the time and ob-
served under the light microscope, 
to be the culprit. Microbiologists set 
about producing vaccines from weak-
ened or killed Pfeiffer bacteria and 
“inoculating” them en masse, accord-
ing to contemporary reports even with 
great success. So it’s a question of 
statement against statement: virus or 
bacterium - or neither of the two? So 
what was the real cause of the “Span-
ish flu”?

Mass vaccinations 

1920, Charles M. Higgins sent a 
comprehensive petition to the Presi-
dent of the United States, listing nu-
merous reasons for a possible link 
between Spanish flu and mass vacci-
nations among US soldiers. (9) In his 
document, Higgins cited a number of 
official sources which indicated a sim-
ilarity between observed vaccination 
damage and the symptoms of Spanish 
influenza. (10) Certain vaccinations 
within the US Army were mandatory. 
The New York Times of 2 May 1918 re-
ported that a soldier from Camp Dodge 
had been sentenced to 15 years in pris-

This map shows in which countries the «Spanish flu» is said to have emerged in 1918. 
The way in which the disease continued is still a mystery today. Since the world was 
much less interconnected in the early 20th century than it is today, the course of the 
spread should actually be easy to trace. The fact is, however, that the path of this sup-
posedly mutated flu virus cannot be traced.
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on for refusing vaccination. In an-
other case, a conviction, dishonourable 
discharge and 25 years in a labour camp 
were handed out by the military court. 
(11) According to an official list dating 
from 1911, at least 39 different vaccines 
were in use at the time; another list 
dating from 1919 mentions 26 vaccines. 
(12) “It is strange that in the discussions 
about the 1918 epidemic there is never 
any mention of vaccinations,” Hilary 
Butler noted in her 2006 book “Just a 
little prick”. (13)

Ingri Cassel, a staff member of the 
Idaho Observer, referred in July 2003 
(14) to the author Anne Riley Hale from 
1935: “As everyone knows, the world has 
never seen such an orgy of vaccinations 
of all kinds as that among the soldiers 
of the World War. (15) In the further 
course of the article, this author also 
states that it is precisely among the 
“priked men of the nation”, actually the 
most robust and resistant of us all and 
usually equipped with healthy lungs, 
that the highest death rate from tuber-
culosis has occurred. There are many 
other sources for the high vaccination 
and disease rate in the US Army.

There have been and still are a num-
ber of voices which - at least in the USA 
- confirm mass vaccinations as the true 
cause of the “Spanish flu”. Of course, it is 
not easy to check the truth of this with-
out the original publications. But we 
can try to approach the truth through 

an indirect approach, by gathering and 
checking further information, prefera-
bly from unsuspicious sources.

 

The American «vaccination 
civil war» of 1918

Within the USA in 1918 there were 
fierce public disputes between the ad-
vocates of vaccination and their oppo-
nents. Although no real weapons were 
used, there were “verbal exchanges of 
fire”. Mass vaccinations against small-
pox, typhus and other diseases were 
to blame for the deaths of thousands 
of soldiers, the vaccination opponents 
said. The vaccinations were a blessing 
for mankind, the vaccination advocates 

argued. Both sides accused each other 
of weakening the fighting power of the 
army preparing for deployment in Eu-
rope, and thus above all of helping the 
war opponents. As the New York Times 
reported on 9 April 1918, the day be-
fore, Charles F. Reavis, a congressman 
from Nebraska, had read in the House 
of Representatives a circular letter is-
sued by the “National Federation of 
Opponents of Animal Experiments”, in 
which, among other things, the claim 
was made that “thousands of American 
soldiers” had died as a result of mass 
vaccinations, especially against typhoid 
fever. 

Resistance to vaccination in general 
and smallpox and typhoid vaccination 
in particular was broad and nation-
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With the EU and the UN toward to a world government
Isn’t it astonishing that almost all major socio-political issues can be traced back to the same authorities again and again? 
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ly man-made “climate catastrophe” or, currently, the “corona crisis”, thanks to which the World Health Organization (WHO), 
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out more in issues 22, 23 and 24 of the ExpressZeitung.
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to vaccinate all employees, despite 
the threat of forced closures. (19) 

The list could go on.
In the USA in 1918, there was an 

extremely controversial vaccina-
tion debate that almost no citizen 
could escape. But this “vaccination 
civil war” is not mentioned in the 
current literature on “Spanish flu” 
or in papers on the history of vac-
cines. 

Vaccinations in Europe

But mass vaccinations were not 
only carried out in the USA: in 1914, 
typhoid vaccination became com-
pulsory within the French army 
(20), and one year later also in the 
German army. (21) In January 1918, 

France introduced a new typhoid 
vaccine based on an oily or greasy 
solution by the French naval doctor 
Dr. Le Moignic, which was intended 
to reduce the rate of complications 
- an indication that complications 
could have been very frequent be-
fore. (22)

A connection between the “Span-
ish flu” of 1918 and the simultaneous 
explosive expansion of mass vacci-
nation in the USA and other coun-
tries is obvious after reviewing nu-
merous contemporary sources.

There is a whole series of incon-
sistencies around the “Spanish flu” 
that are simply ignored by official 
statements of the present. There is a 
lack of convincing evidence for a vi-
ral link between the waves of disease 
that have occurred worldwide.(tk/ht) 

wide. In March 1918, the city council 
of Indianapolis, the capital of the state 
of Indiana, was unable to implement a 
smallpox vaccination decree. Numer-
ous opponents of the vaccination had 
threatened to go to court. (16) In Arizo-
na, too, orders for compulsory smallpox 
vaccination met with fierce resistance 
not only from the population but also 
from the local authorities: For exam-
ple, the Phoenix City School Board in-
structed its staff to have any doctor who 
attempted to enter the school grounds 
immediately removed by the police. (17) 
In July there was even a referendum 
against the compulsory vaccination or-
der of the Health Ministry of this state. 
(18) In Chicago, a large number of busi-
nessmen did not comply with the order 
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History is full of scientifically highly questionable experiments that are supposed to prove a 
viral infection and thus the third Koch postulate, but on closer inspection do not do so. A seri-
ous infection experiment, which requires a clean virus isolation anyway, is not to be found in 
COVID-19 either. 
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Sucharit Bhakdi is a specialist in microbiology and infec-
tion epidemiology. He is professor emeritus at the Johannes 

Gutenberg University Mainz and was head of the Institute for 
Medical Microbiology and Hygiene there from 1991 to 2012. In 
an interview on March 19, 2020, Bhakdi - one of the most fre-
quently quoted experts in the field of medical microbiology 
- declared that it was “wrong” and “dangerously mislead-
ing” to hold the new corona virus mainly responsible for the 
deaths attributed to it, as pre-existing conditions and air 
pollution in Chinese and northern Italian cities played a more 
important role. He described the measures discussed or decid-
ed on at that time as “grotesque”, “senseless”, “self-destructive” 
and “collective suicide”, which would shorten the life expectancy 
of the elderly and should not be accepted by society. (1)

This was followed on 26 March 2020 by an open letter to the 
German Chancellor Dr. Angela Merkel, in which Bhakdi posed 
previously unanswered questions. Shortened here, they are:

1. Did the forecasts, which say that five percent of all infected 
people will become seriously ill and require artificial respiration 
and will therefore soon allegedly place an excessive burden on 
the health care system, distinguish between symptom-free in-
fected patients and actually, ill patients?

2. Has there been any search for other corona viruses that 
have been in circulation for a long time and which, according 
to a study (2 ) cited by Bhakdi, do not differ from SARS-CoV-2 in 
terms of danger?

3. Has there already been a random survey of the healthy 
general population to validate the real spread of the virus, or is 
this planned in the near future?

4. Does Germany still intend to report “corona deaths” as 
soon as it is established that the virus was present at death, 
regardless of other factors? How then should a distinction be 
made between true corona deaths and accidental virus presence 
at the time of death?

5. What efforts are being made to make the population aware 
of other factors contributing to the appalling situation in Italy 
(including air pollution, fewer available beds in intensive care 
units)? In this way, people can be made to understand that sce-
narios such as those in Italy or Spain are not realistic in Germa-
ny. (3)

The university e-mail address of Professor Bhakdi, emer-
itus professor, had already been deactivated before, but was 
also reactivated after protests. An act of censorship? (tk) 

Foto: EugeneEdge/Shutterstock

The completion of each step must be publicly 
documented in such a way that other researchers can 
follow each experiment and step in a precise manner. 
Only when the experiments can be reproduced at 
any time by other (preferably independent) scientists 
does the virus hypothesis become a virus proof. Only 
then does it make any sense to initiate protective 
measures, develop antiviral drugs or even vaccines. 
If, however, the 10 steps are not comprehensible to 
other researchers, the process must be started all 
over again. 

  Step 10: Documentation & Confirmations Documentation & Confirmations 

Highly renowned microbiologist considers corona measures 

to be «collective suicide» 
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«Draconian measures that 
restrict people’s fundamen-
tal rights in such a compre-

hensive manner may only be im-
posed if there is solid evidence that 

a new virus is extremely dangerous. 
[...] Has there ever been such a scientifical-
ly based indication for COVID-19? In my 
view, the simple answer is no.»

Professor Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi, specialist in microbiology and 
infection epidemiology, former head of the Institute for Medical 

Microbiology and Hygiene at the University of Mainz 

Source: youtube.com, Corona-Krise: Offener Brief an die 
Bundeskanzlerin von Prof. Sucharit Bhakdi, 29.03.2020 
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The alleged fight against corona was accompanied by governmental restrictions on a global 
scale never seen before. Many experts disagree and consider the measures to be nowhere near 
proportionate. 

  Foto: LJCasey (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Katz_David.jpg) https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en 

Dr. David Katz,Dr. David Katz, the founding  the founding 

director of the CDC research director of the CDC research 

center «Yale University Pre-center «Yale University Pre-

vention Research Center», vention Research Center», 

asks in the New York Times: asks in the New York Times: 

«Is our fight against the «Is our fight against the 
corona virus worse than the corona virus worse than the 

disease? There are more disease? There are more 

targeted ways to defeat the targeted ways to defeat the 

pandemic.» (1)pandemic.» (1)) ) 

The Danish researcher The Danish researcher Peter GøtzschePeter Gøtzsche, , 

founder of the renowned Cochrane founder of the renowned Cochrane 

Collaboration, writes that corona is a Collaboration, writes that corona is a 

“panic epidemic” and “logic was one of “panic epidemic” and “logic was one of 

the first victims”. (2)the first victims”. (2)

According toAccording to Pietro Vernazza Pietro Vernazza, a Swiss specialist in infec-, a Swiss specialist in infec-

tious diseases, the measures ordered are not scientifi-tious diseases, the measures ordered are not scientifi-

cally justified and must be reconsidered. For him, mass cally justified and must be reconsidered. For him, mass 
tests make no sense, as up to 90% of the population would tests make no sense, as up to 90% of the population would 

remain symptom-free, while curfews and school closures are remain symptom-free, while curfews and school closures are 

even “counterproductive”. Vernazza recommends that only the risk even “counterproductive”. Vernazza recommends that only the risk 

groups be protected and restrictions reversed. (3)groups be protected and restrictions reversed. (3)

The President of the International Medical The President of the International Medical 

Society, Society, Frank Ulrich MontgomeryFrank Ulrich Montgomery, also con-, also con-

siders curfews, as in Italy, to be “unreasona-siders curfews, as in Italy, to be “unreasona-

ble” and “counterproductive”. (4)ble” and “counterproductive”. (4)  

Foto: StagiaireMGIMO (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Frank_Ulrich_
Montgomery_(2019).jpg) https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/deed.en   

Prof. Karin MöllingProf. Karin Mölling, former director of the , former director of the 

Institute of Medical Virology at the University of Institute of Medical Virology at the University of 

Zurich, considers the measures to be unjusti-Zurich, considers the measures to be unjusti-

fied. Corona is not a killer virus, the problem is fied. Corona is not a killer virus, the problem is 
panic mongering. (5)panic mongering. (5)

Authors of the German Authors of the German «Risk Ma-«Risk Ma-

nagement Networks» (RiskNET)nagement Networks» (RiskNET)  

speak in an analysis of COVID-19 speak in an analysis of COVID-19 

of a “blind flight” as well as “inad-of a “blind flight” as well as “inad-

equate data competence and data equate data competence and data 

ethics”. Instead of more and more ethics”. Instead of more and more 

tests and measures, a representative sample is required. The tests and measures, a representative sample is required. The 

“sense and ratio” of the measures taken must be critically ques-“sense and ratio” of the measures taken must be critically ques-

tioned. (6)tioned. (6)

The infectiologist and director of the Univer-The infectiologist and director of the Univer-

sity Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf,  sity Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf,  

Dr. Ansgar LohseDr. Ansgar Lohse, demands a quick end , demands a quick end 

to curfews and contact bans. More people to curfews and contact bans. More people 

should be infected with corona. Childcare should be infected with corona. Childcare 

centre and schools should be reopened as centre and schools should be reopened as 

soon as possible, so that children and their soon as possible, so that children and their 

parents can become immune through infection parents can become immune through infection 

with the corona virus. The continuation of the strict measures with the corona virus. The continuation of the strict measures 

would lead to an economic crisis, which would also cost lives, would lead to an economic crisis, which would also cost lives, 

according to the physician. (7)according to the physician. (7)

Meanwhile, many representatives Meanwhile, many representatives 

of nursing homes complain about of nursing homes complain about 

the restrictive measures and the the restrictive measures and the 

inappropriate media coverage of inappropriate media coverage of 

COVID-19: “Even before corona, COVID-19: “Even before corona, 

often in the winter months many often in the winter months many 

nursing home residents died in nursing home residents died in 

a relatively short period of time, a relatively short period of time, 

without television crews standing without television crews standing 

outside their front door and people outside their front door and people 

dressed in protective suits shown dressed in protective suits shown 

heroically exposing themselves to heroically exposing themselves to 

the risk of infection”. (8)the risk of infection”. (8)

ProfessorProfessor  Martin Martin 

HaditschHaditsch, specialist in , specialist in 

microbiology, virology microbiology, virology 

and infection epidemio-and infection epidemio-

logy, sharply criticizes the logy, sharply criticizes the 

COVID-19 measures. These COVID-19 measures. These 

are «completely unfounded» and would are «completely unfounded» and would 

trample «sense of proportion and ethical trample «sense of proportion and ethical 

principles» underfoot. (9)principles» underfoot. (9)

Experts criticize the measures worldwide!

Experts criticize the measures worldwide! Experts criticize the measures worldwide! 

In a revealing 40-minute interview, the In a revealing 40-minute interview, the 

internationally renowned internationally renowned epidemiology epidemiology 

professorprofessor  Knut WittkowskiKnut Wittkowski from New  from New 

York explains that the measures taken on York explains that the measures taken on 

COVID-19 are all counter-COVID-19 are all counter-

productive. Instead of productive. Instead of 

“social distancing”, “social distancing”, 

school closures, school closures, 

lockdowns, face lockdowns, face 

masks, mass tests masks, mass tests 

and vaccinations, and vaccinations, 

life must continue as life must continue as 

undisturbed as possible undisturbed as possible 

and immunity must be built and immunity must be built 

up up in the population as quickly as in the population as quickly as 

possible. COVID-19 is not more danger-possible. COVID-19 is not more danger-

ous than previous influenza epidemics, ous than previous influenza epidemics, 
according to all previous findings. (10)according to all previous findings. (10)
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Dr. Andreas SönnichsenDr. Andreas Sönnichsen, head of the De-, head of the De-

partment of General and Family Medicine at partment of General and Family Medicine at 
the Medical University of Vienna and chair-the Medical University of Vienna and chair-

man of the Network for Evidence-Based man of the Network for Evidence-Based 

Medicine, considers the measures that Medicine, considers the measures that 

have been ordered so far to be “crazy”. have been ordered so far to be “crazy”. 

The whole state is being paralysed just to The whole state is being paralysed just to 

“protect the few it could affect”. (11)“protect the few it could affect”. (11)

Professor Michael T. Professor Michael T. 

OsterholmOsterholm, immunolo-, immunolo-

gist at the University of gist at the University of 

Minnesota, considers the Minnesota, considers the 

measures to be excessive. measures to be excessive. 

Instead of advising people at Instead of advising people at 

higher risk to protect themselves higher risk to protect themselves 

through physical distance and increasing through physical distance and increasing 

health care capacity, the economic structure health care capacity, the economic structure 

on which our lives are based is being de-on which our lives are based is being de-

stroyed. (13)stroyed. (13)Prof. Carl Heneg-Prof. Carl Heneg-

hanhan, Director of , Director of 

the Centre for the Centre for 

Evidence-Based Evidence-Based 

Medicine at Medicine at 

Oxford University, Oxford University, 

warns in an article warns in an article 

that the damage that the damage 

caused by the lock-caused by the lock-

down could be greater than down could be greater than 

that caused by the “virus”. that caused by the “virus”. 

The peak of the epidemic The peak of the epidemic 

had already been reached had already been reached 

in most countries before in most countries before 

the lockdown. (12)the lockdown. (12)

Prof. Dr. Mikko PaunioProf. Dr. Mikko Paunio, epidemiologist at the Uni-, epidemiologist at the Uni-

versity of Helsinki, writes: “I urge the world to move versity of Helsinki, writes: “I urge the world to move 

quickly and in an orderly fashion away from isolation quickly and in an orderly fashion away from isolation 

and to develop sensible approaches to fighting the and to develop sensible approaches to fighting the 
disease without causing further economic misery. It may be disease without causing further economic misery. It may be 

difficult to do so, but the cure is currently much worse than the difficult to do so, but the cure is currently much worse than the 
disease.” (14)disease.” (14)

This list could go on forever. Seldom has the contradiction from the ranks of sci-
ence against the official narrative of a dangerous viral disease been as great as in 
COVID-19. There is nothing even close to unity in science. (tk)  

 Sources:

1. nytimes.com, Is Our Fight Against Coronavirus Worse Than the Disease?, 
20.03.2020 
2. deadlymedicines.dk, Corona: an epidemic of mass panic, 21.03.2020 
3. tagblatt.ch, Ostschweizer Infektiologe Pietro Vernazza: «Die Zahlen zu den 
jungen Corona-Virus-Erkrankten sind irreführend», 22.03.2020 
4. general-anzeiger-bonn.de, «Pandemie ist Chaos», 18.03.2020
5. radioeins.de, Virologin Mölling warnt vor Panikmache, 14.03.2020
6. risknet.de, Mangelhafte Datenkompetenz: Covid-19 und der Blindflug, 29.03.2020 
7. mopo.de, UKE-Infektiologe fordert Es müssen sich mehr Menschen mit Corona 
infizieren, 29.03.2020 
8. pflege-prisma.de, Sterbezahlen in Pflegeheimen, 31.03.2020 
9. youtube.com, Prof Dr. Martin Haditsch, Facharzt Mikrobiologie, Virologie und 
Infektionsepidemiologie COVID-19, 30.03.2020 
10. youtube.com, Perspectives on the Pandemic | Professor Knut Wittkowski | 
Episode 2, 03.04.2020 
11. diepresse.com, «Was machen wir da auf den Intensivstationen eigentlich?», 
01.04.2020 
12. news.yahoo.com, «Damage done by lockdown could outweigh that of 
coronavirus», warns professor, 20.04.2020 
13. washingtonpost.com, Facing COVID-19 Reality: A national Lockdown is no cure, 
21.03.2020 
14. lockdownsceptics.org, Has SARS-CoV-2 fooled the whole world 

«The number of reported infections 
is of little significance, as no popula-
tion-based approach was chosen, the 

measurement refers to a previous point in 
time and a high rate of untested (mainly 
asymptomatic) infected persons can be as-
sumed. ...] The general prevention meas-
ures (e.g. social distancing) are theoretically 
poorly proven, their effectiveness is limit-
ed and paradoxical (the more effective, the 
greater the risk of a ‘second wave’) and they 
are not efficient in terms of collateral dam-
age.» 
Prof. Dr. Matthias Schrappe, Hedwig François-Kettner, Dr. 

Matthias Gruhl, Franz Knieps, Prof. Dr. Holger Pfaff, Prof. 
Dr. Gerd Glaeske, thesis paper on the pandemic caused by 

SARS-CoV-2/Covid-19
Source: matthias.schrappe.com, Thesenpapier zur Pande-

mie durch SARS-CoV-2/Covid-19, 05.04.2020 

Reputable expert 
thrown out!

MESSAGE
In their own interests: Board of Directors decides to suspend the 
membership of Wofgang Wodarg

Berlin, 25.03.2020

Transparency International e. V. (TI) is an international non-governmental 
organisation based in Berlin, which was founded in 1993.(3) The purpose of 
thise idealistic non-profit association is the worldwide fight against corrup-
tion as well as the prevention of criminal offences related to corruption.(4)

Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, a long-standing member of Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg, a long-standing member of 
Transparency International with an impeccable Transparency International with an impeccable 

reputation and an expert often interviewed by the media, reputation and an expert often interviewed by the media, 
was excluded from the board of TI Germany.was excluded from the board of TI Germany.

Although his critical attitude has not changed since Although his critical attitude has not changed since 
then, he is now accused of spreading then, he is now accused of spreading 

conspiracy conspiracy theories.theories.
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So-called non-pharmaceutical 
measures play a key role in the 

WHO’s current “battle” against the 
“corona virus”. Well-known exam-
ples of such measures include hand 
hygiene, wearing masks, travel re-
strictions, school closures and exit 
restrictions. Some of the collateral 
damage to be expected from such 
measures is a global economic cri-
sis, which is manoeuvring millions 
of people into poverty. Anyone sug-
gesting that the “countermeasures” 
could possibly be worse and more 
dramatic than the virus disease it-
self is consistently drowned out or 
discredited in the current climate of 
opinion. The newly discovered ulti-
mate goal of all government action, 
“corona control”, justifies all means.

Surprisingly, there is a WHO 
document, only a few months old, 
which largely denies the effective-

ness of the measures implement-
ed today. Published in October 
2019, the WHO document (1), which 
claims to make recommendations 
for future flu epidemics, examines 
various non-pharmaceutical meas-
ures. In it, the WHO advises that in 
the event of a pandemic (defined as 
a global epidemic caused by a pre-
viously unknown influenza virus 
for which no basic immunity in the 
human population yet exists), re-
gardless of its severity, sick people 
should be isolated and travel warn-
ings issued. In the case of more se-
vere pandemics, these measures are 
to be supplemented by the use of 
face masks, school closures and the 
targeted avoidance of large crowds 
of people. The WHO recommends 
job closures and international travel 
restrictions only in the event of ex-
tremely severe pandemics, which is 

not the case with corona (see p.24 
ff.). The WHO expressly states that 
border closures are not recom-
mended under any circumstances. 
Nevertheless, these measures have 
been or are being implemented by 
most governments.

No scientific evidence

In the Annex to the above docu-
ment (2 ), the WHO presents in tabular 
form the results of a systematic review 
of relevant research literature. In fact, 
in the appendix of its report, the WHO 
concludes that the quality of the evi-
dence for the efficiency of almost all 
non-pharmaceutical measures inves-
tigated at that time can be considered 
low or very low. Only the possible ef-

«A scientifically based discourse of all relevant medical societies by means 
of ad hoc commissions has not taken place. Instead, virologists became me-

dia stars and advisors to politics, who now declare war against corona (President 
Macron) or draconian measures also for democracies. ...] Driven by the media, we 
are experiencing one escalation stage after the other and are now faced with the re-
striction of democratically enshrined basic rights, without even remotely following 
the democratic social process of a discursive dialogue.»

Professor Dr. med. Harald Matthes, medical director of the Berlin Community Hospital Havelhöhe

Source: Prof. H. Matthes, Lagebericht zu Covid-19: Die Ruhe vor dem Sturm: Wer oder was lässt uns derzeit handeln?, 22.03.2020 

In 2019 WHO advised against the measures it recommends 
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Ban on 

mass events

Earliest possible time 

to establish the effectiveness

of the measure Closure 

of schools

Curve has already 

arrived where the federal 

government wanted it.

Reproductive number

fects of hand hygiene and the use 
of masks is considered useful by the 
WHO. According to its report of Oc-
tober 2019, the WHO admits that there 
is little or no reliable evidence for the 
effectiveness of interventions such as 
“social distancing”, travel restrictions 
or curfews.

Interestingly, this WHO document 
is not the only document that comes 
to this conclusion. Already in 2009, the 
EU ECDC published a guidance docu-
ment on pandemic influenza(3), which 
also denies the usefulness of social 
distancing measures and travel re-
strictions. However, just like the WHO, 
the ECDC now recommends measures 
the effectiveness of which have not 
been scientifically proven before. This 
is an irresolvable contradiction, but it 
fits perfectly into the overall picture of 
the inconsistencies regarding “COV-
ID-19”. (as/tk) 

As recently as February 2020, the 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel 

officially emphasized that one of the 
key figures used by the German gov-
ernment to estimate the corona risk is 
the so-called reproduction figure. Ac-
cording to the prevailing theory of ep-
idemiology, the reproduction number 
indicates the average number of people 
infected by a corona infected person 
and it is recommended to keep it be-
low 1 in order to contain a pandemic: 
Reproductive rate is the value that vi-
rologists and politicians have always 
attached the greatest importance to in 
corona.

According to the official narrative, 
“The reproductive rate tells us how 
many people an infected person infects 
on average. The lower the value, the 
better. If the reproduction rate is above 
1, an infected person infects more than 
one other person on average, thus in-
creasing the number of new infections 
every day. But if the rate is below 1, an 
infected person infects on average less 
than one other person, and the epi-

«We have found that 
there is only a limited ev-

idence base for the effectiveness 
of non-pharmaceutical mitiga-
tion measures [hand hygiene, 
travel restrictions, mask wear-
ing, school closures, travel re-
strictions].»

From the WHO document “Non-pharmaceutical 
public health measures for mitigating the risk 
and impact of epidemic and pandemic influenza” 
(October 2019) 

 Source:

heise.de, COVID-19: WHO-Studie findet kaum Belege für die Wirksamkeit von Eindämmungsmassnahmen, 
21.04.2020
1. who.int, Non-pharmaceutical public health measures for mitigating the risk and impact of epidemic and 
pandemic influenza, Oktober 2019
2. who.int, Annex: Report of systematic literature reviews, Oktober 2019
3. ecdc.europa.eu, Guide to public health measures to reduce the impact of influenza pandemics in Europe – 
‘The ECDC Menu’, 17.06.2009 

demic gradually disappears.” (1)
That is to say, if the reproductive 

number falls below 1, then we are out 
of the woods according to the common 
narrative. Let us now look at a graph 

published by the Robert Koch Institute 
(RKI, see p.12 f.) on 23.04.2020 in the 
17th Epidemiological Bulletin. (2)

On it (see above) we see the esti-
mated number of reproductions. The 

Robert Koch Institute refutes the sense of the 

«lockdown» with its own figures

Date
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vertical lines mark the individual mile-
stones at which the various restrictive 
measures were implemented by the 
German government.

From 09.03. mass events with more 
than 1,000 participants were prohibit-
ed. Now some people argue, flattening 
of the curve is caused by this regula-
tion. However, it is a fact that one has to 
consider the stated incubation period 
(time between infection with a path-
ogen and the appearance of the first 
symptoms) of COVID-19 and according 
to the official RKI figures this is on av-
erage about 5 days. This means that the 
curve should have continued to rise at 
least until the marked point two. Final-
ly, mass events such as football matches 
were still allowed until 08.03. and were 
quite well attended. From the observa-
tion that the curve began to flatten out 
before that date, we can only conclude 
that the decline in reproduction figures 
cannot be attributed to the measures 
taken. On 16.03. schools were closed. 
The curve has since flattened out fur-
ther, although the trend has not been 
affected by the measures. Finally, after 

the curve had already reached a level 
below the reproduction rate of 1, “lock-
down” came into effect on 23.03.

The shutdown of the economy thus 
took place at a point in time at which, 
at least in retrospect, it can be clearly 
stated that the curve had already ar-
rived where the Federal Government 
wanted it - according to the RKI, the 
COVID-19 reproduction number was 
below 1, and that even before the lock-
down was introduced.

As soon as these facts were on the 
table, a restart of normal life should 
have been approved. The stalling of the 
economy costs lives and livelihoods. 
The consequences become worse and 
more dramatic with each passing day. 
So why are the measures not finally lift-
ed, when even the figures of the RKI are  
calling out for it? (as/tk)  
Source:  
1. Inforadio.de, Was ist die Reproduktionsrate?, 
17.04.2020 2. Rki.de, Epidemiologischen Bulle-
tins 17/2020, 23.04.2020

Since 27.04.2020, masks have been compul-
sory in almost all German federal states. A 
measure that is simply no longer compre-
hensible in view of the decreasing number 
of cases and the officially low reproduction 

figures even before the lockdown. 

Source: welt.de, Maskenpflicht in Deutschland – 
das gilt ab heute in Ihrem Bundesland, 27.04.2020 

In the meantime, hundreds of highly renowned 
scientists and specialists worldwide publicly con-
tradict the WHO’s declaration. The silent contra-
diction of other experts will probably run into the 
thousands. Within a few weeks, radical and in some 
cases clearly illegal measures, based on no scientif-
ic consensus whatsoever, were implemented with-
out an open debate that was comprehensible to the 
general public.

Both COVID-19 and many epidemic cam-
paigns in the past did not meet even the 
minimum requirements for detecting a 
new, disease-causing and infectious virus. 
There is no other way to put it: We are dea-
ling with high-level nonsense that can only 
be described as pseudo-science. The mea-
sures are/were not justified in any way and, 
where they are still being enforced, should 
be ended as soon as possible - with corre-
sponding consequences for all those res-
ponsible! 

C O N C L U S I O N 

ISSUE CONCLUSION         

Virology in the year 2020

Other causes of disease, such as 

diet, lifestyle, environmental toxins, 

etc., are recognised but not suffi-

ciently studied.

Would it not be necessary to 
fundamentally question 

virology as it is 
practised today? 

Often tunnel vision of only one 

“virus” without even looking for 

other “viruses”.

Clean virus isolation does not take 

place.

Questionable infection experiments.

The question whether “viruses” could 

also be endogenous is not asked.

Virus tests are about as reliable as a 

coin flip.

Please cover your
mouth and nose.
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«D
uty to wear masks in 
Bavaria: This you must 
know», was the title of 
the Bayerischer Rund-

funk (Bavarian Broadcasting Corpora-
tion) on its website at the end of April. 
Really? Well, then: «Since April 27th, a 
compulsory wearing of masks has been 
in force throughout Bavaria in shops and 
in local public transport. According to 
the law, people aged six years and older 
must wear mouth and nose protection 
«in shops, shopping centres and depart-
ment shops as well as in buses and trams 
on public transport», «even on platforms 
and at bus or tram stops. According to 
the State Ministry of Health and Care, 
this obligation also applies to regional 
transport, but not to long-distance trans-
port. In addition, masks are compulsory 
in taxis and when travelling in a chauf-
feur-driven rental car.» (1)

This corona virus is astonishing: While 
it seems to be contagious in regional traf-
fi c, it is apparently not so in long-distance 

traffi  c. And while demonstrators against 
the corona coup in Munich have to keep 
a distance of one and a half metres and 
are guarded by the police like dangerous 
criminals, «Black Lives Matter» protest-
ers are allowed to walk the streets shoul-
der to shoulder and without masks and 
police escort, as happened in many Ger-
man cities on 06.06.2020. (2) 

Covidiocracy

These two points alone document 
the whole madness of the Corona meas-
ures, which are very much reminiscent 
of the satirical film «Idiocracy» - the 
rule of the idiots. But idiots are by no 
means the issue. It is a frontal attack on 
reason. The measures could have come 
straight from the stories about the cit-
izens of Schilda. Almost everything is 
absurd and contradictory. There are 
hundreds of such contradictions in 
the COVID theme. Two learning pro-

grammes for the citizens are connected 
with it: 

1. Cadaverous  obedience: Don›t ask 
- no    matter what is asked of you!
2. Suspension of reason: Do not 
think!
When reason is abolished, arbi-

trariness prevails, chaos breaks out 
and everything becomes possible. 
Laws, norms, rules of conduct, ethics 
- nothing is valid anymore. For all this 
is meaningfully connected by reason. 
Without reason, civilisation dissolves 
and leads to barbarism. 

Also with regard to the subject of 
«masks» one searches in vain for rea-
son. How healthy are these «rags» real-
ly? Answer: On the one hand there is the 
psychological and the social aspect. The 
masks disturb sensitively the human 
psyche and communication. By cover-
ing the mouth, the language appears 
washed out and muffled. By masking 
half of the face, an important inter-
personal channel no longer functions, 

Health Danger: Mask 

Extra pages

 of the extended

edition Mask obligation:

Issue 32, May 2020Health: Mask obligation
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namely facial expressions. Thus, oral 
expressions lack the mimic context. The 
facial expressions of the other person 
also act as a mirror of their own actions 
and expressions. Whether the other 
person is afraid, frightened, cries or is 
happy, can hardly be recognized any-
more. And this blocks further important 
social components, namely empathy 
and compassion. A smile, for example, 
has a contact-making and pacifying ef-
fect and is known to defuse almost any 
situation. Especially in contact with the 
police. If the police are only confronted 
with a masked, anonymous being, the 
inhibition threshold for arbitrariness 

and violence is lowered. In other words: 
These effects already represent a so-
cio-psychological catastrophe. 

CO2 rebreathing

And what about the medical danger? A 
«conspiracy unsuspicious» doctoral the-
sis from the Technical University of Mu-
nich provides some information. It had 
nothing to do with the controversy sur-
rounding Corona, as it had already been 
published in 2006. Title: «Respiration of 
carbon dioxide when surgical masks are 
used as hygienic mouth protection for 
medical personnel» by Ulrike Butz. (3) The 
reason for the study was the author›s ob-
servation that «in addition to the eff ect of 
aseptic operating conditions, the operat-
ing mask also has a personal infl uence on 
the surgeon». «It is a fact that the surgical 
staff , especially during longer operations, 
complain of fatigue and repeated yawn-

ing. This could be the result of a change in 
the physiological gas exchange caused by 
CO2 rebreathing.» 

When using surgical masks, the ex-
haled carbon dioxide can no longer es-
cape unhindered. This could lead to an 
accumulation of CO2 under the surgical 
masks. The air, increasingly enriched 
with CO2, is inhaled again. Too much 
carbon dioxide in the air we breathe can 
cause tiredness, concentration problems 
and much more. For her study, Butz fi t-
ted the test subjects with commercially 
available surgical masks - similar to those 
sold en masse in 2020 - and measured the 
carbon dioxide concentration under the 
mask and in the blood of the test subjects. 
Result: Under the surgical mask, the ac-
cumulation began «quickly after the mask 
was put on. After the mask was removed, 
the values again dropped rapidly to the 
initial value». The carbon dioxide content 
in the blood also «increased signifi cant-
ly» in the study groups wearing the mask. 
As soon as the surgical mask was put on, 
the values for CO2 (measured through the 
skin) in the blood «increased continu-
ously». After the mask was removed, the 
measurement results fell back to the «in-
itial values».

Hypercapnia

Conclusion of the study on the clinical 
relevance of the test results: «The meas-
uring time of 30 minutes and the existing 
test set-up did not lead to a signifi cant in-
crease in respiration in the sense of com-
pensatory hyperventilation. However, it 
can be assumed that the eff ects would be 
more pronounced in daily clinical rou-
tine: The surgical masks are often worn 

«These masks are harmful to health 

because they hinder free breathing. In 

addition, they become damp and thus provide a 

perfect breeding ground for all kinds of germs.»
Pharmacist and health expert Dr. Chalid Ashry

Source: hna.de, �Masken schädigen die Gesundheit�: 
Experte übt scharfe Kritik an Corona-Massnahmen, 09.05.2020 

The largest doctors› and sur-

geons› association in the USA 

came to the conclusion on its 

website: Wearing masks does 

not reduce SARS-CoV-2. 
Source: aapsonline.org, Mask Facts, 
01.06.2020

The new rules

Corona mask obligation in Germany:

Regulation in matters, Berlin, Bavaria and Co.

A sensless torture!
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much longer than in the present 
study. The study was also measured in 
people who were breathing normally at 
rest. During physical work and psycho-
logical tension, breathing is activated, 
which could lead to increased rebreath-
ing of CO2 and, in turn, to an increase in 
the CO2 concentration in the blood of the 
surgical personnel.» And: «A change in 
blood gases can cause reduced cognitive 
abilities. [...] Fothergill investigated the 
eff ect of increased CO2 partial pressure 
on the nervous system and proved a de-
crease in speed and accuracy in solving 
psychomotor tasks. It is conceivable that 
the eff ects shown could infl uence the 

surgical outcome.»
 Now probably only few of us are sur-

geons, but of course this can be applied to 
any activity: Learning, studying, driving 
a bus or car, designing - and in general: 
Thinking and acting (e.g. refl exes). This 
is because hypercapnia, i.e. an increased 
level of carbon dioxide in the blood, can 
«restrict various brain functions». Typ-
ical consequences of hours of increased 
carbon dioxide consumption are there-
fore likely to be commonplace in German 
workplaces: Headaches, concentration 
problems, fatigue, sweating, dizziness, 
poorer fi ne motor skills, high blood pres-
sure, palpitations and cardiac arrhyth-

mia, shortness of breath, confusion or 
even unconsciousness. The purest ordeal 
for the citizens, up to the threat to life and 
limb! 

Conspiracy theory! Really? After all, 
this was a dissertation from the Universi-
ty of Munich, which - unlike the doctoral 
theses of many politicians - for once had 
not been copied. (gw)

Federal politicians have been preaching for months that keeping your distance and wearing a mask is the best protection against 
the �corona virus�. Instead of being particularly strict in observing the rules and serving as shining examples to the population, 
numerous mistakes were made. Apparently, they take the rules in their own everyday life less seriously than what they demand 
of the population.

Politicians «without a mask»: Is the people mocked?

In mid-April, a photo of the German Minister of Health Jens Spahn, 

together with other politicians in a full lift of a hospital in Giessen, 

caused a sensation. The photo obviously showed that the rules of 

distance that were valid in Hesse at that time had been violated. 

Spahn and his colleagues were never punished for these clear and 

blatant violations of the Infection Protection Act.

A photo of FDP leader Christian Lindner hugging a 

friend in front of a restaurant in mid-May also caused 

some displeasure.

Baden-Württemberg›s Minister President Winfried 

Kretschmann was caught without a mask at Berlin›s 

Tegel Airport at the end of June.

A few days earlier, the President of the Federal Republic of Germany, 

Frank-Walter Steinmeier, had appealed to the Germans to adhere to hy-

giene and distance rules. A picture then appeared, showing Steinmeier on 

holiday in Tyrol, where he violated exactly these rules. Without a mask and 

without distance he happily posed for the camera. What a double standard!

Source:

1. br.de, Maskenpfl icht in Bayern: Das müssen Sie 
wissen, 27.04.2020 
2. rbb24.de, #BlackLivesMatter: Berlins Jugend steht 
auf, 07.06.2020 
3. mediatum.ub.tum.de, Rückatmung von 
Kohlendioxid bei Verwendung von Operationsmasken 
als hygienischer Mundschutz an medizinischem 
Fachpersonal, 29.11.2004 
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WHO document: No evidence 

of efficacy of masks

On some surgical mask packaging, which is now worn everywhere 

in the public, there is an explicit statement that the product off ers 

«no protection whatsoever against COVID-19 (corona virus) or other 

viruses».

Foto: Tim Staps / 

Ministerie van Sociale 

Zaken & Werkgelegen-

heid (https://commons.

wikimedia.org/wiki/

File:Tamara_van_ark-

1536921456.jpg) https://

creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-sa/4.0/

deed.en  

«From a medical point of 

view, there is no evidence what-

soever of the medical benefi ts 

of wearing a face mask. We have 

therefore decided not to intro-

duce a mask requirement at na-

tional level».

respiratory viruses, including COVID-19» (3), one has to 
ask how it could have come to the point where, in view of 
offi  cial statements such as these, the wearing of masks in 
public life could become such a matter of course.

The WHO document fails to mention that, in contrast 
to the lack of studies that would prove beyond doubt that 
masks are useful for healthy people, there are practical 
studies that show that they are ineff ective.

A little further down the same document presents us 
with a list of fi ve points in which the possible benefi ts of 
wearing masks are listed. The fi rst of these points, «re-
duced potential risk of exposure of infected people before 
they develop symptoms», is also lacking evidence in view 
of numerous studies (see p.81,83,84,89).

«At present, there is no direct 

evidence [...] of the eff ectiveness of 

universal masking of healthy people in 

the population to prevent infections with 

respiratory viruses, including 

COVID-19.» 
The WHO in a dossier on mask 

wearing from June 2020

Source: who.int, Advice on the use of masks in the  context of 
COVID-19, 05.06.2020

Tamara van Ark, Minister of Health

 of the Netherlands
Source: welt.de, Keine Maskenpflicht – 
Der Sonderweg der Niederlande, 03.08.2020 

I
s the circumstance of a mask decree nothing but a pure 
mockery by the authorities? It is diffi  cult to draw any 
other conclusion, because there is no evidence in the 
professional world that wearing a mask can off er pro-

tection - even according to the usual corona narrative. The 
fi rst thing to do is to establish the obvious: The «corona vi-
rus», which is assumed to have a size between 0.08 and 0.14 
micrometres, will not be stopped by the stitches of a com-
mon surgical mask or a self-stitched fabric mask, even ac-
cording to offi  cial theory. Previous studies have shown that 
surgical masks are permeable to aerosols with a diameter of 
0.9 to 3.1 micrometres - even to particles much larger than 
the alleged «corona virus». (1) Those who believe the offi  -
cial virus narrative must accept that the «corona particles» 
would slip through the masks like a fl y through the meshes 
of a wire mesh fence.

It has also already been experimentally proven that the 
common surgical masks that are ubiquitous today are not 
able to eff ectively stop particles of this size when the mask 
wearer coughs - not to mention the eff ectiveness of fab-
ric masks. This was the conclusion of a study published in 
the journal «Annals of Internal Medicine» on 7 July 2020. 
(2) Current masks are therefore neither able to protect the 
wearer from an intruding particle nor are they able to pre-
vent an allegedly infected person from breathing out or 
coughing up his particles into the air. In the test set-up, 
persons who could show a positive corona test were asked 
to cough 5 times on a petri dish 20 centimetres away. They 
did this while not wearing a mask as well as when wearing 
a surgical mask or cotton mask. The results showed that 
none of the masks was able to eff ectively prevent the par-
ticles from penetrating and in each case a certain amount 
of aerosols landed on the Petri dish. So, from all this, the 
question arises: For what purpose will these absurd meas-
ures actually be used?

Oath of Disclosure by the WHO

If even the WHO, in a dossier on mask wearing from 
June 2020, has to admit that «at present there is no direct 
evidence [...] of the eff ectiveness of universal masking of 
healthy people in the population to prevent infections with 
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Drawing of an 
African slave with 
«iron muzzle» 
from 1839. Is 
the mask a sign 
of submission? 
After all, even the 
WHO emphasizes 
the psychologi-
cal-symbolic eff ect 
of wearing a mask. 
A prankster, who 
believes that deci-
sion-makers are 
well aware of the 
unconscious signal 
eff ect of such a 
«muzzle».

Even the prisoners in the US Guantanamo camp hardly wear the 
masks for virus protection.

Source: t-online.de, So funktionieren die 
verschiedenen Atemschutzmasken, 21.04.2020

«Our advice: We advise 

against wearing mouthguards 

unless you are ill yourself.»
Michael Ryan, Director of the WHO Emergency 

Programme in March 2020 

«We know that wearing a mask outside 

healthcare facilities, if at all, off ers very 

little, if any, protection against infec-

tion. [...] In many cases, the desire for 

widespread masking is a refl exive re-

sponse to the fear of the pandemic.»

From an article in the renowned medical journal New England 

Journal of Medicine

«The mask is not a mouth guard, but is to 

be considered a political muzzle.» 
Stefan W. Hockertz; immunologist, toxicologist and professor

Source: nejm.org, Universal Masking 
in Hospitals in the Covid-19 Era, 21.05.2020 

And that›s all the document has to say about the medical 
eff ectiveness of the masks, because from the second of the 
fi ve points onwards it becomes psychological. This is: «Re-
duced potential stigmatisation of people who wear masks 
to prevent infection of others or of people who care for 
COVID-19 patients in non-clinical settings.» So everyone 
else should also wear masks so that those who wear masks 
do not feel stigmatised? If you are so keen on tolerance, 
why is this tolerance not there for people who do not want 
to wear a mask? We have long been in a situation where 
healthy people who refuse to wear a mask are portrayed as 
«antisocial» and «dangerous».

With feelings against the pandemic

Points three and four then further deepen the psycho-
logical-symbolic value of mask wearing. Point three men-
tions as a possible advantage of wearing a mask: «To make 
people feel that they can contribute to stopping the spread 
of the virus.» The aim is to give people a «feeling» of play-
ing a signifi cant role in society. The fact that the feeling 
thus conjured up lacks any scientifi c basis does not seem to 
matter. In any case, the extent to which feelings play a role 
in containing a real pandemic must be questioned: What 
we are seeing here is the pure form of mass psychological 
manipulation. Seldom has it been made clearer than in this 
WHO document: What counts when wearing a mask is its 
symbolic value. It is also interesting what the statement of 
this third point implies in reverse. If people are supposed 
to have the (unfounded) feeling that wearing the mask pre-
vents the spread of the virus, then that means that peo-
ple should also have the feeling that a person who does not 
wear the mask contributes to the spread of the virus. Which 
brings us back to the issue of stigmatisation.

Point four is worded in the same way as point three: 
«Warning to observe other measures (e.g. hand hygiene, no 
touching of nose and mouth).» Inevitably, the impression 
that wearing a mask should also be seen as an indicator of 
obedience to all kinds of measures, not just hand or face 
hygiene, comes to mind. If the masses can be persuaded to 
put on a medically ineff ective mask, what else can be done 
with them? Where is the pain threshold?

Source: rs2.de, Der Hockertz-Realitätscheck! 
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Even according to offi  cial virus narratives, 
neither cotton masks nor surgical masks are 
able to stop «corona viruses». The «virus» is 
so small, according to estimates recognised 
by «experts», that it can slip through the tiny 
holes between the fi bres. 

Source: aerzteblatt.de, COVID-19-Patienten hus-
ten Viren durch chirurgische Masken und Baumwoll-
masken hindurch, 07.04.2020 

«They [the corona viruses] fl y 

through conventional masks 

or fabric mouth-nose covers as if th-

rough an open window.»
Sucharit Bhakdi, specialist in microbiology and 

infection epidemiology and professor emeritus of the 

Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz 

Source: Sucharit Bhakdi/Karina Reiss, Corona Fehl-
alarm?, Goldegg Verlag, 2020, S.65 

Source:

1. aerzteblatt.de, COVID-19-Patienten husten Viren durch chirurgische Masken 
und Baumwollmasken hindurch, 07.04.2020
2. annals of Internal Medicine, Eff ectiveness of Surgical Masks in Blocking SARS-
CoV-2: A Controlled Comparison in 4 Patients, 07.07.2020
3. who.int, Advice on the use of masks in the context of COVID-19, 05.06.2020
4. zeit.de, Durchhalten, einfach irgendwie durchhalten, 21.06.2020

Economic advantages? 

The fi fth and fi nal point, which the document cites 
as an advantage, could not be more absurd: «Potential 
social and economic benefi ts. In the midst of the global 
shortage of surgical masks and other personal protective 
equipment, encouraging the public to make their own 
fabric masks can help integrate individuals and commu-
nities.»

 Indeed, WHO dares to speak of economic and so-
cial benefi ts associated with the wearing of masks. It is 
downright grotesque! The global economy continues to 
suff er massively from the heavy restrictions. According to 
a survey by the ifo Institute, more than one in four service 
companies in Germany is threatened with bankruptcy. An 
impressive 85 percent of travel agencies, tour operators 
and event organisers fear for their existence. The fi gure 
is 76 percent for hotels and 67 percent for restaurants. Of 
all companies in Germany taken together, 21 percent are 
acutely threatened by bankruptcy. (4) The obligation to 
wear masks is causing the catering and travel industry 
a great deal of trouble. In view of these fi gures, how can 
one speak of a positive economic eff ect of masks?

The list in the WHO document that deals with the 
harmful eff ects of wearing masks includes more than 
twice as many points as the list of benefi ts. A total of 
eleven negative points are mentioned there. These in-
clude the breathing problems already mentioned, head-
aches, the diffi  culty in communicating and an additional 
burden for people with previous illnesses, as well as the 
general feeling of discomfort that comes with wearing a 
mask. The list also briefl y mentions that wearing a mask 
can lead to skin diseases such as acne. The list is long 
and seems to eff ectively disprove the benefi ts, especially 
since, as already shown, most of them are only intended 
to have a symbolic eff ect. (as/tk)

Is the US government›s most important epi-

demics advisor contradicting himself?

«The masks are important for someone who is 

infected. It is to be avoided that he infects some-

one else with it. [...] At the moment people in the 

United States should not walk around with masks 

on. [...] There is no reason to walk around with a 

mask on.» 
Dr. Anthony S. Fauci, immunologist and consultant to the US government, 

in an interview with the CBS show �60 Minutes� in early March 2020 

Source: youtube.com, March 2020: Dr. Anthony Fauci talks with Dr Jon LaPook 
about Covid-19, 08.03.2020

March 2020: Masks for non-in-

fected people unnecessary!

Four months later

«To reopen our 

country, masks 

are very important 

and we should use 

them, everyone»
Fauci in a speech in mid-July 

2020 

Source: youtube.com, Fauci: Everyone Should Wear a 
Mask for the U.S. to Reopen Safely, 17.07.2020 
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OP maskFabric mask N95 mask

I
t has now been sufficiently con-
firmed that classic surgical and 
fabric masks are not able to ef-

fectively filter virus-sized particles 
(see p.83 ff.). This fact is not denied 
by either the WHO or the RKI. In the 
meantime, there seems to be almost 
a consensus that most of the masks 
currently in use have absolutely no 
effect. Karl Lauterbach recently 
made this clear on Markus Lanz›s 
talk show when he said: «It must 
also be said that the mask [the clas-
sic mouth-nose protection] is actu-
ally of very little use for aerosol filt-
ration. [...] The particles are so small 
that they [slip] through the masks.» 
(1) However, as Lauterbach poin-
ted out in the postscript, the filter 
masks (FFP2, N95 and KN95) would 
effectively stop the virus. But is this 
really the case? 

The three mask types FFP2, N95 
& KN95 are equivalent in their filte-
ring performance. The difference in 
name is related to the standardisa-
tion of origin. FFP is the European 
name, N95 the American and KN95 
the Chinese. These filter masks 
should be able to filter at least 95% 
of airborne particles larger than 0.3 
microns. (2) Since it is claimed that 
viruses do not float through spa-
ce as individual particles but al-
ways occur bound as aerosols that 
exceed this minimum size, it is clai-

med that the mask is quite capable 
of intercepting the particles. But if 
you look closely, there is no clear 
evidence for this claim either. Stu-
dies comparing the performance of 
these filter masks with conventio-
nal surgical masks in terms of how 
effectively they were able to protect 
their wearers from influenza did not 
show any significant benefits. The 
health workers who took part in the 
study had about the same frequen-
cy of influenza cases in both groups. 
It did not matter whether they wore 
N95 masks or surgical masks. As the 
claimed size of «influenza viruses» 
is between 0.08 and 0.12 microme-
tres (3), they are therefore roughly 
the same size as the «corona viru-
ses» (0.08 - 0.14 micrometres) and 
should therefore provide a reliable 
benchmark. 

Negative effects:

A Chinese meta-study published in 
February 2020 on this topic conclu-
ded that «The use of N95 respirators 
is not associated with a lower risk 
of contracting laboratory-confir-
med influenza compared to surgical 
masks». (4) It was found that there 
were no statistically significant dif-
ferences between wearers of nor-
mal surgical masks and wearers of 

N95 masks. Both groups had about 
the same frequency of influenza and 
influenza-like infections. In addi-
tion, the negative effects of mask 
wearing, which should not be un-
derestimated even with the usual 
mouth-nose masks, become even 
more apparent and faster with the 
filter masks. This was the result of 
a study from Singapore published in 
2014, which investigated the conse-
quences of wearing N95 protective 
masks for longer periods of time. 
The study found that: «The [con-
ventional] face mask was reported 
to cause less subjective discomfort, 
reduced perception of moisture, 
heat and breathing resistance than 
the N95 respirator. [...] Wearing the 
N95 respirator for long periods of 
time can cause physiological stress 
to the wearer, making regular tasks 
more difficult to perform, and cau-
se headaches for health care provi-
ders.» (5) (as)

Sources:

1. youtube.com, Markus Lanz vom 13.08.2020. 
2. de.wikipedia.org, N95-Maske, abgerufen am 

18.08.2020  
3.  de.wikipedia.org, Infl uenzavirus, abgerufen am 

18.08.2020
4. onlinelibrary.wiley.com, Eff ectiveness of N95 

respirators versus surgical masks againstinfl uenza: 
A systematic review and meta-analysis, 03.02.2020 

5.  medcraveonline.com, Eff ects of long-duration 
wearing of N95 respirator and surgical facemask: a 
pilot study, 22.11.2014 

Do the N95 fi lter 

masks off er better 

protection against 

«COVID-19» than sur-

gical and fabric masks? 

Studies cast doubt

 on this.

Filter masks do not perform much better in studies 

than conventional mouth-nose protection
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«We will have to keep to these rules for months to 

come. They must be the standard, they must never 

be questioned at all: Keeping distance, hand hy-

giene, and where we cannot keep distance: Addition-

ally, wear everyday masks or mouth-nose protection. 

And this applies both indoors and outdoors. That is 

the basic rule. No one should or should not question it 

any more. We should just do that.»
RKI-Präsident Lothar Wieler at the RKI press conference on 28.07.2020 

Virologist Hendrik Streeck, known as the head of the «Heinsberg Study» 

on the spread of the «corona virus», had already emphasised on Markus 

Lanz›s ZDF talk show in mid-April that protective masks would hardly 

help to protect oneself from the «corona virus». Streeck said: «A normal 

surgical mouthguard only protects the other person, but not yourself. 

[...] You must not lull yourself into a false sense of security just because 

you are wearing mouthguards». (tk) 

While the Robert Koch Institute (see p.12) at a 
press conference in February 2020 clearly and un-
ambiguously stated that wearing a mask was not 
recommended from a medical point of view, the 
facts seem to be changing in the eyes of medical ex-
perts as well as the government›s opinion. In Febru-
ary at the then daily press briefi ng of the RKI, it was 
still stated: «[...] and we also do not recommend the 
use of face masks or mouth and nose protection in 
the general public and in everyday life» (1), and then 
suddenly in April, according to RedaktionsNetzw-
erk Deutschland on the RKI website, its recommen-
dation was: «If people - even without symptoms - 
wear a mask as a precautionary measure, this could 
reduce the risk of virus transmission to others [...] 
but this has not been scientifi cally proven.» (2) Cor-
rectly heard: The RKI itself admits that there are no 
scientifi c studies that prove the health benefi ts of a 
mask. And yet it recommends masks because they 

RKI: The flag in the wind

could theoretically have a benefi t? A gigantic harassment for 
millions of Germans based on mere suspicion? Indeed: Wel-
come to Absurdistan! (as/tk) 

RKI-President Lothar 

Wieler (veterinarian) at 

the RKI press confe-

rence 

Sources:

1. youtube.com, phoenix - Tägliches Pressebriefi ng Robert-Koch-Institut zu COVID-19 in 
Deutschland, Minute 5:15, 28.02.2020.
2. rnd.de, Auch ohne Symptome: RKI ändert Einschätzung zu Mundschutz, 02.04.2020 

The RKI with dictatorial tones 

Source: youtube.com, Robert Koch-Institut Update vom 28.07.2020 zur Corona-Krise, 28.07.2020 

That sounds a lot like the famous song from the GDR: «Die Partei, die Partei,...». Excuse me: «The RKI, the RKI, 
it›s always right!» How can an organisation that has taken up the cause of «science» make such outrageous state-
ments? Especially in view of the fact that the RKI has already mentioned the unproven benefi t of wearing masks 
(see above). For a free science and research, it is fundamental, indeed indispensable, to always be allowed to ques-
tion the prevailing teaching - and rarely have the contradictions been greater than with the «corona measures». Or 
is the RKI not interested in science at all? Statements like these show that the institution has probably long since 
been instrumentalised by politics - if it ever was otherwise. (tk)

Source: mopo.de, Im TV bei Markus Lanz Corona-Virologe Streeck 
mit deutlichen Worten zur Maskenpflicht, 22.04.2020 

Virologist Streeck: Masks do not protect healthy people!
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«There is no scientif-
ic study that would show that 
it makes any sense to wear 
masks in public. Quite the 
contrary.»

Sucharit Bhakdi, specialist in microbiology and 

infection epidemiology and professor emeritus of 

the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz 

It seems that the obligation to wear masks has already 
led to dentists having to deal with new disease symptoms 
that can be attributed to the wearing of oronasal masks. 
The phenomenon was named after the cause: «mask 
mouth». Dentist Dr. Rob Ramondi told the New York Post: 
«We see infl ammation in the gums of people who have 
been healthy for ages and caries in people who have nev-
er had it before. About 50% of our patients are aff ected.» 
The «mask mouth» results because wearing a mask dries 
out the mouth and quickly leads to large accumulations of 
bacteria in the mouth and throat. (as)

«The protective ef-

fect of simple mouth-nose 

covers has not yet been sci-

entifi cally proven. Only a 

few studies have investigat-

ed the fi ltering eff ect of simple oronasal masks on 

droplets and aerosols. ...] Nevertheless, the pro-

tective eff ect seems ‹plausible› to the Robert Koch 

Institute.» 
From a paper of the German Bundestag of 30 April 2020

«Wearers of the described oronasal masks 

cannot rely on these masks to protect them 

or others from transmission of SARS-

CoV-2, as no corresponding protective 

effect has been demonstrated for these 

masks.»
Online  recommendations of the Federal Institute for Drugs and 

Medical Products, June 2020 

Source bfarm.de, Hinweise des BfArM zur Verwendung von Mund–
Nasen-Bedeckungen, medizinischen Gesichtsmasken sowie parti-
kelfiltrierenden Halbmasken im Zusammenhang mit dem Coronavirus, 
26.06.2020 

«At the beginning of the Co-

rona crisis, Angela Merkel was 

against compulsory masks. Ac-

cording to the Bild-Zeitung, Merkel is 

said to have said at a cabinet break-

fast with the leaders of the Union at 

the beginning of April that a mask was 

soaked after only half an hour that it 

became a ‹virus slingshot.»
The Berliner Zeitung online, 30.06.2020

Source: berliner-zeitung.de; Angela Merkel erklärt, weshalb man 
sie nie mit Schutzmaske sieht, 30.06.2020 

Dentists warn of new diseases 

Gingivitis caused by the masks? Dentists suspect it.

through the masks 

Source: nypost.com, �Mask mouth� is a seriously stinky side effect of wearing masks, 05.08.2020 

Source: Sucharit Bhakdi/Karina Reiss; 
Corona Fehlalarm?, Goldegg Verlag, 2020, S.66 

Source: bundestag.de, �Mund-Nasen-Bedeckung� und 
Freiheitsrechte, 30.04.2020 
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«A mouth guard is 
not necessary be-
cause the virus is 
not transmissible 
via the breath.»

Federal Health Minister Jens 

Spahn, end of January  2020 

Source: bild.de, Spahn beant-
wortet alle Fragen zum Corona-
virus-Impfstoff frühestens in drei 
Monaten, 30.01.2020 

«It has not been 
demonstrat-
ed that the use 
of face masks 
by health care 
workers pro-
vides benefits 
in terms of cold 
symptoms or in 
the prevention 
of colds.»

Conclusion of a Japanese study 

from 2009 

Source: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov, 
Use of surgical face masks to re-

duce the incidence of the common 
cold among health care workers 

in Japan: a randomized controlled 
trial, 2009 

The doctor Deborah Birx is the coordina-
tor of Anthony Fauci›s (see p.29 and 85) 
�White House Coronavirus Task Force� 
and therefore, after Fauci, perhaps the 
second most important voice in Donald 
Trump›s ear regarding the �Corona vi-
rus�. During an appearance on the CNN 
programme �State of the Union� in early 
August, Birx said that some people should 

Trump’s «Corona» consultant recom-

mends: Wear the mask at home too!

Source: newsweek.com, Wearing COVID Masks 
at Home? Dr. Birx Says You Should Under These 
Circumstances, 03.08.2020 

consider wearing a face mask in their 
homes. The proposal was aimed at 
citizens living with high-risk individ-
uals (including the elderly and those 
with pre-existing conditions) in areas 
where virus transmission is increasing 
rapidly. Birx said literally: �[...] if you 
live in multi-generational households 
and an epidemic breaks out in your ru-
ral area or in your city, you really must 

consider wearing a mask at home.� 
Birx noted that the assumption of being 
�COVID-19�-positive, and wearing the 
mask at home even without a positive 
test, would better protect �individuals 
in their households with pre-existing 
conditions.� (tk)

Deborah Birx, Trump’s 

«Corona» consultant
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Advertising sign in front of a Real-Markt store in Germany. It 
says: «These masks off er no protection against viruses. Reduces 
the chance of touching the face.» A new approach! But it›s hard to 
understand why you should touch your face less with an annoying 
mask under which CO2 and all kinds of germs (see p.81 ff .) col-
lect, doesn›t really make sense. Maybe you›d rather do without 
the mask altogether and would touch your face less? At least that 
would be an option if there was a proven, disease-causing virus…

Daniela Prousa, a graduate psychologist, con-
ducted the first study in Germany that focuses on 
the burdens, complaints and damage that have al-
ready occurred as a result of the current oronasal 
protection regulations. The data collection was 
based on a questionnaire that was completed by 
1,010 respondents in the first half of June. About 
60% of the respondents stated that they were al-
ready experiencing severe psychosocial conse-
quences due to the mask prescriptions, such as 
greatly reduced participation in social life, social 
withdrawal, reduced health care (e.g. avoiding 
doctor›s appointments) or the intensification of 
health problems (such as post-traumatic stress 
disorder, herpes or migraines). All this without 
any proven benefit from the masks. (as/tk)

Study reveals serious health and psy-

chological damage caused by 

Source: psycharchives.org, Studie zu psychologischen und 
psychovegetativen   Beschwerden durch die aktuellen Mund-Na-
senschutz-Verordnungen in Deutschland (Stand Juni/Juli 2020), 

20.07.2020 

compulsory masks

Horrendous penalties for breaches of the rules

rules adopted within a very short time also put unsuspecting 

citizens in a very diffi  cult position. Forgetting to create an on-

line code to enter a country cost some travellers a painful €500.

Many Germans were also unpleasantly surprised by the dis-

tance rules: A couple from Würselen in North Rhine-Westphalia 

was struck down by the fact that going to an ice-cream parlour 

was a disaster. There they had each taken two scoops of ice 

cream and then sat down on a bench, reports bild.de about the 

incident. Suddenly, two members of the public order offi  ce were 

standing in front of them. They told the couple that the bench 

was not far enough away from the ice cream parlour. The couple 

had been reasonable and wanted to sit somewhere else, bild.de 

continues.

However, the employees of the public order offi  ce were de-

termined. This would now result in a fi ne - 200 euros per per-

son. The Bild-Zeitung quoted a city spokesman in Würselen on 

the incident as follows: «It is conceivable that the couple were 

within the prohibited 50-metre radius of the ice cream parlour. 

Hence the fi ne.» The couple was on short-time work and had 

already suff ered major fi nancial losses. So 400 euros really hurt. 

(2)

While politics destroys the lives of the normal population 

with its measures, it is also ruthlessly manoeuvred in private 

life, as the incident mentioned as an example shows. And then 

one wonders why more and more people use the word «Corona 

dictatorship» in their mouths? (tk) 

Sources:

1. stimme.de, Große Unterschiede bei Strafen für Maskenverweigerer, 18.08.2020 
2. bild.de, Knöllchen-Wahnsin wegen Corona: Mit Eis auf die Bank gesetzt: 400 Euro 
Strafe!, 22.04.2020 

Many Germans are already facing economic ruin due to the «Co-

rona» restrictions. A fi ne of several hundred euros for the smallest 

breach of the rules can be devastating.

The obligation to wear masks was enacted without a scien-

tifi c basis (see p.80 ff .). But those who do not adhere to it are 

punished with sometimes astronomically high sums of money. 

The highest fi nes in Europe are threatened in Rome, where 

those who refuse to wear masks must pay a fi ne of at least 400 

euros - the maximum fi ne is 30,000 euros. Correctly heard: 

30,000 euros! In Brussels, a minimum fi ne of 250 euros is due, 

followed by Athens and Sofi a with 150 euros each. (1) These 

heavy fi nes can threaten the existence of low-income citizens 

who are already suff ering extremely badly from the «Corona 

crisis». The failure to take into account other questionable 

«I am very grateful when fi nes be imposed». 
Chancellor visits Laschet in NRW 
Madness-Ticket BECAUSE OF CORONA

Set on the bench with ice: 400 Euro fi ne!
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H
ealth authorities in several fed-

eral states have called on par-

ents to isolate their children in 

domestic quarantine, separate from 

the family, in one room and also to take 

meals separately from their own child 

- even if a corona infection is only sus-

pected!

This was reported by the «Neue 

Westfälische» and was based on orders 

from the health authorities of the dis-

tricts of Offenbach (Hesse) and Karlsru-

he (Baden-Württemberg). These orders 

literally state: «Your child must avoid 

contact with other household members 

in the household by ensuring that there 

is a separation in time and space. Do 

not eat meals together. If possible, your 

child should stay alone in a room sep-

arate from other household members.» 

If contact cannot be avoided, the (de-

monstrably pointless) obligation to wear 

masks in your own four walls applies.

The threat: In case of violation and 

if the children are not isolated, they 

should be torn from the family and 

placed in a closed facility for the dura-

tion of the quarantine: «If you do not 

comply with the orders concerning the 

isolation or if it can be assumed on the 

basis of your previous behaviour that 

you will not comply sufficiently with the 

order, a closed isolation is required in 

a suitable closed facility on the basis of 

civil protection.» The recipients of the 

orders were parents of children between 

the ages of three and eleven.

The German Child Protection Asso-

ciation called on the authorities to ex-

ercise restraint. Child Protection Asso-

ciation President Heinz Hilgers stated: 

«The quarantine situation is already 

very stressful for families, especially for 

children. To isolate children from their 

parents and siblings in this phase is a 

form of psychological violence.» 

Where is the line?

Parents should therefore treat their 

children as prisoners, otherwise there 

is a threat of their removal. What ef-

fect would it have on the children if the 

orders were implemented? After being 

told that they might have contracted a 

dangerous virus, are they locked into 

children? 
What do we do to our 

Order: Domestic isolation, other-

wise child abduction!
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their room alone and frightened? 

Just because their nose runs or they 

have to cough - as is always the case 

with children - should they be shielded 

as a potential pandemic risk? Regard-

less of the impact it will have on their 

soul? 

How can these horror orders be jus-

tified? Even according to the official co-

rona narrative (which in any case lacks 

any foundation) children do not belong 

to the risk group. Even if one believes in 

a dangerous virus disease, their risk of 

contracting it seriously would be close 

to zero. Epidemiologically, the orders 

for forced isolation at home and the as-

sociated threat of child abduction are in 

no way proportionate. This is therefore 

a clear breach of the law which grossly 

disregards the parents› right of educa-

tion enshrined in the Basic Law. Mem-

ories are awakened of dictatorships on 

German soil not too long ago, which used 

the threat of child abduction to force the 

parents› compliance. (1) Conclusion: We 

must stop dangerous developments at 

an early stage. The more fundamental 

rights are undermined, the more it is 

In the orders, the child is threatened with «complete seclusion» in the event of non-compli-

ance. Like in a prison?

I
f you leaf through a scenario paper 
published by the Federal Minis-
try of the Interior in March 2020, 

your blood can freeze in your veins. 
The paper states that the state is par-
ticularly dependent on «civil society 
solidarity»: «This ‹together› must be 
considered and communicated. This 
requires a common narrative (we stay 
at home, or ‹together at a distance› - 
‹physical distance - social solidari-
ty›) and in the best case many faces 
(celebrities, politicians, scientists) 
who identify with the campaign. (1) 
Elsewhere, the paper reveals a down-
right repulsive cynicism, for example 
by accusing «many» citizens of «un-
consciously and unacknowledgedly» 
speculating on the death of the «old» 
in the face of the corona pandem-
ic, because they «pull our economy 
down» and «with a little luck» would 
have the chance to inherit «a little 
earlier» from the supposed corona 
pandemic.

The paper of the Federal Ministry 
of the Interior does not even stop at 

time to insist on the right of resistance 

(Article 20, paragraph 4), which is also 

enshrined in the Basic Law. (tk) 

Sources:

bild.de, Isolierung von Kindern bei Corona-Verdacht: 
Wirbel um Forderung vom Gesundheitsamt, 06.08.2020 
1. deutschlandfunkkultur.de, Zwangsadoptionen in der 
DDR: Die gestohlenen Kinder, 26.02.2020 

Sources:

1. bmi.bund.de, Wie wir COVID-19 unter Kontrolle 
bekommen, S.17 
2. Ebenda, S.13 
3. Ebenda, S.16 

Psychological warfare against children from 

the Ministry of the Interior

the instrumentalisation - not to say 
psychological abuse - of children, be-
cause «in order to achieve the desired 
shock eff ect» - as it explicitly states 
- communication is recommended 
which «makes clear the concrete ef-
fects of an infestation on human so-
ciety». An other example of an argu-
mentation is outlined in which «many 
seriously ill [...] are taken to hospital by 
their relatives, but are turned away» 
and die «agonisingly struggling for 
air at home». Another example argues 
that even if there were restrictions 
on leaving the home, children would 
be easily infected, for example «with 
the children in the neighbourhood. 
If they then infect their parents, and 

one of them dies an agonising death 
at home, and they feel that they are to 
blame because, for example, they for-
got to wash their hands after playing», 
then this is, the author of the strategy 
paper writes, «the most terrible thing 
a child can ever experience». (2) One 
cannot avoid interpreting this line of 
argumentation, which is expressly 
recommended in the strategy paper 
of the Federal Ministry of the Interi-
or, as psychological warfare against 
one›s own population. Paradoxi-
cally, the strategy paper states that 
«the current crisis caused by COV-
ID-19» has «the potential to shake 
the trust in Germany›s democratic 
institutions in the long term», which 
can and must be «counteracted». (3) 
While this is undoubtedly correct, the 
paper does not help to consolidate or 
restore this confi dence; on the con-
trary, it only further undermines it. 
(tm)
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«Why is anyone in this country allowed to tell children at 

school - in 30 degrees heat - to wear masks? [...] I tell you, this 

must be stopped [...] this is child abuse!»

A 
mother tells of the birth of her child in a hospital in 
Madrid and how she was subsequently separated 
from her child. She explains that she tested posi-

tive for COVID-19 when she arrived at the hospital: «They 
didn›t even test my husband, they just didn›t let him in 
[...] It was a terrible birth [...] nobody accompanied me, 
I couldn›t be with my baby and on top of that I didn›t 
have the chance to start breastfeeding.» The newspaper 
El Español reports that this was not an isolated incident; 
on the contrary, dozens of mothers have reported simi-
lar practices. In Malta, women who were COVID-19 pos-
itive were even separated from their babies for 14 days 
and quarantined. In Romania, babies were removed from 
their mothers regardless of their mothers› «COVID-19 
status». All this is reported in a May 2020 report by the 
human rights organisation Human Rights in Childbirth. 
All too often, women would have had to wear a mask dur-
ing the birth. Cases of this kind in Austria have also be-
come known in the meantime. Beate Kayer, head of an 
Austrian midwifery organisation, criticised: «Whether 

the mother is still suffi  ciently supplied with oxygen with 
an FFP2 mask is uncertain. A birth with a mask was like 
«running a marathon with a mask». This is anything but 
harmless: According to the report by «Human Rights in 
Childbirth», some women and babies even died as a re-
sult of the «Corona» restrictions. (tk)  

N
orth Rhine-Westphalia, Germany›s 

most populous federal state, has 

started the new school year 2020 

with mandatory masks. The local school 

minister Yvonne Gebauer had previous-

ly described compulsory masks in class 

as the only alternative. But already on the 

fi rst day, parents fi led several lawsuits 

against the current compulsory masks. 

(1) The parents consider their educational 

right to be violated. The German Medical 

Association had already criticised compul-

sory masks at schools as a pointless, un-

necessary handicap. (2)

The Secretary General of the Acade-

my for Child and Youth Medicine, Prof. 

Hans-Iko Huppertz, also agrees with the 

criticism and makes it clear: «Duty to wear 

masks in class is nonsense.» Huppertz 

considers the fear of infection circulating 

among some teachers to be completely ex-

aggerated. There is not the slightest reason 

for panic, he says, and the hysteria must be 

countered with facts. (3) (as) 

Source: youtube.com, Prof. Bhakdi im Interview bei Boris Reitschuster, 16.08.2020 

Sources:

humanrightsinchildbirth.org, Human Rights Violations in Pregnancy, Birth and 
Postpartum during the COVID-19 Pandemic, 06.05.2020 
meinbezirk.at, «Ich musste mit Maske gebären und dufte mein Baby nicht berühren», 
28.05.2020 

Sucharit Bhakdi, specialist in microbiology and infection epidemiology and professor 

emeritus of the Johannes Gutenberg University  Mainz

All over the world mothers have to give birth 

mother tells of the birth of her child in a hospital in 

with a mask and are separated from their babies! 

Parents complain about compulsory masks in class

North Rhine-Westphalia has started the 2020 school year with mandatory masks.

Sources:

1. Focus.de, Klagen gegen Maskenpfl icht und Corona-
Regeln: NRW-Eltern gehen auf die Barrikaden.
2. Rnd.de, Ärzteverband kritisiert: Masken im 
Unterricht machen »überhaupt keinen Sinn”, 
08.08.2020.
3. Ruhrnachrichten.de, «Maskenpfl icht im Unterricht 
ist Unsinn» – Angst der Lehrer überzogen?, 13.08.2020
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C
hildren are especially dramat-
ically aff ected by the obligation 
to wear masks. The neurologist 

Professor Gerald Hüther fears that 
wearing masks could cause lasting 
damage to the behaviour of our soci-
ety. Hüther views the problem from 
a neurological point of view. Every 
person has the need to interpret his 
or her counterpart through his or her 
facial expressions. If this process is 
now systematically prevented by the 
mask, this need for interpretation 
and getting to know the person must 
be suppressed. This means that the 
person is educated to be indiff er-
ent towards others. Hüther sees this 
process as unavoidable when people 
are no longer allowed to «meet each 
other in the fl esh». (1)

Antje Ottmer, a psychologist from 
Kassler, shares the same opinion 
when she clarifi es: «In my opinion, 
the benefi ts of the mask are negligi-
ble in view of the damage it causes to 
the psyche. The mask duty is based 
primarily on correlations calculated 
on the computer. But other factors 
also play a role, which are not taken 
into account there. I am surprised 
that in Germany the duty to wear 
masks is adopted so uncritically. For 
me, there is no well-founded proof of 
how masks aff ect the spread of infec-
tion. But we do have a lot of evidence 
of the psychological damage masks 
cause. The psychologist also reports 
a massive increase in psychological 
illnesses that can be directly attrib-
uted to the wearing of masks. Antje 
Ottmer literally: «I have found that all 
mental illnesses have become worse 
throughout. Fears that were actu-
ally stable have come up again, the 
same applies to depression. Trauma 
patients have also been aff ected by 
the new compulsion. The feeling of 
helplessness has sometimes led to 
massive self-harm. [...] since every-
one has to wear a mask in certain 
areas, the psychological eff ects have 
increased massively.» (2)

What already leads to problems 
with adults is even more true for 
children: What does it do to children 
if the important means of communi-
cation «facial expression» is simply 
taken away from them? What does 
social separation from other chil-

Does compulsory wearing of masks in 

schools lead to psychological damage?

Sources:

1. youtube.com, Langemann Medien, Hirnforscher: 
Masken können Verhalten nachhaltig verändern. 
Prof. Gerald Hüther im Gespräch, 05.06.2020.
2. hna.de, Psychologin erklärt, welche Folgen 
der Mund-Nasen-Schutz hat: «Maske richtet 
psychischen Schaden an», 06.07.2020

dren lead to? What does a child feel 
when he or she is told that a deadly 
virus is going around that endangers 
the entire human race? The resulting 
psychological damage could be enor-
mous. (as/tk)  

For example, children are currently tortured in Thai schools and kindergartens. They have been con-

demned to learn and play in Plexiglas boxes.

«In order to achieve the desired shock eff ect, the concrete 

eff ects of an infestation on human society must be made 

clear: [...]

2 ‹Children will hardly suff er from the epidemic›: Wrong. Children 

will be easily infected, even if they are restricted from leaving, e.g. 

from neighbouring children. If they then infect their parents, and 

one of them dies at home in agony, and they feel that they are to 

blame, for example because they forgot to wash their hands after 

playing, it is the most terrible thing a child can ever experience.» 

From a strategy paper of the Federal Ministry of the Interior outlining how to communicate 

the �Corona crisis� to the population, March 2020 (see p.93)

Source: bmi.bund.de, Wie wir COVID-19 unter Kontrolle bekommen 
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Corona-Test: So zuverlässig wie ein Münzwurf?   «Gegen Ende des Verlaufs ist die PCR [der Test] mal positiv und mal negativ. Da spielt der Zufall mit.» (Christian Drosten) 
«Unsere Daten deuten darauf hin, dass COVID-19 eine 
Infektionssterblichkeitsrate aufweist, die im gleichen 

Bereich liegt wie die saisonale Grippe.»

Stanford-Professor John P.A. Ioannidis über eine von ihm geleitete Studie zur Verbreitung von COVID-19

Corona-Hysterie ohne BeweiseDie WHO als Wiederholungstäter 

EXPRESSZEITUNG

Durch die Vogelgrippe-Warnungen der WHO wurden 
Regierungen auf der ganzen Welt dazu veranlasst, antivirale 

Medikamente einzukaufen. Am Ende waren es einige hundert 

Vogelgrippe-Fälle weltweit, in Deutschland kein einziger.  

«Vogelgrippe»: Kein einziger Fall in Deutschland – Trotz WHO-Schreckensszenarien (ARTE)

«Der heimliche WHO-Chef heisst Bill Gates» (Die ZEIT) 
Wie glaubhaft ist die Weltgesundheitsorganisation (WHO), wenn ein Superreicher sie anscheinend zu seinen Zwecken einsetzen kann? 
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ARD: «unnötige Panik» bei der «Schweinegrippe» - Profit für Big PharmaDas Jahr des vermeintlichen Schweingrippe-Ausbruchs war ein extrem harmloses Grippejahr. 

«Alle obduzierten Corona-Toten hatten Vorerkrankungen» (Spiegel)Die «Corona-Toten» hatten europaweit ein Durchschnittsalter von ca. 80 Jahren und fast immer Vorerkrankungen. 
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Auf welchen Grundlagen werden eigentlich im Zuge der «Corona-Krise» Bürgerrechte eingeschränkt und 

Massnahmen beschlossen, wie sie die Welt nie zuvor gesehen hat? Zuallererst fällt auf, dass die Organisation 

WHO, die bei «Corona» als globaler Befehlskörper die Zügel in der Hand hält, in der Vergangenheit durch 

extreme Korruption von sich reden machte. Die ZEIT titelte 2017: «Der heimliche WHO-Chef heisst Bill Gates». 

Was sagt das über die Glaubwürdigkeit der Weltgesundheitsorganisation, wenn einer der reichsten Menschen 

der Welt sie anscheinend als sein persönliches Werkzeug einsetzen kann? Ebenso besorgniserregend 

sind die eklatanten Fehleinschätzungen, die den Weg der WHO pflastern: Bereits während «Vogel- und 

Schweinegrippe» sind die von ihr prophezeiten Schreckensszenarien nicht eingetroffen, und inzwischen gibt 

es genug Grund zur Annahme, dass dies bei «Corona» nicht anders sein wird. Zahlreiche hochrenommierte 

Wissenschaftler und Experten widersprechen mittlerweile den Verlautbarungen der WHO zu «COVID-19» 

sowie den weltweit durchgesetzten «Präventivmassnahmen». Erneut zeichnet sich das Bild einer zutiefst 

fragwürdigen Pandemie-Kampagne ohne wissenschaftliche Beweise ab. 
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